
 
 
 
 
  

 
                      MEETING AGENDA 

PLAN COMMISSION 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2022 

7:30 P.M. 
MEMORIAL HALL – MEMORIAL BUILDING 

19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois 60521 
 (Tentative & Subject to Change) 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER   
 
2. ROLL CALL  
 
3. PUBLIC COMMENT (Non-Agenda Items) 
 
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – August 10, 2022  

 
5. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

a) Case A-16-2022 – 101 W. Chestnut Street – Special Use Permit to allow for an Animal Hospital 
in the B-1 Community Business District and an Exterior Appearance / Site Plan Review to allow 
for changes to the existing building and site for VetChart, LLC located at 101 W. Chestnut Street 

b) Case A-03-2022 – Map Amendment and Text Amendment to Various Sections of the Zoning 
Code and Text Amendment to Title 14 of the Village Code to Establish a Historic Overlay District 
and for Related Amendments – Request by the Village of Hinsdale 
 

6. SIGN PERMIT REVIEW 

a) Case A-20-2022 – 28 E. First Street – Visual Comfort & Co. – Installation of One (1) Wall Sign  
 
7. PUBLIC MEETINGS  

a) Case A-15-2022 – 36 S. Washington Street & 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue – Airoom – Exterior 
Appearance Review and Site Plan Review to allow for changes to the exterior façade of the 
existing building and a Sign Permit Review to allow for the installation of two (2) new wall signs 
on the building located at 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central 
Business District 

b) Case A-18-2022 – 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue – Zazu Salon & Day Spa – Exterior Appearance and 
Site Plan Review to allow for the replacement of second floor windows on the existing building 
located at 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central Business District 

c) Case A-21-2022 – 35 E. First Street – Fuller House - Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review 
to allow for façade improvements to the existing building located at 35 E. First Street in the B-2 
Central Business District 
 

8. ADJOURNMENT 
 

Public comments are welcome on any topic related to the business of the Commission at Regular and Special Meetings 
during the portion of the meeting devoted to a particular agenda item, or during the period designated for public comment 
for non-agenda items. Individuals who wish to comment must be recognized by the Chairperson and then speak at the 
podium, beginning by identifying themselves by name and address.  
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All members of the public are requested to keep their written comments or testimony to three pages or less, and speakers 
are requested to keep their live comments or testimony to five minutes or less. Submissions or comments exceeding those 
limits may, if time allows and at the discretion of the Chairperson, be presented after all others have had an opportunity to 
testify, comment or have their comments read. Matters on this Agenda may be continued from time to time without further 
notice, except as otherwise required under the Illinois Open Meetings Act. 
 
The Village of Hinsdale is subject to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Individuals with 
disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who require certain accommodations in order to allow them to observe 
and/or participate in this meeting, or who have questions regarding the accessibility of the meeting or the facilities, are 
requested to contact Brad Bloom, ADA Coordinator at 630-789-7007 or by TDD at 630-789-7022 promptly to allow the 
Village of Hinsdale to make reasonable accommodations for those persons. Additional information may be found on the 
Village’s website at www.villageofhinsdale.org 
 

http://www.villageofhinsdale.org/


VILLAGE OF HINSDALE 
PLAN COMMISSION 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
Wednesday, August 10, 2022 

 
The regularly scheduled meeting of the Village of Hinsdale Plan Commission was called to order by 
Chairman Steve Cashman in Memorial Hall of the Memorial Building, 19 E. Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, IL 
on Wednesday, August 10, 2022 at 7:32 p.m., roll call was taken.   

 
PRESENT: Chairman Steven Cashman and Commissioners Cynthia Curry, Julie Crnovich, Anna 

Fiascone, Mark Willobee and Scott Moore 
 
ABSENT:  Commissioners Patrick Hurley, Gerald Jablonski, and Jim Krillenberger 
 
ALSO PRESENT: Bethany Salmon, Village Planner, Robert McGinnis, Director of Community 

Development, Michael Mars, Village Attorney, John Bohnen and Jim Prisby of the 
Historic Preservation Commission 

 
Public Comment on Non-Agenda Items 
Chairman Cashman asked for public comments.  There were no public comments pertaining to non-agenda 
items.  
 
Approval of Minutes – July 13, 2022 
A motion was made by Commissioner Willobee, seconded by Commissioner Crnovich, to approve the July 
13, 2022 draft minutes as submitted.  The motion carried by the roll call vote of 5-0 as follows: 
 
             AYES: Commissioners Crnovich, Willobee, Fiascone, Moore, and Chairman Cashman 
 NAYS:  None 
 ABSTAIN: Commissioner Curry 
 ABSENT: Commissioners Hurley, Jablonksi, Krillenberger 
 
Findings and Recommendations 
a) Case A-14-2022 – 14 W. First Street – Elevare MD – Exterior Appearance and Site Plan 

Review to allow for façade improvements to the existing building located at 14 W. First 
Street in the B-2 Central Business District 

 
Chairman Cashman asked for any revisions or comments.  Hearing none, a motion was made by 
Commissioner Crnovich, seconded by Commissioner Fiascone, to approve Case A-14-2022 – 14 W. 
First Street – Elevare MD - Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review to allow for façade improvements 
to the existing building located at 14 W. First Street in the B-2 Central Business District as submitted.  
The motion carried by a roll call vote of 6-0 as follows:  
 
             AYES: Commissioners Curry, Crnovich, Willobee, Fiascone, Moore, and Chairman 

Cashman 
 NAYS:  None 
 ABSTAIN: None 
 ABSENT: Commissioners Hurley, Jablonksi, Krillenberger 
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Public Hearings 
a) Case A-16-2022 – 101 W. Chestnut Street – Special Use Permit to allow for an Animal Hospital 

in the B-1 Community Business District and an Exterior Appearance / Site Plan Review to allow 
for changes to the existing building and site for VetChart, LLC located at 101 W. Chestnut 
Street 

 
Please refer to Attachment 1 for the transcript for Public Hearing Case A-16-2022. 
 
Patrick McGinnis, attorney from Donatelli & Coules, representing the applicant, was present to address the 
Commission.  Mr. McGinnis provided a brief overview of the application to obtain a special use permit to 
operate a veterinary clinic in the stand-alone building and to make changes to the exterior of the property.  
Mr. McGinnis stated the application seeks permission for removal of an existing drive-through, addition of 
an outdoor enclosed space to be used for animals, addition of a parklet for employee and public use, addition 
of planter boxes and a loading space, and minor changes to the elevation.   
 
Mr. McGinnis provided an overview of how the proposed use met the all the use standards and stated a 
market analysis provided by the applicant that supported the need for an additional vet practice in the 
community.    
 
Patrick Callahan, architect for the applicant, was also present to address the Commission.  Mr. Callahan 
stated that the majority of the work to the building would be on the inside to convert the former bank to a vet 
clinic.  Mr. Callahan provided a brief overview of the parklet design to be used by employees on break as 
well as pedestrian public and planter boxes containing low maintenance greenery.  He stated the turf area 
was not intended to be used as a dog run.  Mr. Callahan explained the area would be used for leashed 
animals, escorted by employees for a short period of time before and after procedures.  Mr. Callahan stated 
that animals would not be left unattended in the enclosed outdoor area, and the area would be shielded from 
public view.  A striped zone would be provide a brief loading area but would not be used for parking.  
  
Commissioner Curry asked if there would be a crematorium on premise.  Mr. McGinnis responded that there 
would not be a crematorium on premise and a pick-up service would be used for this purpose.   
 
Commissioner Curry asked if the storm sewer would be or could be used for animal refuse.  Robb McGinnis 
stated that Flagg Creek Water Reclamation District will determine if the piped system will tie into the storm 
system or the sanitary system.  It was confirmed that bio-hazard waste from surgeries would not go into the 
dumpsters and a separate disposal service would be utilized for this purpose.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich stated that this was a good repurpose of the building and the service to Village pets 
is needed.  Commissioner Crnovich asked if animals would be kept in the building overnight after surgical 
procedures.  Sarah Baker stated that it is not the intention to leave unattended animals overnight in the 
facility.  Ms. Baker went on to state that if overnight care was deemed necessary, the pet would be transferred 
to a different facility providing 24-hour care.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked if any products would be sold to generate sales tax to the Village.  Ms. Baker 
responded that pharmaceutical products would be sold.   
 
Commissioner Willobee asked if the facility’s parking is used by Fullers employees.  Mr. Patrick McGinnis 
responded that the parking is intended for the vet facility use only.  Commissioner Willobee stated he liked 
the idea of the greenery in the planters being added to the area but stated the modern design made them 
stick out.   
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Commissioner Moore suggested having a hose in the outdoor animal area. Ms. Baker confirmed that one is 
included in the plans.   
 
Chairman Cashman also stated that this use was a great re-purposing of a building that has been empty for 
some time.  Chairman Cashman asked if there is a second location for the business.  Ms. Baker stated this 
location would be the only.  Chairman Cashman stated the design was well done and the clinic would be a 
great addition to the Village.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked the applicant if a second application was planned in the future for signage.  
Ms. Baker confirmed that would be the case.   
 
Commissioner Curry confirmed that the name of the clinic was not “Hinsdale Animal Hospital” as mistakenly 
stated in some of the documents.   
 
A motion was made by Commissioner Curry, seconded by Commissioner Willobee, to approve Case A-16-
2022 – 101 W. Chestnut Street – Special Use Permit to allow for an Animal Hospital in the B-1 Community 
Business District and an Exterior Appearance / Site Plan Review to allow for changes to the existing 
building and site for VetChart, LLC located at 101 W. Chestnut Street as submitted.  The motion carried 
by a roll call vote of 6-0 as follows:   
 
             AYES: Commissioners Curry, Crnovich, Willobee, Fiascone, Moore, and Chairman 

Cashman 
 NAYS:  None 
 ABSTAIN: None 
 ABSENT: Commissioners Hurley, Jablonksi, Krillenberger 
 
Public Meeting 
a) Case A-17-2022 – 36 E. Hinsdale Avenue – Performance Wealth Management – Exterior 

Appearance and Site Plan Review to allow for exterior changes to the rear façade Sign Permit 
Review to allow for the installation of one (1) new wall sign for the existing building located at 
36 E. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central Business District 
 

Chairman Cashman noted that this case was on the agenda but the materials were not in the packet.  Ms. 
Salmon explained the item was removed from the agenda tonight due to additional time needed to make 
design changes after the HPC meeting.  Ms. Salmon stated the case is expected to be on the Plan 
Commission agenda next month.   
 
b) Case A-15-2022 – 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue – Airoom – Exterior 

Appearance Review and Site Plan Review to allow for changes to the exterior façade of the 
existing building and a Sign Permit Review to allow for the installation of two (2) new wall 
signs on the building located at 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 
Central Business District 
 

Chairman Cashman noted there was a lengthy discussion of this application at the Historic Preservation 
Commission (HPC) meeting about signage and other items.  Chairman Cashman stated the application 
was denied by the HPC. Chairman Cashman asked Mr. Klein to provide the Plan Commission with a brief 
overview and he suggests the Plan Commissioners return the application back to the HPC with a clean, 
revised application for their thorough review after hearing the Commissioners thoughts on the matter.   
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Jack Klein was present in place of Michael Klein to represent Airoom and address the Plan Commission.  
Mr. Klein provided a brief overview of the application and included some revised information as a result 
of the HPC meeting.  A photograph was shared of the current street view of the property as well as a 
historical view.  Mr. Klein stated it was the intention to restore some of that large area of glass windows 
shown in the historical photograph with this storefront redesign.   
 
Mr. Klein provided an overview of the original sign application with lit, punch through letters.  Mr. Klein 
showed a rendering of the revised plan based on HPC comments showing a sign placed on a four (4) 
inch box above an architectural pediment added to enhance the colonial appearance.  The re-design 
included some architectural trim and corbels.  Mr. Klein shared a slide showing a side by side comparison 
of the original and revised design, showing a sign with a white background with illuminated letters and 
logo.   
 
Mr. Klein also showed a rendering of proposed design and current view of the Hinsdale Avenue side of 
the building.  Mr. Klein noted the sign of the former flower shop protrudes and the Airoom sign will be 
flush, more symmetrical, and aesthetically pleasing.  The sign would mimic the sign on the Washington 
side of the building and has slightly increased in size to allow for the halo-lit illumination preferred by the 
HPC.  
 
Michelle Forys of Aurora Sign Co., the sign contractor for this application, was present to address the 
Commission and presented two (2) sign options.  Ms. Forys stated it was necessary to increase the stroke 
size of the font to incorporate the halo-lit design lighting requested. It was stated the difference in the two 
options was the type of illumination used and under the proposed sign plans, the sign is halo illuminated 
with the exception of the logo, which will also be face-lit. 
 
In response to Commissioner Crnovich’s question about number of locations for Airoom outside the 
Village, Mr. Klein stated the Hinsdale location would be the second.   
 
Mr. Klein stated they compromised on the Hinsdale Avenue sign by eliminating the illumination of the 
phrase under the Airoom name and the increased size of the company name and logo so that this area 
could be halo-lit.  
 
Commissioner Moore stated he appreciated the complete overview provided tonight and the design 
comprises shared in response to the HPC comments.  
  
Commissioner Fiascone stated the design looks nice but that she can understand the concerns with 
preserving the building.   
 
Commissioner Willobee stated he supports the suggestion of Chairman Cashman to return the 
application to the HPC and asked which version the applicant plans to present to the HPC.  Mr. Klein 
stated that in an effort to keep the process moving forward in a productive manner, the option presented 
to the HPC would be based on comments made tonight by the Plan Commission.  Commissioner Willobee 
shared that he liked the sign design without the secondary logo illuminated so that the sign would look 
less busy.  Mr. Klein stated the importance of keeping the secondary tag line as part of the sign and for 
it to be illuminated to provide an understanding to the public of what services Airoom provides. 
 
Commissioner Crnovich stated that she has concerns about the modern look of the sign, the illumination 
of it, especially from the train, and the first set of design plans in general.  Commissioner Crnovich stated 
the revisions were not about compromise, but more about fitting in with the historic business district. 
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 Commissioner Crnovich noted that she appreciated the efforts made by Airoom to continue move in that 
direction. Commissioner Crnovich supported a second appearance at the HPC meeting to clarify the 
plans and so that the HPC has the opportunity to be sure the design fits well in the downtown area.   
When asked by Mr. Klein which sign option she preferred, Commissioner Crnovich stated the Hinsdale 
Avenue sign with the tag line appeared a little busy.   
 
Chairman Cashman asked how the sign would be mounted to the wall.  Mr. Klein stated there would be 
a two (2) inch architectural backer panel that the sign would be attached to.  Ms. Forys added the Airoom 
name and logo will be halo-lit and the tag line below would be pin mounted to the backer and not 
illuminated.   
 
In response to Commissioner Crnovich’s question about the backer of the sign on Washington Street, 
Mr. Klein stated the panel would be white and the sign being about two (2) inches thick, which would be 
mounted to an architectural box about four (4) inches thick, as discussed at the HPC meeting, creating a 
pseudo-overhang over the front entryway.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked if brick would be behind the panel.  Mr. Klein stated a steel beam would 
be behind the panel to allow for the window size to be increased, resulting in a more open glass storefront 
view.   
 
Commissioner Curry stated that she agreed with Commissioners Crnovich and Willobee about the 
amount of material on the Hinsdale Avenue sign and asked for clarification on the entry on that side of 
the building.  Mr. Klein stated the door provides entry to the second floor office space.  Customers would 
enter the retail space on Washington Street and the Hinsdale Avenue window looks into the retail 
showroom on the first floor.   
 
Commissioner Curry asked about the necessity of a sign on Hinsdale Avenue since customers cannot 
enter from that side of the building.  Mr. Klein stated it was very important to have Airoom’s presence on 
both sides of the building in the highly trafficked area.  Commissioner Curry suggested placing the 
signage on the window glass on the Hinsdale Avenue side of the building.  Mr. Klein restated the 
importance of having a prominent brand recognition on the Hinsdale Avenue side of the building provided 
by a wall sign rather than window signage.   
 
Chairman Cashman expressed appreciation for Airoom working with the HPC members to present a 
clean design proposal based on comments from the meetings to take back to the HPC. Chairman 
Cashman stated he preferred the halo-lit sign design and that he appreciated the revisions made.  
Chairman Cashman asked about the possibility of incorporating window signage.  Ms. Salmon reported 
there is very little opportunity for additional window signage in this case but calculations on the revised 
signage could be done to confirm this.   
 
Chairman Cashman noted that the target audience of the Hinsdale Avenue sign should be considered.  
If the targeted audience is the train commuter, the wall sign would be visible, but not to a pedestrian 
walking on the street.  Chairman Cashman suggested trading some the wall sign square footage for 
window signage on Hinsdale Avenue as another option to consider, noting the Plan Commission can 
possibly allow a maximum of six (6) square feet of signage above the allowable amount provided the 
HPC was in agreement with the design. 
 
Mr. Klein stated he would discuss the option of window signage with Ms. Salmon but noted the tag line 
size could also be reduced in size as an option but felt the wall signage over window signage was the 
strongest preference.   
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Commissioner Willobee requested some clarifications on the exterior review.  Mr. Klein confirmed the 
door on Washington Street is currently set in and the proposed design would push it out to be flush with 
the windows, which is a change needed due to the minimal interior square footage available.  It was 
confirmed the doors would open inward and would not interfere with pedestrian traffic on the sidewalk.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked if the increase of storefront window size by about two (2) feet could be 
discussed.  Mr. Klein stated the increased window size is an effort to restore the building to the original 
storefront look similar to the historic photograph and that the brick removed from the building as a result 
of this change was not original to the building.   
 
A motion was made by Commissioner Crnovich, seconded by Commissioner Curry, to return Case A-15-
2022 – 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue – Airoom – Exterior Appearance Review and 
Site Plan Review to allow for changes to the exterior façade of the existing building and a Sign Permit 
Review to allow for the installation of two (2) new wall signs on the building located at 36 S. Washington 
Street and 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central Business District back to the Historic Preservation 
Committee for further consideration.  The motion carried by a roll call vote of 6-0 as follows:  
 
            AYES: Commissioners Curry, Crnovich, Willobee, Fiascone, Moore, and Chairman 

Cashman 
 NAYS:  None 
 ABSTAIN: None 
 ABSENT: Commissioners Hurley, Jablonksi, Krillenberger 
 
Mr. Klein asked the commission if it would be possible to move forward with the increased window size 
portion of the project only.  Chairman Cashman responded that would not be possible because all aspects 
of the project must move forward together and felt it was best to have the HPC review all aspects of the 
project together for approval and acknowledged the challenges of lead times on project materials.   
 
Public Hearings 

a) Case A-03-2022 – Map Amendment and Text Amendment to Various Sections of the Zoning 
Code and Text Amendment to Title 14 of the Village Code to Establish a Historic Overlay 
District and for Related Amendments – Request by the Village of Hinsdale 

 
Please refer to Attachment 2 for the transcript for Public Hearing Case A-03-2022. 
 
Chairman Cashman expressed his appreciation for staff and others for the hard work on this item for over a 
year and the well thought out information included in the packet.   
 
Ms. Salmon shared a PowerPoint to provide an overview of the case which establishes regulations to provide 
incentives for preservation in Hinsdale.  Ms. Salmon provided some information about the process to 
establish the proposed regulations which took over eighteen (18) months and eight (8) Committee of the 
Whole meetings and involved members the Historic Preservation Commission, members of the Village 
Board and input from local architects and builders to gain insight on realistic measures to entice homeowners 
to renovate rather than demolish.   
 
It was determined that existing zoning codes are very restrictive for homeowners attempting to modernize a 
historic house and the variation process currently utilized to bring relief is challenging.  Streamlining the 
process to limit the hurdles for homeowners and zoning relief for historic homes was suggested.   
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Creating awareness of local historic houses and preservation, education of the public to available incentives 
for historic preservation and working with real estate agents to promote historic homes with a variety of 
options rather than just demolition.  It was noted that nothing in the amendment would prevent the house 
from being demolished if that is ultimately what the homeowner chooses, but it provides them some relief to 
make changes or additions to a historic home that are not currently available to them.   
 
Michael Marrs provided an overview of what a historic overlay district is to the Plan Commission.  Mr. Marrs 
explained that once the possible incentives were determined, the process moved toward how the changes 
could be incorporated as an ordinance.  It was stated that if owners were given more flexibility in zoning to 
expand historic homes, it may lead to less demolitions.  Mr. Marrs stated that an overlay district would not 
replace any existing zoning districts, but be added to some existing zoning areas for particular houses to 
achieve a particular purpose.   
 
Mr. Marrs discussed the five (5) steps required for establishing a historic overlay district, which include the 
creation of the code text, defining the borders, holding public hearings to establish  the map and text 
amendment, developing a list of included houses, and providing notice to eligible homeowners.  Mr. Marrs 
showed an image of the proposed district map to the Commission and stated the Historic Preservation 
Commission will have 180 days to establish a list of houses to be included if the amendment is adopted, 
notify homeowners, hold a public hearing and make a recommendation to the Village Board.  Mr. Marrs 
stated that there is also an established process for adding properties to the list in the future.    
 
The Commission stated a desire for a strong public relations effort before notifying impacted properties 
owners to prevent confusion with a moratorium and stressing the positive aspects and voluntary participation 
in the program.  Mr. Marrs and Ms. Salmon agreed that heavy publicity, possibly in the form of a town hall 
meeting or citizen workshops or targeted public hearings, would be important.  
 
Ms. Salmon shared specific details of the map of the overlay district.  Ms. Salmon stated the map was 
designed to include homes inside and outside of the Robbins Park Historic District.  Some areas were 
excluded from the map because they lack buildings of historical significance to the Village and these areas 
were shared with the Commission.  It was noted that not every property within an included map area would 
be on the property list to receive incentives.  It was also noted that some minor changes to the visual 
appearance of the map may be developed to make it easier to understand.  
 
Ms. Salmon re-stated that participation in the incentive programs will be voluntary and property owners would 
not be required to take advantage of it.  The zoning relief would only be made available to residential 
properties, there would be three (3) different financial incentives to take advantage of, including matching 
grants, fee waivers and property tax rebates.   
 
Ms. Salmon also stated an expedited processing of building permits would be included in the program.  The 
program would include different paths for the different incentives utilized. Ms. Salmon explained that the 
HPC would be involved in the path for permit waivers and zoning relief and the path for grants and rebates 
would bring the Village Board more heavily into the process.   
 
Discussion followed about the process of utilizing private monies to fund the grant portion of the program.  It 
was suggested the historic fund could also be utilized for specific projects of a historic nature that could 
benefit larger segments of the Hinsdale citizens rather than particular property owners.   
 
Ms. Salmon discussed the strong desire for a streamlined process but also the need for the HPC to review 
the applications to ensure that basic, widely accepted, preservation standards are followed.  Although the 
HPC will review the applications, Ms. Salmon stated the proposed process is more streamlined and easier 
than other similar programs.   
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Ms. Salmon briefly discussed some aspects of the zoning changes and expressed the changes will result in 
minor areas of relief, preserving the majority of the code, but would be enough of an advantage to hopefully 
encourage preservation.   
 
Staff provided a very brief discussion of the specific changes proposed in the zoning portion of the program.  
Proposed zoning aspects include that building elevation cannot exceed the highest existing ridge line, 
existing lot sizes would not change to prevent subdividing, and the building cannot expand beyond the 
existing front façade.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked if porches would be in conflict with the front addition regulations.   
 
Ms. Salmon explained the proposed side yard regulations contain very minimal changes but may provide a 
few extra feet for side setbacks.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked about the date of the current code, Ms. Salmon responded it was adopted in 
1989.   
 
Ms. Salmon stated the change that will provide the biggest advantage to homeowners is the relief in the rear 
yard allowing for rear additions which are often not allowed under the current code.  Floor Area Ratio would 
be waived as part of the changes but other calculations would keep any increases to a reasonable level, no 
changes to building coverage are proposed.  It is proposed that total lot coverage be increased by ten (10%) 
percent.   
 
Ms. Salmon discussed a few specific property examples with the Commission and the how each would be 
impacted by the proposed changes.  She indicated the red lines indicated the current limitations and the blue 
lines show gains for each property.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked for clarification of the current code with a “balancing” effect of the side yard 
and how the proposed side yard setbacks would compare.  Ms. Salmon confirmed this “balancing” of side 
yard setback would not be part of the proposed changes.   
 
Ms. Salmon discussed the financial aspects of the program.  It was stated the matching grants / the historic 
preservation fund would provide up to fifty (50%) percent of the cost of a preservation project but would have 
limits, specifications and budgetary constraints.  The biggest financial incentive that is believed to be part of 
the proposal is waived building permit fees.  The third financial aspect of the program is for the rebate of the 
Village portion of a property tax and would also contain limits and specifications.   
 
Ms. Salmon stated there was some additional amendments to address some cross-referencing in the code, 
and bolstering of the language of the variance process to assist homeowners if it was still needed.  It was 
stated that the intention of this program is to encourage preservation of historic properties by providing some 
zoning relief and financial incentives to allow for desired modifications not currently available.  Ms. Salmon 
acknowledged that the program will not provide relief for every home. 
 
Commissioner Fiascone asked for confirmation that the relief is for exterior changes only.  Ms. Salmon 
responded that the reasoning for funds applying only to exterior changes is that exterior changes benefit the 
entire Village, whereas interior changes would not be beneficial to citizens that are not the homeowners.   
 
Commissioner Moore expressed concern about the program providing an ample amount of incentives to 
actually convince property owners to preserve rather than demolish.  Ms. Salmon responded the concern is 
valid and was debated as the proposal was being developed.  She added the success of the program is not 
entirely known at this time but future applications will help determine the effectiveness of the program.  
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Ms. Salmon added the financial aspects of the program will be more easily tracked than the impacts of the 
zoning changes.  It was added that changes can be amended at a future date if deemed necessary.   
 
Commissioner Moore expressed appreciation for Commissioner Fiascone’s comments and the efforts of 
individuals to develop and present a well-organized proposal.   
 
Commissioner Willobee asked if the architects and builders were re-engaged for additional input after the 
program was developed.  Mr. McGinnis stated that there has been ongoing engagement with the 
professionals that were part of the initial conversation.  Ms. Salmon restated the intention of doing a large 
amount of education about the program and its benefits if the program is approved, especially with real 
estate agents.   
 
Commissioner Willobee asked if the same visuals contained in tonight’s packet demonstrating the possible 
gains, both the zoning and financial benefits, for specific properties were going to be generated for all of the 
qualifying homes, acknowledging that completing this analysis requires a great deal of work.  Mr. McGinnis 
and Ms. Salmon reported that staff have already completed some of the documents for requesting parties.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich commended staff and Commissioners and Trustees for the amount of work put into 
the development of the proposal and asked if it was known how many homes in Hinsdale have been 
demolished.  Mr. McGinnis estimates that at least a third of the homes have been replaced in the last thirty 
years.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich stated that she wished the program would have been in place long ago, but is glad 
this easy to understand program is up for consideration now.  Commissioner Crnovich asked what other 
communities have a similar program.  Ms. Salmon reported there are other communities with aspects of this 
program but the Hinsdale program is unique to address the specific characteristics of this community. Mr. 
Marrs stated that this program was built from the ground up for Hinsdale and he is not aware of any other 
community that has a program quite like this. Mr. Marrs stated he believes, if approved, the Hinsdale program 
could be a model for other communities to look to.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked how the program would address the practice of demolition by neglect.  Ms. 
Salmon reported that the issue of demolition by neglect was discussed and was separated out of this 
proposal for now.  She stated that demolition by neglect will continue to be discussed and hopefully 
addressed in the future, but it was not part of this proposal.   
 
Commissioner Curry also expressed appreciation for the great amount of work put into the proposal and 
organization of document and presentation making it easily understood.  Commissioner Curry also restated 
the importance for a strong education campaign.   
 
Chairman Cashman stated that this proposal was an amazing example of many people and organizations 
working together.  He stated that the changes seemed to be specific, common sense and effective efforts to 
preserve older homes.   
 
Mr. McGinnis stated he felt the proposal was effective in removing many questions and providing some 
assurances to a potential buyer before going to contract on a historic home in a community with so many 
irregular lots.  He acknowledges the continued need for the Zoning Board of Appeals, but felt hopeful that 
the incentives offered in the program will be effective tools for preserving homes.   
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A motion was made by Commissioner Crnovich, seconded by Commissioner Curry, to approve Case A-
03-2022 – Map Amendment and Text Amendment to Various Sections of the Zoning Code and Text 
Amendment to Title 14 of the Village Code to Establish a Historic Overlay District and for Related 
Amendments – Request by the Village of Hinsdale.  The motion carried by a roll call vote of 6-0 as follows:  
 

AYES: Commissioners Curry, Crnovich, Willobee, Fiascone, Moore, and Chairman 
Cashman 

NAYS: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioners Hurley, Jablonksi, Krillenberger 

 
Adjournment 
Chairman Cashman asked for a motion to adjourn.  Commissioner Crnovich moved, Commissioner 
Fiascone seconded, to adjourn the regularly scheduled meeting of the Village of Hinsdale Plan 
Commission of the August 10, 2022. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:32 PM after a unanimous voice vote of 6-0. 

 
 
 

ATTEST:  _________________________________________ 
                 Jennifer Spires, Community Development Office 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS  )
                   )  ss:
COUNTY OF DU PAGE  )

         BEFORE THE HINSDALE PLAN COMMISSION 

In the Matter of:          )
                           )
                           )
VetChart, LLC, Special     )
Use, 101 West Chestnut     )
Case No. A-16-2022.        )
 
         

         REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS had and testimony 

taken at the hearing of the above-entitled 

matter, before the Hinsdale Plan Commission, at 

19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois, on 

August 10, 2022, at the hour of 7:30 p.m.

     BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:  

         MR. STEPHEN CASHMAN, Chairman;

         MR. MARK WILLOBEE, Member; 

         MR. SCOTT MOORE, Member;

         MS. CYNTHIA CURRY, Member; 

         MS. ANNA FIASCONE, Member and 

         MS. JULIE CRNOVICH, Member.
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     ALSO PRESENT:1

         MS. BETHANY SALMON, Village Planner;2
         MR. ROBERT McGINNIS, Director of3
             Community Development;

4
         MR. MICHAEL MARRS, Village Attorney;

5
         MR. PATRICK McGINNIS, Attorney for
             Applicant;6

         MR. PATRICK CALLAHAN, Architect for7
             Applicant;

8
         MS. SARAH BAKER, Applicant.
_______________________________________________9

10

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Next we have a11
Public Hearing.  It's Case A-16-2022 for 10112
West Chestnut Street, special use permit to13
allow for an animal hospital in the B-114
community business district and an exterior15
appearance/site plan review to allow for changes16
to the existing building and site for VetChart,17
LLC, located at 101 West Chestnut Street.18

We are going to need to swear in19
anybody who is going to testify or speak on this20
matter.21
                  (Oath administered en masse.)22

3

              Welcome.1
MR. P. McGINNIS:  Good evening.  I'm2

Patrick McGinnis.  I'm an attorney with3
Donatelli and Coules that represents the4
applicant, VetChart, LLC, which is a tenant of5
the owner of the property Hinsdale Management6
Corporation and their lease is contingent on7
village approval of their intended use for the8
property.9

The subject property is 101 West07:35:16PM 10
Chestnut Street, which is located in the B-111
zoning district, which is located on Chestnut12
between Grant and Lincoln.13

The applicant is seeking a special14
use permit to operate a veterinary clinic at15
that location.  Veterinary clinics are16
considered a special use in the B-1 district and17
are only permitted in stand-alone buildings.18

The applicant is also seeking19
approval in exterior appearance and site plan07:35:38PM 20
review to allow for the removal of the existing21
drive-thru that was used by the previous tenant22

4

of the property, which was Republic bank, to add1
an outdoor enclosed space to use for animals, to2
add a parklet for employees, add planter boxes3
and also to allow for a loading space and also4
minor changes to the elevation.  The applicant's5
request for a special use for a vet clinic meets6
all the standards required for a special use.7

First.  The proposed use is8
consistent with the purposes of the village9
code.  The B-1 district provides for community07:36:07PM 10
businesses which support the suburban community11
and vet clinics are specifically allowed as a12
specific use in that district.13

The applicant's lender actually did14
a market analysis of the community and found15
that in addition to it being able to support16
another vet practice, that there was actually a17
need for an additional vet practice for the18
community.19

So in addition to being consistent07:36:30PM 20
with what the district intends to accomplish, it21
actually helps to further those goals.22

5

Second.  It wouldn't cause any1
undue impact on the adjacent properties or the2
community.  It would actually provide for a less3
intensive use of the property than what was4
previously used as a bank.  The business would5
start with about two to three employees working6
at a time and would have one to two patients per7
hour, which again would be less intensive than8
individuals coming in for a community bank.9

Third.  It wouldn't interfere with07:36:59PM 10
the surrounding development.  Again, it would11
have lower intensity than previously for the12
surrounding businesses.  It would actually be in13
harmony with the other businesses in the14
district.15

There's also a grooming facility,16
Velvet Touch Pet Salon, that's across the17
street.  The applicant's business wouldn't18
provide any grooming services so their19
businesses would actually go hand-in-hand07:37:21PM 20
together.21

Fourth.  There's adequate public22
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facilities for their intended use.  They1
wouldn't need any changes to the current public2
facilities to accomplish their goals.3

Fifth.  It wouldn't increase any4
traffic congestion to the district.  Again, one5
to two patients would be seen per hour, less6
intensive than a bank, and there's also adequate7
parking on the property.  The business would8
need about 14 parking spaces but it has 32 to9
accommodate all the clients which is more than07:37:48PM 10
they will need.11

Additionally, there wouldn't be any12
destruction of significant features for the13
property.  The existing structure would remain14
mostly intact except for the removal of the15
drive-thru, some exterior updates and obviously16
renovations to the inside so that it could be17
operated as a veterinary clinic.18

Seventh.  It would be in compliance19
with all the standards required by the code.07:38:09PM 20
It's a stand-alone building for the veterinary21
practice.  We would be removing the drive-thrus22

7

because they wouldn't be needed and also not1
allowed for veterinary practice.  There would2
not be any overnight operation of the business3
and the normal business hours would be 7:30 a.m.4
to 5:30 p.m.5

The operation of the vet clinic6
would also provide a public benefit to the7
community.  Again, the applicant's lenders8
market research show that there's actually a9
need for an additional vet clinic and the07:38:37PM 10
location of the business district is not within11
250 feet or near any residential properties.12
The building's been vacant for quite a while and13
it would be bringing back a business to this14
business for the district.15

The applicant also lives locally in16
Western Springs with her family.  She's also17
dedicated to the community in helping to bring18
that public benefit.19

There aren't any alternative07:39:02PM 20
locations that would better suit the business.21
The property, again, would be in the business22

8

district not within close distance of any1
residential areas.2

The alternative animal businesses3
in the community, Hinsdale Animal Hospital, is4
within the distance of residential properties5
and does provide overnight boarding services,6
which we would not.  In addition, the Hinsdale7
Humane Society is near several apartment8
buildings in Hinsdale.  So this location is9
actually more beneficial and that there aren't07:39:32PM 10
any other locations that would be better suited11
for their business.12

Lastly, applicant has taken any13
steps to mitigate any adverse impacts, which14
there are very few.  Again, there's no overnight15
boarding.  Dogs are only taken outside of the16
facility one at a time with an employee on a17
leash into the enclosed area that they are18
seeking to put on the property and they would19
have artificial turf and a drainage mat in that07:39:57PM 20
space to clean up any waste from the animals.21

There's a similar facility in Burr22

9

Ridge that has -- provides doggy daycare that1
has a large base with the same turf and drainage2
system and they don't have any issues with smell3
or cleanliness besides this would be less4
intensive than that facility would be.5

So the applicant's proposed use of6
the property meets all the criteria and the7
standards within the village code for a special8
use.  It will provide a public benefit by9
bringing in needed business to the vacant07:40:23PM 10
location and the alternative location, there11
aren't any alternative locations that are12
minimal adverse impacts.13

Turn it over to the architect who14
can talk more about the site plan and the15
exterior appearance for the property.16

MR. CALLAHAN:  Thank you.  Pat Callahan17
with Studio G C, 223 West Jackson in Chicago.18

The majority of the work will19
happen inside to convert the bank to an animal07:40:47PM 20
hospital.21

On the exterior, essentially what22
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we are doing is using the canopy for the old1
drive-thru and creating a -- essentially a2
wooden fence that allows us to actually create a3
little bit of a parklet closer to the street4
along with planters that will be planted with5
easily maintained but greenery that would allow6
for greenery year round.7

The intent behind the turf is8
really for animals who either before or after9
procedures need to relieve themselves.  It07:41:21PM 10
really is not a dog run per se and it's not11
intended to be there for general use for dogs to12
be out there free and kind of using that area13
for a run.  It's really designed specifically to14
compliment the use that's happening inside the15
clinic itself.16

For the most part, our intent would17
be to shield that from public view and then use18
landscaping and planters around the perimeter19
particularly closer to the street and then,07:41:49PM 20
again, introduce a parklet that provides some21
additional outdoor space for employees for break22

11

but also the potential for the public to be able1
to leverage that as well on walks down the2
street.  So for the most part, I'll leave it at3
that.4

We are providing a stripe zone,5
kind of a loading zone, just on what I guess6
would be the second drive-thru or the outer7
drive-thru that we are not fencing, but the8
intent is not to have any parking or anything9
along that area, it would just be for any07:42:20PM 10
deliveries that the clinic actually has.  The11
entrance is on the rear, so it would be the12
north side around the corner, which would be the13
primary location where deliveries would be made.14

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Thank you.15
MR. CALLAHAN:  Thank you.16
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Let's see if any of17

the commissioners have any questions.18
Cynthia?19

MS. CURRY:  Just one.  I didn't see it07:42:48PM 20
on the plan, so maybe it was just in the21
verbiage, but it does state that there will be a22

12

crematorium on premise.1
MR. CALLAHAN:  There won't be a2

crematorium on premise.  They have a service3
that comes with a vehicle that would do the4
crematories.5

MS. CURRY:  There will not be one.6
MR. CALLAHAN:  Correct.7
MS. CURRY:  I had a question about the8

storm drain being used for refuse as small as it9
is but that's nothing --07:43:20PM 10

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  It's really a Robb11
McGinnis issue.12

MR. McGINNIS:  So ultimately Flagg13
Creek is going to make the call on whether we14
tied in to the sanitary storm but it will be15
piped regardless.16

MS. CURRY:  Okay.17
MR. P. McGINNIS:  And again, I don't18

think it will be a significant amount just19
because the space isn't being used as a dog run07:43:39PM 20
just space that can be used for the animals to21
relieve themselves as necessary.22

13

MS. CURRY:  And I'm sure you probably1
have special services but for waste in light of2
surgeries that you would be performing, that3
type of waste would not be in a dumpster on the4
premises, correct?5

MR. P. McGINNIS:  Correct.6
MS. CURRY:  That's something that's a7

biohazard.  Okay.8
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Julie?9
MS. CRNOVICH:  I think it's a nice07:44:06PM 10

repurpose of the building and this would be a11
service, we have so many dogs in Hinsdale and12
cats.13

I did have a question though it14
said no overnight boarding.  Will you have,15
like, animals overnight if they are recovering16
from surgery?17

MS. BAKER:  No.  No.18
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Do you mind going to19

the mic?07:44:23PM 20
MS. BAKER:  Sarah Baker.  That's not21

the intention for the hospital use for overnight22
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care.  Really, the highest level of medical care1
if no one is there overnight, we shouldn't have2
an animal inside there overnight.  So something3
that does need a transfer or something like4
that, I would be working with the local animal5
emergency hospital that has 24-hour care and6
those pets would be transferred.7

MS. CRNOVICH:  Will you be selling any8
products?  Will there be any sales tax revenue9
to the village?07:44:56PM 10

MS. BAKER:  Well, I would assume so11
just through pharmaceutical products because we12
sell all of that; that is a component with13
medical care, so, yes.14

MS. CRNOVICH:  That's a plus.  That's15
all I had.  I was going to ask about the16
crematorium too.17

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Mark?18
MR. WILLOBEE:  Just a couple quick19

questions.  On the parking, is any of that07:45:21PM 20
parking used by, like, any Fuller employees at21
this time or anything like that?  The parking22

15

that you said you have, is it --  1
MR. P. McGINNIS:  I don't know if it's2

being used by any Fuller employees but it's3
designated for our property.4

MR. WILLOBEE:  Okay.  Because some days5
there's quite a few cars in there.6

MS. BAKER:  Correct.  It's designated7
for the Republic bank but because no one has8
been there, I think there's been a little bit --9
the intention is to have that relabeled and it07:45:41PM 10
would be our use, yes.11

MR. WILLOBEE:  Regarding the planters,12
I like the idea of adding greenery to that area,13
it's nice.  I just don't know that the planters14
themselves they kind of stick out.  I like brick15
planters but it's just they kind of stand out so16
-- I'm not against them but I'm not completely17
in favor.18

MS. CRNOVICH:  They are very modern.19
MR. WILLOBEE:  Yes, that's the word.07:46:14PM 20

I'll make a statement on that.21
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Thanks, Mark.22

16

Anna?1
MS. FIASCONE:  My questions have been2

answered.  I have no questions.3
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Scott?4
MR. MOORE:  The only one I would add is5

by the waste area where you're running them are6
you going to have a spigot out there that you7
can hose those things down in the summertime8
when it gets hot?9

MS. BAKER:  Yes, that's the intention07:46:34PM 10
to, yes.11

MR. MOORE:  That sounds good.  Thank12
you.  Everything else has been answered.13

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Thanks, Scott.14
I think it's a great repurposing of15

this building; it's been empty for a while.16
You mentioned Western Springs.  Do17

you have other locations?  You mentioned18
something about Burr Ridge.  Do you have a19
location in Burr Ridge?07:46:49PM 20

MS. BAKER:  So I contacted a large21
day-care facility in Burr Ridge that has a22

17

similar but much larger scale turf so I can1
understand how they did it and what their odor2
control was and how they are maintaining it and3
they have anywhere from 100 to 150 dogs out4
there per day and have no issue with it the way5
they maintain it so for us it would be maybe6
maximum five dogs out there per day.  No, so I7
don't have another facility currently.  I live8
in Western Springs.  I work in the city for now9
but obviously my intention is to be part of this07:47:23PM 10
community.11

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Okay.  Welcome to12
Hinsdale.  This is well done and I think this13
should be a great addition to town.14

MS. CRNOVICH:  I have one more15
question.16

Will you be back for signage, an17
application for sign?18

MS. BAKER:  Yes.19
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  We will see you in07:47:41PM 20

the future.21
MS. CURRY:  One other question, if I22
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may.1
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Sure.2
MS. CURRY:  On your plan it says3

Hinsdale animal hospital.4
MS. BAKER:  That is not correct.5
MS. CURRY:  It's not, okay.  I didn't6

know if you had an association with them.7
MS. BAKER:  No.  The name will be Lane8

Veterinary, L-a-n-e.9
MS. CURRY:  Looks great.  Thank you07:48:03PM 10

very much.11
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Is there any further12

discussion, Commissioners?13
(No response.)14
Hearing none, can I have a motion15

to approve Case A-16-2022 for 101 West Chestnut16
Street for a special use permit to allow an17
animal hospital in the B-1 business district and18
an exterior appearance/site plan review for19
changes to the existing building and site.07:48:28PM 20

MS. CURRY:  So moved.21
MR. WILLOBEE:  Second.22

19

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Roll call vote,1
please, Bethany.2

MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Curry?3
MS. CURRY:  Aye.4
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Crnovich?5
MS. CRNOVICH:  Aye.6
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Willobee?7
MR. WILLOBEE:  Aye.8
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Fiascone?9
MS. FIASCONE:  Aye.07:48:40PM 10
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Moore?11
MR. MOORE:  Aye.12
MS. SALMON:  Chairman Cashman?13
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Aye.14

Good luck.  Welcome.15
                  (WHICH, were all of the16
                   proceedings had, evidence17
                   offered or received in the18
                   above entitled cause.)19

20
21
22

20
STATE OF ILLINOIS )
                  )  ss:
COUNTY OF DU PAGE )

              I, KATHLEEN W. BONO, Certified
Shorthand Reporter, Notary Public in and for the
County DuPage, State of Illinois, do hereby
certify that previous to the commencement of the
examination and testimony of the various
witnesses herein, they were duly sworn by me to
testify the truth in relation to the matters
pertaining hereto; that the testimony given by
said witnesses was reduced to writing by means
of shorthand and thereafter transcribed into
typewritten form; and that the foregoing is a
true, correct and complete transcript of my
shorthand notes so taken aforesaid.
              IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have
hereunto set my hand and affix my electronic
signature this 1st day of September, A.D. 2022.

                       _________________________
                       KATHLEEN W. BONO
                       C.S.R. No. 84-1423
                       Notary Public, DuPage County
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STATE OF ILLINOIS  )
                   )  ss:
COUNTY OF DU PAGE  )

         BEFORE THE HINSDALE PLAN COMMISSION 

In the Matter of:          )
                           )
                           )
Map Amendment and Text     )
Amendment to Title 14      )
of the Village Code        )
Case No. A-03-2022.        )
 

         

         REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS had and testimony 

taken at the hearing of the above-entitled 

matter, before the Hinsdale Plan Commission, at 

19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois, on 

August 10, 2022, at the hour of 7:30 p.m.

     BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:  

         MR. STEPHEN CASHMAN, Chairman;

         MR. MARK WILLOBEE, Member; 

         MR. SCOTT MOORE, Member;

         MS. CYNTHIA CURRY, Member; 

         MS. ANNA FIASCONE, Member and 

         MS. JULIE CRNOVICH, Member.
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     ALSO PRESENT:1

         MS. BETHANY SALMON, Village Planner;2
         MR. ROBERT McGINNIS, Director of3
             Community Development;

4
         MR. MICHAEL MARRS, Village Attorney;

5
         MR. JOHN BOHNEN, Chairman HPC;

6
         MR. JIM PRISBY, Member HPC.
________________________________________________7

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Our next order of8
business is a Public Hearing for Case A-03-2022,9
a map amendment and text amendment to various08:24PM 10
sections of the zoning code and text amendment11
to Title 14 of the village code to establish a12
historic overlay district and for related13
amendments.  This is requested by our dear14
village of Hinsdale.15

First, a couple openings and then16
I'm going to let Bethany and the team chime in17
on this.  I hope you watched a lot of those18
committee of the whole meetings.19

MS. CRNOVICH:  Every single one.20
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Every single one.21

It was great to watch the evolution22
3

of the concept and I really appreciate the joint1
effort by the HPC, the village, Robb, Michael,2
Bethany.  I mean the hours.  I can't even3
imagine the hours and how thoughtful the -- you4
put together and how thorough.  I mean, there's5
an awful lot of information in here.  I mean,6
this is probably one of our larger packets that7
we get from here but it's extremely well done.8

I talked with Bethany, she's going9
to give, like, an overview.  I think she put a08:25PM 10
power point together.  She did some great power11
points for the HPC and for the village board.12
So it was just nice to see that.13

When was the first meeting?  I14
think it says in here.15

MS. SALMON:  You have a slide with that16
information.17

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  May 4.  So it was18
quite the undertaking, more than a year, and I'd19
say it actually began before that, there seemed08:25PM 20
to be a lot of discussion and thoughts before21
even that meeting and I really appreciate what22

4

the trustees did and the HPC and the village and1
I look forward to hearing you and we have a full2
house.3

We are going to cut this meeting4
off at 10:30 regardless of what's going on so we5
will see how it goes.  But thank you very much.6
It's amazing what you put together.7

So with that, I'll let Bethany give8
an overview.  We need to swear everybody in.9

MS. SALMON:  Just us two.10
         MR. MARRS:  Yes.11
                       (WHEREUPON, Mr. Marrs and12
                        Ms. Salmon were13
                        administered the oath.)14

MS. SALMON:  Thank you, Chairman15
Cashman, that was a great introduction.  Because16
of the amount of material we are going through17
today and the format and the open house that we18
have, packed house that we have here, feel free19
to interject and ask questions along the way08:26PM 20
because it is quite a long presentation compared21
to what we normally get here.22

5

So the intent of what we are1
talking about today is putting regulations2
together that's going to help incentivize3
preservation in Hinsdale.  Obviously this has4
been a decades long concern that's come up over5
and over and so in the past year-and-a-half we6
spent quite a bit of time focusing on this.7

So before I go into actually what8
was included in your packet as proposed9
regulations, I'm just going to kind of give you08:27PM 10
an overview of the journey of how we got here11
today.12

So we have been spending the past13
year-and-a-half doing what ended up in this14
packet.  And that included eight committee of15
the whole meetings where we had members of the16
Historic Preservation Commission, two of which17
are here today, and members of the Village Board18
before prior board meetings.  So that took about19
a year to do that.08:27PM 20

And then as part of that, in May of21
2021, so last year, we also had a great Zoom22
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meeting with several builders and architects in1
the village of Hinsdale.  We tried to kind of2
figure out what realistically they thought was3
pushing homeowners to demolish homes instead of4
preserving them and go through these renovation,5
projects or build additions onto historic homes6
and gain some realistic feedback on what might7
move that needle forward to push people towards8
preservation.9

So I know there's a lot of08:28PM 10
information on this slide, but I'm going to11
quickly go over it because I think it's12
important and you will see how some of these13
kind of tie in down the road of how we got to14
these regulations.15

So one of the biggest items of16
feedback that we heard is that our existing17
zoning code regulations are really limiting in18
terms of helping people build an addition onto a19
home and modernize a house.08:28PM 20

We will kind of go into that a21
little bit further when we get to these22

7

alternative zoning regulations and why that is,1
but a lot of the time people are kind of being2
forced to go through this variation process3
because they can't get certain things by right,4
just by the nonconforming nature of our code.5

So it was recommended that because6
there's some challenges with the variation7
process and all of the steps that that entailed,8
that whatever the village looked to approving9
down the road, it was recommended that we maybe08:29PM 10
look at an easy streamlined process and limiting11
the number of hurdles that a homeowner might12
have to go through moving forward.13

We also heard that the variation14
process in general is a really scary process.15
People don't want to invest all the time, money,16
and energy into something that they might get17
objections from or that might not end up getting18
approval.19

So one of the major things that08:29PM 20
came out of this was because of all those21
issues, zoning relief by right or some sort of22

8

alternative regulations for historic homes may1
just help people be able to move their projects2
forward a little bit quicker.3

We also talked about what --4
identifying those actual buildings in the5
village that are really important to us and6
truly worth preserving, so part of that ties7
into the next one of creating education and8
awareness around historic preservation.  What9
are the benefits of actually restoring a home,08:30PM 10
saving it, especially if we ended up getting11
preservation incentives, making sure that12
everyone knows that these exist and then working13
with our real estate agents to make sure when a14
house is listed, it's not just listed as a15
demolition, it's listed possibly this is a16
really cool building and you might be eligible17
for a lot of things that you wouldn't get if you18
actually demolished it.19

And now I'm going to turn it over08:30PM 20
to Michael Marrs, who's going to kind of go over21
what a historical overlay district is and the22

9

regulations that were included in Exhibit No. 1.1
So that was the item that actually had the2
actual ordinance language.3

MR. MARRS:  Thanks, Bethany.4
So after receiving that feedback5

from the architects and builders and, you know,6
some kicking around ideas with the village7
board, we started looking at various mechanisms8
for accomplishing some of those goals, including9
the types of incentives offered by other08:31PM 10
communities both in Illinois and elsewhere.11

After we had an idea of the types12
of incentives that might be offered, we started13
looking at what amendments could be made to14
Title 14, the village code, concerning15
preservation as well as the zoning code in order16
to memorialize those purposes, goals and17
incentives that the village board was interested18
in providing.19

So one of the challenges is that08:31PM 20
there are both preservation and zoning21
components to this.  The zoning component is in22
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the form of these relaxed bulks zoning standards1
for properties deemed to be historically2
significant.  The idea being that if you are3
able to give these particular structures more4
flexibility to put on additions to expand5
backwards, to expand sideways, there's less6
motivation theoretically for owners to tear them7
down and start from scratch because they are8
able to modify it while still keeping the9
important facade elements and historic elements08:31PM 10
that we are interested in preserving.11

Another challenge was that these12
historically significant structures are13
anticipated to be located at various locations14
all around the village, not exclusive to your15
national registry for historic districts.  All16
right.17

So eventually we settled on this18
idea of creating a historic preservation overlay19
district.  So I want to talk for just a second08:32PM 20
about what an overlay district is.  It's not a21
new zoning district.  It's not replacing your22

11

R-1 your R-2, anything like that.  It actually1
overlays those base districts, it lays on top of2
them.3

In an overlay district, the4
existing base zoning regulations still apply,5
okay.  But they are in some cases altered or6
modified by the overlay district regulations.7

And this isn't a new concept in8
Hinsdale.  You have an existing title in your9
zoning code, Article VIII, which is actually08:32PM 10
called overlay districts and it includes11
regulations for the design review overlay12
district which imposes additional design review,13
standards and requirements in the area around14
Graue Mill.  Okay.15

And also, while it's not phrased as16
such, I view the longstanding zoning code17
provisions providing different bulk zoning18
standards for certain legal nonconforming lots19
of record and giving special consideration to08:33PM 20
pre-code structures, those are in effect21
village-wide overlay district similar in concept22

12

to what we are proposing here where certain1
properties are singled out for slightly2
different treatment from a zoning standpoint for3
a particular reason to achieve a particular4
purpose.5

So once we settled on the idea of a6
historic preservation overlay district, we7
mapped out the steps to creating it which you8
will see in this slide here.9

Step 1 was creating the actual text08:33PM 10
of the chapter for both Title 14 regarding11
preservation and in the zoning code.  The text12
which you have before you tonight includes the13
purposes, procedures, incentives and standards14
relative to the district.  As noted by Bethany,15
this has been a long process but we feel this16
process in important in reaching what we feel is17
a pretty good current product.18

Step 2 was determining the19
boundaries of the district.  The idea here was08:34PM 20
to include within the overlay all areas in town21
where there might be a structure that would be22

13

deemed of historic significant.  That's1
reflected in the map included in your packet and2
Bethany is going to go through that in a little3
more detail in a few minutes.4

Step 3 is where we are, which is5
this public hearing regarding the creation of6
the overlay district, the recommendations from7
you on the map and on the text amendments.8
Okay.9

Step 4 will come after board08:34PM 10
approval of the map and text and that involves11
creation by the HPC of a proposal as to12
historically significant properties that will be13
eligible for these voluntary incentives and I'll14
talk more about that process in a minute.15

Finally, step 5.  Once we have16
accomplished all that, once the property, once17
these text amendments are in place, the map is18
created, the historically significant property19
list is created.  If you are an owner of a08:35PM 20
property on that list, that owner is eligible on21
a voluntary basis to request various of the22
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provided incentives during the application and1
review process.2

So we have the map in here a couple3
of times, but we included quite a bit of the4
community because, again, we don't want to miss5
an area where there might be a historically6
significant structure, and so there's actually7
more of the village included than not, and8
that's fine and they don't have to be contiguous9
but we just wanted to cast a broad net and make08:35PM 10
sure we weren't leaving anything out so that we11
didn't have to go back and amend it in the near12
future.13

Before we talk about -- before I14
turn it back over to Bethany to talk about the15
various incentives and other aspects, I want to16
talk a little bit about creation of the17
historically significant structures property18
list which is going to be this next step in the19
process.08:36PM 20

So once this body makes a21
recommendation and the board enacts the text22

15

amendments and overlay district map boundaries,1
the clock will start ticking for the HPC.  They2
have 180 days under the proposal to create this3
initial list of properties for placement on the4
list.  Essentially, we are looking at the5
universe of buildings in the village and saying6
that these are the ones that we want to7
prioritize preserving through the incentives8
being offered.  Nothing we are doing today will9
stop anyone from tearing down a home if they08:36PM 10
ultimately want to, but the hope is that these11
changes will at least give them pause and make12
it more practical to preserve an existing13
significant home instead of tearing it down.14

All right.  So let's look at the15
steps.  We are going to notify -- if a home is16
proposed to be on the list, HPC is going to17
create initial list within 180 days.  And then18
they are going to hold a public hearing19
regarding the placement of properties on that08:37PM 20
list.  If the list is voluminous, we might break21
it up because they are going to notify22

16

homeowners and they will have an opportunity to1
come, you know, given that there's only benefits2
and no real negative to being on the list, we3
wouldn't anticipate a lot of people but we may4
have somebody says, I'm weary of this.  I don't5
want to be part of it and that can be taken into6
account.7

We will send notice to those people8
who will come to the public hearing and the HPC9
is going to talk individually about these homes,08:37PM 10
probably briefly in most cases, just, you know,11
why is this significant, why should it be on the12
list, make a recommendation as to whether it's13
going to be on the list and that list of14
recommendations in the initial list will go to15
the board who will then give final approval to16
it.17

There is an opportunity under the18
ordinance for properties to later be added to19
the list, so our hope is, you know, let's say08:38PM 20
the initial universe is 50 homes.  These are the21
50 really significant properties, we want to22

17

make sure these incentives are available to.1
If the program goes well, you can2

anticipate that there may be more people coming3
in, Hey, I want that tax break.  I want the4
opportunity for those matching funds, and so5
there's a process by which people can propose6
the HPC or the board can propose additional7
properties be added to the list as we go along8
and that follows a similar, you know, public9
hearing process and just a review by the HPC and08:38PM 10
their recommendation to the board.  Okay.11

So after we have created the list12
and everything's in place, it doesn't quite stop13
there.  We want to increase the chance that this14
project will be effective, so the ordinance15
provides that these important steps will happen16
after its creation where the owners of the17
property on the list will be notified their home18
is on the list.  They've already received the19
notice of the public hearing so they are aware08:39PM 20
that they were under consideration.  Lists will21
be made available on the village's web site,22
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will be provided to area realtors, to the news1
media, and other persons or entities as2
necessary in an effort to publicize the list and3
the incentives that are available.4

Another thing that is required by5
the ordinance is a notice regarding that it6
being a historically significant structure would7
be recorded against the title to the property8
with the idea that someone buying the property9
will see that on their title report and08:39PM 10
hopefully explore what the incentives may be11
able to provide them relative to preservation of12
the home.  All right.13

So with that, I'm going to turn it14
back over to Bethany for a more in-depth15
discussion of the incentives.16

MS. SALMON:  Are there any questions so17
far?  Should we take a break?  Okay.  We will18
keep going.19

MR. WILLOBEE:  Before that notification08:40PM 20
goes out, is there a way to get the message out21
more that there's positive aspects?  I just --22

19

with regard to the notification process, before1
they get sent that letter --2

MS. SALMON:  The initial letter?3
MR. WILLOBEE:  Yes.  Is there a way to4

publicize to what you're saying, I agree with5
the news media, all that, but I think there's a6
step before that so we don't get bombarded at7
meetings with the people that are thinking of8
the moratorium and all that, like you said,9
weary, trying to kind of squash some of that08:40PM 10
from a PR standpoint.11

MS. SALMON:  We had discussions12
internally as well.  This is a voluntary13
program, right, so if someone is so opposed that14
this is going to be tied to their house and they15
absolutely don't want to be involved in it, I16
mean, then we won't pursue that.17

MR. WILLOBEE:  I agree with that.18
MS. SALMON:  But you're right there.19

We have had discussions about publicizing this08:41PM 20
program more, working with The Hinsdalean,21
contacting a lot of the real estate agents and22

20

making sure the word is out what this program1
actually would mean.2

MR. WILLOBEE:  Yes, I think that just3
needs to happen before that letter goes out,4
some full page ads.5

MS. FIASCONE:  Yes.  Because anybody6
that sees it's going against title will freak7
out but it's really nothing bad, it's only8
benefit.9

MS. SALMON:  The whole point of that08:41PM 10
was just to make sure people will know that this11
exists.  And I think there's some other12
communities that do do this for more like13
landmarking purposes and other programs but it's14
just an FYI.  That was the intent of it.15

MR. MARRS:  So I'm all for as much16
publicity as you can generate, whether it's a17
town hall meeting or a workshop where people are18
available to answer questions, or whatever forum19
you can get, you know, a story in The08:41PM 20
Hinsdalean, however we can do it.  But I agree21
it's important to emphasize the fact that it's22

21

voluntary and that there's only benefits.1
MR. WILLOBEE:  Yes.  No, I'm just2

saying as it relates to the letter, I could just3
picture somebody getting that letter, okay,4
what's the village up to now.5

MR. MARRS:  And so one of the ways also6
that we can address that is, you know, I talked7
about breaking up the public hearing so you can8
have our first universe is only going to be9
these 20 houses that are already mostly08:42PM 10
landmarked, you know, these people are on board11
with preservation so kind of roll it out in a12
way that gets the ball rolling and maybe get13
some attention placed on it with people who are14
going to receive a positive.15

MR. WILLOBEE:  Word of mouth.  I agree16
with that.17

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  I think, Bethany,18
you and Robb shared with me you want to create a19
list that people want to be on.08:42PM 20

MR. McGINNIS:  Yes.21
MS. SALMON:  Yes.  That's the whole22
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intent here is we definitely want something --1
we want people to be dying to get on where we2
can't keep up with the number of people.  Even3
with the limited publicity that we have done at4
this point, you know, as we have kind of been5
forming all these regulations, we have quite a6
few homeowners who are actually interested in7
this program already.8

So once again, there's going to be9
people that absolutely want nothing to do with08:43PM 10
it, but I think we are pretty positive that11
given the stuff that we are going to talk about12
in a second, it's a pretty great program and it13
will afford a lot to whomever wants to be14
involved.15

MR. WILLOBEE:  Okay.  Thank you.16
MS. SALMON:  Okay.  So I'm going to17

quickly talk about Exhibit No. 3, which was18
included in your packet.  So this was the19
proposed historic overlay district.  And kind of08:43PM 20
Michael alluded to this of how we got to this21
map is we kind of did process of elimination.22

23

We really wanted to make sure that1
we weren't just catching homes in Robbins Park,2
we weren't just catching commercial and3
residential, we were trying to figure out a way4
how do we kind of incorporate the whole village5
and get the larger areas but also make sure that6
we are not including everything that isn't7
applicable.8

So what we have done for right now9
based on a preliminary analysis is we've08:43PM 10
excluded the O-3 office district.  So that pink11
area up on Ogden and York.  We excluded the B-312
district.  That's the dark blue area, which is13
also adjacent to Ogden.  And then the tollway.14
And then there's a couple of other select sites.15

And then the R-5 and R-6 districts,16
which are multifamily districts, those are kind17
of in those purply colors, and they are kind of18
scattered around and it did not look like any of19
those had historic buildings of significance to08:44PM 20
the village as of right now.21

There are -- we've included the22

24

R-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4 single-family districts1
and the B-1 and B-2 business districts, the O-12
and O-2 office districts, the IB institutional3
district, the HS hospital district and the OS4
open space district.5

So it's not to say that every6
single property within these large areas is7
significant by any means, and it's not to say8
that whether you're included in the historic9
overlay means you are going to be on the08:45PM 10
historically significant structures property11
list.  There's, like we talked about, a separate12
process for that, so anyone who thinks they are13
possibly eligible right now just because this14
map is created has still a little bit more to15
go.16

And then we did discuss before this17
meeting, we probably are going to make some --18
because we know that this map right now is a19
little bit hard to read, we might visually make08:45PM 20
some graphical changes but generally, unless21
there's any other recommendations by the plan22

25

commission or the village board, we would keep1
the same areas but we might make it a little bit2
easier to look at for the public down the road.3

So now I'm going to talk about the4
actual preservation incentives for tonight.  I'm5
going to try to keep this high level.  There's a6
lot here as well but like I said, feel free to7
jump in.8

So as we talked about, these are9
voluntary incentives.  If a house is listed on08:45PM 10
the historically significant properties list,11
they would not be required to take advantage of12
these.13

The first one that I'm going to14
talk about a little bit further is our15
alternative zoning regulations and this would16
only apply to the single-family zoning district.17

We also have three different18
financial incentives.  One is a grant program,19
one is a fee waiver program and one is a08:46PM 20
property tax rebate for the village portion only21
of the property tax bill.22
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And then we also are offering1
expedited processing.  Particularly where this2
is going to matter is for building permits and3
we have a -- we think either do some inhouse or4
we have the ability to send them out to a third5
party.6

So before I talk about these7
incentives specifically, I just want to talk8
about the overall approval process.  So if a9
home is already on the historically significant08:46PM 10
structures property list, once that list is11
determined, we have two separate routes to go.12

No matter what, every application13
is going to need to get approval of what we are14
calling a preservation incentive certificate.15
Right now if you are going through the historic16
preservation process, you get a certificate of17
appropriateness.  This is going to kind of be18
the same sort of thing but for the incentive19
side.08:47PM 20

So if you are just requesting a21
permit fee waiver or an alternative zoning22

27

regulation, we are proposing that this would be1
for a final authority with the Historic2
Preservation Commission.  And then if they3
granted approval subject to the review, we would4
then be able to issue a building permit and move5
forward with that incentive.6

If an applicant is requesting a7
grant or a property tax rebate, because this is8
a larger financial incentive, we've kind of left9
this decision up to the board.  So we are making08:47PM 10
the Historic Preservation Commission the11
recommending body.  They are still going to use12
the same standards for review but it would move13
to the board for final authority.  And this is14
largely because of the financial aspect of it.15

MS. FIASCONE:  I have a question on16
that.  I read in here that you can accept17
private funds.  There's a whole budgeting18
process you guys are doing but can somebody if19
they are fundraising for something or whatever08:48PM 20
to go towards this budget, can they tag it for a21
specific property or does it just go -- it22

28

obviously doesn't matter because the maximum of1
what they can get, it's just if the budget is2
not there and they want to save a house and can3
they say we are funding this money for this4
house?5

MS. SALMON:  That's a good question.6
MR. MARRS:  So I can't say a hundred7

percent, but generally, if somebody is going to8
make a donation to the village and once the9
village receives that money it's going to go in08:48PM 10
that historic preservation fund, if that money11
has conditions on it, then the village in order12
to accept that money, would probably have to13
accept those conditions.  So I'm going to, you14
know, preliminarily say that that would be15
possible.16

MS. FIASCONE:  Just a thought.17
MR. MARRS:  Yes.  And it's interesting18

and that may well come up that there's a19
movement to save a particular house and we want08:49PM 20
to generate these funds and get them into the21
system so that these incentives can be provided22

29

to the owner of that house but make sure that1
that money makes it to it and I think we could2
make that happen.3

MS. SALMON:  I'll get into the historic4
preservation fund a slight bit more a little bit5
later, but that fund is also eligible for doing6
special projects too.7

So one of the things that I'm not8
sure if you're aware on that you've seen in the9
Robbins Park Historic District is the HPC has08:49PM 10
been going through and we have new sign toppers11
in the whole district, so on each individual12
intersection.13

And so things like that where it14
could be like a larger preservation effort of15
historic signage or maybe historic preservation16
plan or code amendments or design standards,17
things that kind of can affect the village at18
large, that's also something that that money19
could be used for.  So say there is someone who08:49PM 20
wants a larger thing funded that's something21
that we might be able to look into as well.22
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MR. MARRS:  And i think we talked about1
the study also, utilizing the money for2
feasibility studies, you know, surveys of3
historic properties in the village.  So we tried4
to put a catchall in there that would be pretty5
broad for historic preservation purposes.6

MS. SALMON:  Okay.  So the reason I'm7
putting this slide after our approval process is8
because if you go back to the beginning of the9
power point presentation, when I said we got so08:50PM 10
much feedback that everyone wants this smooth11
streamline process with absolutely no hoops that12
anyone has to jump through.  But obviously we do13
have an approval process here and I kind of want14
to explain why that approval process is here.15

So there are in Exhibit No. 6, I16
believe, we had included the secretary of17
interior standards for rehabilitation and these18
are kind of the basic historic preservation19
principles out in the world, like the gold08:50PM 20
standard of general preservation practices.21

And so as much as staff22
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acknowledges that we would like to have the most1
easiest process, there is still a reason why the2
HPC should be reviewing these.  And it's to make3
sure the whole purpose is historic preservation4
and we just want to make sure that the basic5
standards are being met for our historic6
preservation goals.7

The HPC has a lot of, as you guys8
know because you get their projects later down9
the road, has a lot of good expertise to provide08:51PM 10
to projects and it's really critical that they11
are making sure that historic preservation is12
actually occurring with these cases.13

So I've included some slides from14
previous committee of the whole presentations15
where these are good examples, happy buildings,16
where we have nice additions even if they are17
modern that are kind of fitting into the design18
of the building, you know, and there's good19
preservation standards.08:51PM 20

And then we have, you know, really21
bad examples where someone is kind of just22
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putting an entire building behind a weird facade1
and pasting it on.  And so we really need the2
HPC there to say, No, you are actually3
demolishing the whole building and then4
requesting a ton of money from us and zoning5
relief and that's not really a great6
preservation project.7

I will also say that this process8
is still much easier than most zoning9
entitlement processes, like a variation or even08:52PM 10
some of the zoning approvals that comes here, so11
it's still a beneficial, easy process that we12
tried to make it.13

So I'm really quickly going to go14
into each of these again.  The proposed15
preservation incentives and I'm going to start16
with the alternative zoning regulations.  I'm17
going to try to keep this high level because18
explaining our zoning code to people is the most19
challenging job I think that you can have, but I08:52PM 20
just want to kind of go into how we got to these21
as well.22
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So the feedback we got, obviously,1
was that our zoning code acts as a hindrance for2
people putting on any sort of building additions3
or any modern improvements here.  We get4
complaints all the time that historic homes5
don't have the large kitchen, the open concept6
plan, and you need to expand the building7
envelope to actually accommodate the additional8
needs of a modern family.9

The disadvantage that we have in08:53PM 10
this village for historic buildings is that a11
lot of the lots that they are on and a lot of12
the structures themselves are nonconforming.  So13
when they were originally created, they were14
legal with the code requirements then, but as15
our code changed and was adopted later and there16
were new code requirements, those houses are no17
longer conforming with our current code18
requirement, so unfortunately, they were legal19
once, they have a hard time now and then08:53PM 20
expanding on those, makes it a little bit more21
challenging.22
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The other thing that is a little1
strange for things like floor area ratio, you2
know, historic homes were just built different3
than the way our definition is now.  So a new4
home can kind of manipulate that floor area5
ratio, for example, but an old home is kind of6
given what it has and it's already at a7
disadvantage in cases like that.8

So what we tried to do -- oh, so9
before I move on, just as a reminder.  These08:54PM 10
alternative zoning regulations that we are going11
to talk about are only for single-family zoning12
districts.  As of right now, we having looked at13
any of our commercial or office district or14
anything in the downtown and so this is just for15
single-family homes primarily.16

So we looked at our existing -- and17
these sections that -- these primary sections18
that we are going to talk about, these are19
included in Exhibit No. 4 of the packet.  These08:54PM 20
are the primary sections that relate to single-21
family homes in the village.22
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So Section 110 that includes the1
general bulk requirements for homes in the2
single-family zoning district.  Section 10-1043
deals with what we call precode structures.4
These are nonconforming structures, the ones5
built prior to the adoption of our new code.6

And then we have Section 10-105,7
legal nonconforming lots.  So the lots don't8
meet our general standard in bulk requirements9
for size.  And then our definitions, we have08:55PM 10
various definitions that are included as well.11

So we looked at these regulations12
and kind of assessed what could help.  We looked13
at past preservation cases, what people have14
dealt with in the past, and we based our new15
code, which is shown in this table which is16
going to be incredibly hard to read on that17
slide based on those regulations.18

So we are providing some minor19
relief based on how those code requirements are08:55PM 20
and tried to make something that's a little bit21
more user-friendly.  I don't know if anyone ever22
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read the entire zoning code but something that's1
a little bit more user-friendly than the2
regulations that we have now.3

So this table actually provides4
only minimum relief and I'm going to go through5
at least two examples that were included in the6
packet.  So it's not like we are throwing out7
the entire code book and you will see in many8
cases we are only gaining a little bit here in9
terms of setback but I think these are hopefully08:56PM 10
regulations that will be able to tip over11
encouraging someone to get a little bit more12
than what they could for new construction and13
really give them that great building addition or14
certain aspects that will help them modernize a15
home, something that they wouldn't be able to16
get otherwise with new construction.17

So the first thing we looked at was18
building height and we --19

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Can I stop you for08:56PM 20
just a second?21

MS. SALMON:  Yes.22
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CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  In the packet, this1
is right near the end of Exhibit No. 4, a few2
pages forward from the back, there's a nice3
table you put in there where you have the R-1,4
R-4 existing and then you have two columns that5
show the proposed and it's just kind of a nice6
way to see it side-by-side.7

MS. SALMON:  That's Exhibit No. 5,8
right?9

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Yes.  Pardon me,08:56PM 10
it's Exhibit No. 5.11

MS. SALMON:  So that's Page 3 on12
Exhibit No. 5; is that correct?13

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  The bookmark goes14
from 4 to 6.  I don't see 5.  But I think that's15
a really nice summary.  I know Robb was really16
trying to get the FAR back in there.17

MS. SALMON:  Yes.  And imagine putting18
that table on the slide.  We tried to make it a19
little simpler because you can't even read this08:57PM 20
slide very well.21

So the first thing that we did is22
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we looked at building height and got rid of that1
and are just focusing on building elevation.2
The biggest thing here that you need to know is3
that any building additions, any changes to the4
building, you would not be able to exceed the5
highest ridge line that already exists for that6
building.7

So if you are building an addition,8
it can't be two stories taller than what you9
already have.  Basically if you are looking at a08:57PM 10
map, the building is not going to be much11
taller, it can't be any taller than what we are12
currently having that's kind of controlling that13
bulk and scale that we want to make sure fits14
into the neighborhood.15

We also have included provisions16
here about lot area and dimensions.  We don't17
want anyone to think that they are going to all18
of a sudden start subdividing lots off and19
making them smaller and gaining in that way.  So08:58PM 20
we have included some language that lot sizes21
are going to remain the same.22
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For front yards we've pretty much1
kept this along with our code requirements and2
actually, in this case made it a little bit more3
strict.  Right now front yards are based on4
block average so the average of basically how5
everyone on your block their front yards.6

In this case we have added a good7
preservation practice here of making sure that8
is someone wants to do a front building9
addition, that's not good preservation practice08:58PM 10
by the pictures I showed you guys earlier.  We11
are trying restoring and preserve the front12
facade so a front building addition doesn't make13
sense.  So you cannot exceed past that front14
facade as is right now.15

MS. CRNOVICH:  What about front porch?16
MS. SALMON:  For a front porch there17

would be separate regulations for like an18
accessory thing.  One thing that you don't see19
here is that if you go to Exhibit No. 4, this is08:59PM 20
our current code requirement and one of the fun21
parts of our current code requirements is that22
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subsection I of Section 3-110 has a million1
footnotes and these footnotes generally are2
still applying so there is, for example, like3
some language here on what can be required in4
specified structures and uses in required yards5
and I believe front porches is part of that.6

MS. CRNOVICH:  G, I think.7
MS. SALMON:  Covered unenclosed8

porches, yep.  So we can go back and make sure9
that that will not be an issue.08:59PM 10

MS. CRNOVICH:  Okay.  Thank you.  I11
know a lot of the older homes do have the front12
porch and I think wasn't there a house on13
Garfield where they had to go through the ZBA14
just to replace their front porch?15

MR. McGINNIS:  Yes.16
MS. SALMON:  We will look into that17

case and make sure that there's no conflict.18
MR. McGINNIS:  But that was well into19

the required front yard already.09:00PM 20
MS. CRNOVICH:  It was, okay.  But I21

know it's one of the oldest homes in Hinsdale,22
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too, I believe, civil war.1
MR. McGINNIS:  Yes, that was part of2

the problem.  It was so close already that that3
exception didn't help them in that case.4

MS. CRNOVICH:  Okay.  And I think5
there's another one next to it where that might6
happen, too.7

MR. McGINNIS:  We just want to make8
sure that the front addition is sympathetic to9
the house it's not forward.09:00PM 10

MS. SALMON:  Right.  If, for example,11
you have an existing porch, you needed to12
rebuild it, you hopefully aren't going to13
rebuild it 20 feet in front of the existing14
porch because that, again, doesn't meet our good15
preservation practices.16

MS. CRNOVICH:  Yes.  Thank you.17
MS. SALMON:  But we will make sure that18

that language doesn't create any conflicts down19
the road.09:00PM 20

So for side yards if you -- per our21
existing precode structure, so anything that was22
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built prior to the code that no longer meets1
standards, we basically kept the exact same2
minimums that are in our code requirement.  The3
only difference is we have language that talks4
about whatever is greater is the minimum setback5
in terms of if you have an existing house that6
doesn't meet that setback requirement and you7
have, for example, 10 feet as this minimum code8
requirement and that house is at 13 feet, you9
still have to go 13 feet.  Because it's whatever09:01PM 10
is greater, so you are kind of stuck with your11
existing setback and now we are just going12
directly to whatever our minimum already is13
which is already in the code.  So it's not a14
great deviation but it will give people a couple15
of extra feet.  And I'll, once again, show16
examples in a little bit.17

MS. CRNOVICH:  I have another question.18
Sorry.19

What is the date for the code?09:01PM 20
What date are we looking at?  When you are21
talking like precode?22
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MS. SALMON:  So our code was adopted in1
1989, and I believe in our nonconforming2
definition it talks about buildings before a3
certain date in 1988.4

MS. CRNOVICH:  Okay.  Thank you.5
MS. SALMON:  That's written in the6

definition.7
And then the biggest thing that I8

think is going to actually help people here is9
what we are proposing for rear yards.  So right09:02PM 10
now if you had a nonconforming rear yard, you11
cannot extend further into it whether you have a12
lot space or not.  And I'll show an example of13
that.14

So we've kind of allowed for a15
reduction to the required rear yard so that we16
can fit in these rear additions.  This would17
allow people to encroach further back but we18
still have these minimums in place.19

And then we have waived floor area09:02PM 20
ratio and we are pretty confident that this is21
not going to be a major issue for these homes.22
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We still have building elevation, lot coverage,1
building coverage, these other tools to make2
sure that no one is going to be building a3
giant, massive bulky building.4

We are not proposing any changes to5
building coverage as of right now.  We didn't6
find any cases that really justified that as of7
current.8

And then we are increasing -- we9
are proposing to increase lot coverage by09:03PM 10
10 percent subject to no adverse impact on11
adjacent properties.12

MS. CRNOVICH:  Is that total lot13
coverage?14

MS. SALMON:  That would be total lot15
coverage, yes.16

So in your packet in Exhibit No. 517
we did include four separate examples of how18
these will change setbacks for homes.  I'm only19
going to go over two for the sake of time but09:03PM 20
feel free to ask questions on any of them.21

One of the properties that we22
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looked at is 308 East First Street.  This is1
both a nonconforming lot in the R-1 district and2
a nonconforming structure, so it's a precode3
structure.  So it would be subject to 10-104 and4
10-103 of our code requirements.5

So when we looked at how the6
setbacks would require or would change, the red7
lines that you can see up there, that's the8
existing required setbacks.  And then the blue9
lines are how much they gain in terms of these09:03PM 10
proposed regulations.11

So you can see in this example here12
we are not throwing the code book out, it's13
pretty minimal relief, but we do think in a lot14
of cases, especially in the next one I'm going15
to talk about, it can make a substantial16
difference.17

So in the case of this home,18
nothing really changes as we talked about with19
the front yard.  They are not going to be able09:04PM 20
to do any sort of encroachment with a building21
addition further towards First Street which is22
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on the north side of this home based on the way1
we are looking right now.  And that corner side2
yard on Elm Street, they do gain a couple of3
feet, maybe 2.6 feet with the corner side yard4
but the corner side yard there's not much you5
can really do in terms of that right now.  It6
doesn't give you that much relief.  Where they7
really do gain is the rear yard.  With these new8
regulations, they are going to gain about eight-9
and-a-half feet and currently right now based on09:04PM 10
our code requirements, they are not even meeting11
the rear yard right now.  So that required rear12
yard is in the building technically right now.13

And then with their interior side14
yard they are gaining about 5.7 feet.  So it15
does give them a little bit of leeway here.  And16
then with those other bulk requirements that I17
just talked about factored in, that could make a18
really big difference for this house if you19
needed to retrofit it to do an interior addition09:05PM 20
there.21

One of the houses that we have22
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talked about extensively last year was 420 South1
Park, there were some concerns that this house2
actually was going to be a demolition.  It was3
on the market for a very long time and we are4
lucky that we do have someone who purchased it5
and is working to modernize it and restore it,6
but we did look at this house particularly a lot7
because of the fears of demolition and how do we8
help this house.9

So this house is also the same09:05PM 10
nonconforming structure and nonconforming lot.11
And so one of the questions that we kept getting12
asked is:  Can I put a building addition or an13
attached garage on the south side of that14
building?  And there really wasn't enough room,15
especially for a garage to fit two cars to16
actually fit there and so we looked at a lot how17
this regulation could happen.18

In this case with the proposed19
regulations applied, we are gaining about09:06PM 20
7.2 feet on the interior side yard.  So that21
north side of the building, which is currently22
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nonconforming, the side yard is on top of the1
building like I said.  And the rear yard gets2
about 10.45 feet.  So we are gaining with all of3
this around it.  Realistically, the4
nonconforming coach house isn't made any better,5
it's still noncompliant, but we are gaining6
enough room here to put in an actual building7
addition if need and especially in this case.8
One of the comments we got was:  How do I put an9
attached garage here?09:06PM 10

Any questions so far?  Okay.11
Everyone's still awake.  Good.12

MS. CRNOVICH:  I have one question13
about side yards 10 feet.  What if one of the14
side yards is not 10 feet?15

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Existing?16
MS. CRNOVICH:  Existing nonconforming.17
MS. SALMON:  They would still be held18

to the 10 feet.  You wouldn't be able to go --19
so you are saying if their existing side yard09:07PM 20
was 5 feet and the code is requiring 10 feet,21
they are not allowed to build to the 5 feet, the22
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existing.  We've set it at that 10 feet.1
MS. CRNOVICH:  But they could on the2

other side go -- they could go 10 feet, they3
wouldn't be penalized because the one side is4
nonconforming?5

MS. SALMON:  No.  Because what you are6
talking about our current code has this weird7
balancing affect with the side yard.  So anyone8
who loves our code, loves this section.  It does9
have a balancing affect where you kind of have09:07PM 10
to justify a larger side yard so they are not11
quite even, that's not taken into consideration12
here.13

MS. CRNOVICH:  Okay.14
MS. SALMON:  It would be even and flat15

where we are not doing the balancing act.16
MS. CRNOVICH:  I'm also thinking back17

to ZBA many years ago.18
MS. SALMON:  And one thing to point out19

as well, it's not like these are -- we still09:08PM 20
have a great Historic Preservation Commission to21
review these exterior changes and we have some22
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great architects, we've got some great people1
who understand preservation so if something2
looks a little off, their comments will be3
heard.  So there is still a review process for4
this very reason.5

MS. CRNOVICH:  Thank you.6
MS. SALMON:  Okay.  And then finally,7

I'm just going to quickly go over our financial8
incentives.  We kind of touched based on the9
historic preservation fund and matching grants09:08PM 10
previously.11

Exhibit No. 7 was included in your12
packet and that was a revised, kind of13
preliminary, financial breakdown of some of14
these programs that we have previously reviewed15
for a committee of the whole meeting.16

The preservation fund matching17
grants, so as of right now the way we have it18
set up, the village would help fund for a19
specific exterior improvements or a broad range09:09PM 20
of preservation activities like we talked about,21
50 percent of those eligible costs by up to22
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$10,000, but the applicant would need to have a1
project of $20,000.  So the village would pay2
for 50 percent of that 20,000, meaning that3
there's a $10,000 share.  It doesn't by any4
means mean that a project needs to cost $20,000,5
we can also look at smaller grants or other6
smaller projects.  So a project was $10,000, the7
village's matching share would be $5,000.  As we8
talked about, this is going to be contingent and9
based on the budget every year or through09:09PM 10
private donations and assistance that way.11

The other thing that we talked12
about is fee waivers.  This would largely me for13
a permits.  That's the biggest thing that I14
think this would financially allow people to15
assist with and potentially some zoning relief16
as well, so for the zoning applications.17

And then the third one is for the18
property tax rebate; and like I said, this is19
for the village portion and it would potentially09:10PM 20
be for substantial exterior improvements that21
would have a cost of $50,000 at a minimum and22
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for a maximum of a five-year period.1
And then as we discussed, there's2

eligible costs.  For exterior construction work,3
there's quite a bit that's not eligible, like4
general routine maintenance, landscaping fencing5
and if someone wanted to build a new detached6
garage but it wasn't, for example, an exterior7
coach house or any other interior work.8

And then we did include a couple of9
additional amendments.  There's some cross-09:11PM 10
referencing and sectioning of the code, just11
some minor stuff.  And then we did include some12
bolstering language in our variation standards13
so that we are supporting variations in cases14
where someone still does need to move forward15
with a variation.16

The intent of these codes is not to17
fix every case, right?  We are trying to provide18
relief and incentivize preservation but we know19
that there are still going to be unique cases09:11PM 20
where a variation is going to be needed so we21
wanted to make sure there was some additional22
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language that bolsters and supports those1
projects.2

MR. MARRS:  And can I just insert3
something?4

In terms of the language in the5
variation standards, so from a practical6
standpoint, I think the ZBA is cognizant of the7
fact that, you know, we don't want to be so8
strict with the code that we are causing people9
to teardown a historic structure, so they're09:12PM 10
already probably mentally taking that into11
account, but putting it explicitly in there that12
we should give specific consideration to13
historic structures and preservation gives them14
something to hang their hat on and were it to be15
challenged for a court to hang its hat on as16
well.17

MS. CRNOVICH:  That's really good,18
especially somebody could argue that it's19
self-created, I think that's very helpful.09:12PM 20

MS. SALMON:  And that's all I have for21
right now.  So we are happy to answer any22
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questions.  I know this is a lot to digest.1
There was a lot in this packet, but like you2
said, it's been a year-and-a-half getting to3
this point.  We are very proud of all the work4
that went into this and we are hoping that this5
does shift the needle forward.  I know there are6
several homeowners I talked to are really7
excited about this program and we do think it's8
definitely going to help with helping people9
preserve the house and show that the village is09:13PM 10
here to support those preservation efforts.11

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Thanks, Bethany.12
Thanks, Michael.13

MS. FIASCONE:  So just to confirm, it's14
all exterior for all of these incentives, yes?15

MS. SALMON:  Correct.  The reason for16
that is because imagine if someone wanted to put17
in a gold-plated bathroom on the inside of their18
home and we don't want the village and taxpayer19
money to be going towards that because it really09:13PM 20
is the preservation of the exterior home, but21
that's one part that everyone need to be aware22
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of.  Any interior work is not really going to be1
submitted for review by the HPC, that's all2
interior, it's not part of our purview here.  We3
are strictly dealing with the exterior of the4
home.5

MS. FIASCONE:  Thank you.6
MR. MARRS:  Which is the same as any7

landmark structures, so landmarking is concerned8
with the exterior look of something.9

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Scott, any09:14PM 10
questions, comments?11

MR. MOORE:  I know this is going to12
sound crazy, but is this enough?  In other13
words, everyone is looking at the arbitrage14
between knocking a house down and getting15
incentives to get people to not do it.  Are we16
going far enough:  Mathematically, financially17
and space wise?  And I know a ton of work has18
gone into that.19

What's the thought process on that09:14PM 20
and what are the constraints that have been21
faced as far as going any further?  That would22
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be my driving question.1
MS. SALMON:  That's a great question.2

Because we have gone back and forth and asked3
the same question several times of:  Is the4
zoning going to be enough?  And the truth is,5
especially for the financial side, that's6
actually easier to track, the financial aspects7
of it.8

The zoning side I think is a little9
trickier and we're just not going to know until09:15PM 10
we see people applying and kind of engaging with11
people of is this working.  And the truth is we12
can always go back and amend these regulations13
later.  Especially if all of a sudden we start14
seeing new cases pop up at ZBA, right, we can15
always -- and we did analyze a lot of ZBA cases16
as part of this as well.  Those ones are a17
little bit more challenging because there's a18
lot of unique situations that we couldn't just19
wrap up in a nice bow.  But as things come up,09:15PM 20
we would like to reassess as we move along and21
see what's working.22
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MR. MOORE:  The point that you made, my1
fellow commissioner made, the point that2
Ms. Fiascone made is incredibly important3
because there's tax ramifications to somebody4
donating money and if they are donating money to5
their own project, and then they see that6
possibly being able to come back to them or a7
portion of it come back to them, that's a huge8
incentive that I think you've raised that is9
brilliant.09:16PM 10

MS. FIASCONE:  I don't think I meant11
for it to brilliant.12

MR. MOORE:  I think it's a very13
interesting concept that I hope you all on the14
committee think about and take it into15
consideration because it might actually make the16
financial incentive even greater and then, thank17
you.  Thank you for all the work that's gone18
into this.  It's just absolutely incredible how19
much time is spent and the materials and you09:16PM 20
explained it very well so thank you.21

MS. SALMON:  I know it was a long time22
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coming so thank you.1
MR. MOORE:  It was very well done.  I2

do have some other questions and stuff but I'll3
yield for now.4

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Anna?5
MS. FIASCONE:  My questions have been6

answered.  I would -- you answered my question7
regarding just reassessing the numbers and the8
amounts, I'm sure you came to that number, had a9
lot of discussion about it, but that's something09:17PM 10
that as we've seen just over the past couple of11
years how much building costs have increased.12
So, you know, is $50,000 going to be enough, is13
$70,000 going to be enough, that sort of thing,14
so just something to assess yearly or whatnot.15
         CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Mark?16

MR. WILLOBEE:  No.  I first thank you,17
a lot of great work.  You guys did a great job.18

Similar to Scott, I mean, I know19
you guys looked at a lot of great examples in09:18PM 20
like you said in Illinois and others.  That was21
kind of my question, what's the uptake of those22
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programs and you can have a lot of great code1
but if nobody's taking advantage of it, so that2
was kind of same question there.3

The other question:  Did you circle4
back with the architects and builders that you5
met with on some of this as far as after you met6
with them and learned their concerns?  Have we --7

MR. McGINNIS:  So there's been ongoing8
engagements, okay.  So we had this Zoom call,9
right, when this started during the pandemic09:18PM 10
with, you know, our regulars, right, and real11
estate agents, the builders, the architects, and12
it was really an open-ended question:  Guys,13
what's it going to take to try to move the14
needle?15

So we're hoping -- and there's been16
ongoing engagement so hopefully, collectively,17
this pallet of incentives that we are able to18
offer is going to save a house.  We don't know19
that yet.  We don't know what the impacts going09:18PM 20
to be but what we heard over and over again was21
if somebody is going to spend $2 million22
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renovating a house, they want to remove as many1
question marks before they go to contract as2
they can.  So this is our best shot at removing3
as many of those questions, as many of those4
objections on the front end as possible.5

MS. SALMON:  To go back to the comments6
made earlier, we, I think, completely understand7
that there's a lot of publicizing to do after.8
So going back out if this is approved, reaching9
back out to those developers, those architects,09:19PM 10
making sure everyone is aware and especially the11
real estate agents.  That's something that we12
talking about consistently.  They are the ones13
advertising these homes to be demolished or can14
give my card to them or give this material, this15
packet to future homeowners or send them to the16
link that we have on our website.  There's a lot17
of ways we want the word to get out there so18
that everyone is aware of what's possible.19

MR. WILLOBEE:  That's all I had.  Thank09:19PM 20
you.21

MR. MOORE:  I have another question.22
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The way that you have done the graphs to show1
the difference in the zoning and the financial2
incentives on the properties, is that something3
that as these initial 25 or 50 are done, is that4
would be part of what's done for them to be5
approved, in other words, is that level of work6
going to be done so it's easily given to the7
homeowner and easily given to a buyer?  I know8
that that's a lot of work.9

MS. SALMON:  We have already done this09:20PM 10
on a couple of occasions for people and actually11
in this case too.  The 420 South Park is what12
started a lot of this too.13

MR. McGINNIS:  We did some of these14
early.  As soon as we heard that Park was coming15
on the market, staff worked to see what we could16
do to try and help people save the house.  Where17
can we get a garage?  What can we do with the18
family room?19

MS. SALMON:  Our zoning code09:20PM 20
regulations are complex sometimes so we are21
always happy to help people meander through that22
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and tell them what they can do.1
MR. MOORE:  Right.  I'm just saying it2

might be part of the process, part of your flow3
chart as things are done.4

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Julie?5
MS. CRNOVICH:  I would like to commend6

staff, Bethany, and Historic Preservation7
Commission, and the trustees for meeting so many8
times to discuss this and, like, I think it was9
very helpful to do just an hours' worth of work09:21PM 10
at a time because it's a lot of information so11
it takes a while for all this to sink in but12
this is all very positive.13

I do have a couple of questions.14
How many homes have been demolished in Hinsdale?15
Do you have any idea like percentagewise?16

MR. McGINNIS:  We demolished at least a17
third.18

MS. CRNOVICH:  At least a third?19
Closer to a half maybe?09:21PM 20

MR. McGINNIS:  Probably a 25-year span.21
So my predecessor was pretty good at tracking.22
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So we started in I think like '69 was the first1
and every year -- I mean, we peaked out at about2
120, and then we have kind of fallen off between3
the 40-50 range but I think we replaced a third4
in less than 30 years.5

MS. CRNOVICH:  The first village6
meeting I ever attended was -- I don't know how7
many years ago -- but it was about when they8
wanted to have a moratorium on demolitions and9
it was basically historic people who wanted to09:22PM 10
preserve the homes in Hinsdale against the11
builders and it was not a pleasant meeting.  I12
wish that something like this would have been in13
place back then but better now than never.14

I think there's great incentives15
here, you know, waiver of fees.  The setbacks16
is, I think that's huge, and you've made this17
where it's simple.  I think your average18
resident can understand this rather than, like,19
unlike the zoning code, people always have so09:22PM 20
many questions and need help with, so I think21
that's great.22
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What other communities have1
something similar to this?  Is that hard to say?2

MS. SALMON:  One of the committee of3
the whole meetings, and Michael Marrs did do a4
presentation on this, was about, you know, some5
other communities and overlay districts with6
historic aspects to it but there's nothing7
exactly like this but there are places where8
they do incentives for historic homes in zoning9
or grant programs so we are kind of taking a09:23PM 10
unique approach but a little bit different than11
other communities because we are not like other12
communities.  We have a slew of issues and13
higher property values than I think some of the14
other ones that we looked at, so we had to15
tailor a little bit of our efforts I think16
differently.17

MR. MARRS:  Yes.  One of the fun things18
about this project, at least for zoning geeks19
like Bethany and I, is that there wasn't really09:23PM 20
a template that we could follow that we found21
from other communities so we kind of fashioned22
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this from the ground up using ideas that we took1
from other communities.2

You know, so often -- my firm has3
been around doing local government law for 904
years and we can almost always find -- we've5
almost always done something before and have a6
template but this wasn't really that way so it7
was interesting to kind of build this piece by8
piece, so I think it's a unique program.9

One of the things if it's09:24PM 10
successful, I think that the village could, you11
know, leverage this for some publicity with the12
preservation groups and things like that because13
I think there might be other communities that14
would be interested in implementing something15
similar.  There's a lot of communities that have16
incentives but they are just not structured this17
way.18

MS. CRNOVICH:  I recall one of the19
meetings, one of the committee of the whole09:24PM 20
meetings, somebody brought up, okay, you're21
going to offer incentives but will this include22
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anything about demolitions by neglect?  Or, you1
know, there's been a lot of problems with that2
in the past.  Is that going to stay the same or3
will something be added?  It seems like there's4
a lot of repeat offenders destroying a lot of5
the historic homes in Hinsdale.6

MS. SALMON:  So when we originally7
started talking about this about a8
year-and-a-half ago, we had some initial9
provisions for demolition by neglect that we09:25PM 10
were discussing and we decided to separate that11
for right now.  We went with focusing on the12
voluntary preservation incentives and I think13
after we get through this period, that will be14
the next discussion that will be coming shortly15
after but we wanted to separate the carrots and16
the sticks for this portion.17

MS. CRNOVICH:  I understand that.  I18
just think the code could be stricter about the19
demolition by neglect.  Too many people know ho09:25PM 20
to get around it.  I'm not going to bring up the21
cases but you know what I'm talking about.22
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MR. MARRS:  I agree.  There are, you1
know, as Bethany said we had some initial draft2
language, I think it's something that does need3
to be addressed; in the short term it's just not4
part of it.5

MS. CRNOVICH:  That's it for me.  Thank6
you.7
         CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Cynthia?8

MS. CURRY:  So much has been addressed9
that I was going to say and kudos to all of you.09:26PM 10
The hours are evident in all of this.  Thank you11
for simplifying it enough that it's understandable12
enough.13

And again, I'm like everyone.  I14
think education is paramount to get the word out15
to these people however you do it.  Is it a16
marketing campaign; is it broadcasting, is it17
news; is it we're a village taking steps?18

Lots of towns are going through19
this same issue.  I was talking to someone the09:26PM 20
other day, Santa Fe, they are trying desperately21
to preserve an area, the downtown area, because22
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people are ripping buildings down like crazy, so1
making sure that we are letting the people know2
this is a really good thing like you said to be3
on this list.  And then trying to stop the4
builders who are coming in and picking up lots5
and tearing them down because they want to build6
houses, they don't want to fix them.  But I7
think everything you have done is remarkable.8
Thank you.9

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  I think you've done09:27PM 10
an amazing job.  It was such a nice, cooperative11
effort between the village, HPC, all the time12
and effort to deal with our code, which is, you13
know, quite tangled.  I think it seems very14
commonsense in a way.15

I was kind of curious, Robb, when16
you had that meeting and it was a great group of17
people to bring together.  Were there specific18
parts of the zoning ordinance that were their19
first things, you know, that they're like, what09:27PM 20
about this FAR?21

I always thought just looking at22
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preservation, especially some of these old lots1
that are just odd lots and where the house is2
positioned that their rear yard was like the3
place where you really needed to give relief.4
Because if you are a neighbor or just someone5
driving by, you don't really care what you do6
with your rear yard so much as, you know, front7
yard, side and all that.  So I thought it was8
great the changes you made there.9

Building height, that was another09:28PM 10
area where we've got some of our oldest, most11
beautiful buildings, our houses, they are quite12
tall and we were so hung up on that for so long13
but did they have specific areas they were going14
to?15

MR. McGINNIS:  I think part of it was,16
you know, the rear setback and I know that that17
was one of John's issues, they don't have that18
open floor plan and needs some room in their19
rear.09:28PM 20

FAR came up as an issue.  A lot of21
these houses already violate the height like you22
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talked about where we've got, you know, a lot of1
these older farmhouse styles you're already2
blowing height before you ever get started.3

So the -- probably the comment that4
resonated most, trying to remove as many5
questions as possible, not that -- we are never6
going to set up a system where you replace the7
ZBA.  Or you no longer need a ZBA.  You are8
always going to need the Zoning Board of Appeals9
because you have that one up that we didn't09:29PM 10
anticipate, especially with lot stock that looks11
like what we have in Hinsdale, especially in12
Robbins where the lots are so goofy, so13
irregular.  Removing as many questions, right,14
on the front end, buying as many assurances as15
you can before they go to contract we hope will16
be enough.  And like I said, this pallet, you17
know, trying to expedite reviews, waiving permit18
fees and in some cases this could be a 40,19
$50,000 renovation.  That coupled with maybe09:29PM 20
some of the relaxed bulk zoning regs will be21
enough, we hope.22
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CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  I bet if, like, just1
the language you put into the start of the ZBA,2
I can't remember exactly where it is in here,3
but just that little paragraph alone could have4
changed the outcome of so many things in the5
past.  Because I always felt like they were kind6
of handcuffed too, you know, worried about7
precedence.8

MR. McGINNIS:  And Julie's right.  I9
mean, they really struggle with that because you09:30PM 10
have those standards and they're kind of black11
and white and somebody shows up to, you know, to12
try and follow and you put them immediately in a13
difficult position.  It's tough to get past that14
not self-created standard.15

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Right.  Where if it16
doesn't somehow these new proposed or relaxed17
regulations, if it doesn't fit in there, I just18
feel like the chance of getting a variation if19
the intention is right and it makes sense09:30PM 20
historically, I think the odds are going to go21
up.22
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MR. McGINNIS:  I agree.1
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Which I think is2

cool.3
Fantastic job.  I'm really, really4

impressed.  This might be a template, I would5
agree, for other communities that I'm sure are6
struggling and how do you get at this.7

Somebody recently mentioned some8
community of historic area in California they9
had something, not all this, like an overlay09:31PM 10
district and they were struggling with and that11
case was a much more mid-century modern attempt12
and how do you preserve those and it was just13
fascinating the things that they were talking14
about.  I'm like, wait, this is in this packet,15
so kudos to you.16

Any other questions or comments by17
the group?18

(No response.)19
If not, I would love to get a09:31PM 20

recommendation, a motion to approve Case21
A-03-2022 for the map amendment, text amendment22
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to various sections of the zoning code and text1
amendment to Title 14 of the village code to2
establish a historic overlay district as3
requested by the village of Hinsdale.4

MS. CRNOVICH:  So moved.5
MS. CURRY:  Second.6
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  May I have a roll7

call vote, please, Bethany.8
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Curry?9
MS. CURRY:  Aye.09:31PM 10
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Crnovich?11
MS. CRNOVICH:  Aye.12
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Willobee?13

         MR. WILLOBEE:  Aye.14
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Fisacone?15

         MS. FIASCONE:  Aye.16
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Moore?17
MR. MOORE:  Aye.18
MS. SALMON:  Chairman Cashman?19
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Aye.20

Can I have a motion to adjourn?21
MS. CRNOVICH:  So moved.22
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MS. FIASCONE:  Second.1
         CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  All in favor?2
              (All aye.)3

Again, you did a great job.4
MS. CRNOVICH:  Good job.  You made this5

so easy.6
                  (WHICH, were all of the7
                   proceedings had, evidence8
                   offered or received in the9
                   above entitled cause.)10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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STATE OF ILLINOIS )
                  )  ss:
COUNTY OF DU PAGE )

              I, KATHLEEN W. BONO, Certified
Shorthand Reporter, Notary Public in and for the
County DuPage, State of Illinois, do hereby
certify that previous to the commencement of the
examination and testimony of the various
witnesses herein, they were duly sworn by me to
testify the truth in relation to the matters
pertaining hereto; that the testimony given by
said witnesses was reduced to writing by means
of shorthand and thereafter transcribed into
typewritten form; and that the foregoing is a
true, correct and complete transcript of my
shorthand notes so taken aforesaid.
              IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have
hereunto set my hand and affix my electronic
signature this 7th day of September, A.D. 2022.

                       _________________________
                       KATHLEEN W. BONO
                       C.S.R. No. 84-1423
                       Notary Public, DuPage County
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FINDINGS OF FACT AND RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE HINSDALE PLAN COMMISSION 

TO THE VILLAGE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 
APPLICATION: Case A-16-2022 – 101 W. Chestnut Street – Special Use Permit to allow for an Animal 

Hospital in the B-1 Community Business District and an Exterior Appearance & Site 
Plan Review to allow for changes to the existing building and site for VetChart, LLC 
located at 101 W. Chestnut Street 

 
PROPERTY: 101 W. Chestnut (PINs: 09-12-109-005; 09-12-109-012; 09-12-109-002) 
 
APPLICANT:   VetChart, LLC 
 
REQUEST:   Special Use Permit & Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review 
 
PLAN COMMISSION (PC) REVIEW:   August 10, 2022  
 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 1ST READING:   September 6, 2022 
 
SUMMARY OF REQUEST: The Village of Hinsdale received an application from VetChart, LLC 
requesting approval of a Special Use Permit to allow for the operation of a pet hospital at 101 W. Chestnut 
Street in the B-1 Community Business District. In accordance with Section 5-105 of the Zoning Code, pet 
hospitals are classified as Veterinary Services for Animal Specialties under SIC Code 0742, which are 
considered a Special Use in the B-1 District and are only permitted in stand-alone buildings.  
 
The applicant also requests approval of an Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review to allow for the 
removal of the existing drive-through lanes used by the former bank, changes to the west building 
elevation, installation of a loading space and planter boxes, and the construction of an outdoor animal 
enclosure, a dumpster enclosure, and a parklet system on the west side of the building. 
 
BACKGROUND: The applicant proposes to occupy an existing one-story, stand-alone vacant building 
formerly occupied by a bank. In 2002, by Ordinance No. O2002-41, the Village Board approved a Special 
Use Permit and Exterior Appearance / Site Plan for two drive-through lanes to be installed on the west 
side of the building and changes to the building elevations. Minor changes to the original site plan and 
building elevations were approved under Ordinance No. O2003-2 and O2003-39.  
 
In the Business Zoning Districts, drive-through lanes are only permitted for drugstores, pharmacies, and 
banks or financial institutions (depository or non-depository credit institutions) subject to approval of a 
Special Use Permit and in accordance with the use regulations listed in Section 5-109. Drive-through 
lanes are not permitted for pet hospitals. As a result, the applicant intends to remove the drive-through 
window and accessory components formerly used by the bank and convert the two existing drive-through 
lanes into an outdoor area for animals, a dumpster enclosure, a parklet area for staff, and a loading area. 
Approval of a new Special Use Permit will be required in the future to re-establish any drive-through 
lanes. 
 
There are no properties in a single-family residential zoning district within 250 feet of the subject property. 
Fullers Car Wash is located to the north in the B-1 District. A multi-tenant shopping center with a mix of 
office and service uses (real estate office, financial advisor office, dry cleaners, physical therapy, and pet 
grooming) are located to the south across Chestnut Street in the B-3 District. A Village-owned public 
parking lot, office building with an insurance company, and multi-tenant building with offices and a dry 
cleaners are located to the east across Lincoln Street in the B-1 District. Grant Square Shopping Center 
is located to the west and includes a mix of retail, office, and service uses. Chestnut Street, a private 
street serving Grant Square, is included on the south side of the property.   
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 A public hearing was held on Wednesday, August 10, 2022, in Memorial Hall, in the Memorial Building, 
19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois, pursuant to a notice published in The Hinsdalean on July 21, 
2022. The public hearing notice and transcripts are attached. 
 
PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY: At the public hearing held on August 10, 2022, Patrick McGinnis, the 
attorney representing the applicant from Donatelli and Coules, provided an overview of the project. The 
applicant, Sarah Baker, representing VetChart, LLC, and Patrick Callahan from Studio GC, the architect 
for the project, were also present at the meeting to answer questions.  
 
Mr. McGinnis summarized how the proposed animal hospital use meets the standards for a Special Use. 
Mr. McGinnis stated the proposed use is consistent with the purposes of the Village’s Zoning Code, noting 
that the B-1 District provides for community businesses that support the community. A market analysis 
was completed for the community, which found that there is a need for additional vet clinics and the 
proposed use would further the goals of the zoning district.  
 
Mr. McGinnis stated the proposed use will not cause undue impact on the adjacent properties or the 
community. The animal hospital will provide a less intensive use than the former bank in this building. 
When they first open, the business will have two (2) to three (3) employees at one time and approximately 
one (1) to two (2) clients per hour.  
 
Mr. McGinnis stated the use will not interfere with the surrounding development, noting it will have a lower 
intensity than the former bank and will be in harmony with surrounding businesses in the area. There is 
a pet grooming business in the adjacent shopping center across the street. The applicant will not provide 
grooming services, but both businesses will go hand-in-hand in operations. It was also noted there are 
adequate public facilities and no changes are needed to accommodate the proposed animal hospital.  
 
Mr. McGinnis stated the proposed use will not cause undue traffic congestion and noted again the use is 
less intense than the former bank. There is adequate parking on site. The business requires about 
fourteen (14) parking spaces and thirty-two (32) spaces are provided, which exceeds the amount needed.  
 
There will be no destruction of significant features and the applicant will be in compliance with the 
standards and requirements of all Village codes. The existing drive-throughs will be removed, as they are 
not needed for veterinary services and are not allowed for this type of use by the Village’s Zoning Code. 
There will be no overnight operations for this business. The business will have traditional hours, opening 
at about 7:30 a.m. and closing at 5:30 p.m. A public benefit would be provided to the community by 
providing veterinary services, which was shown in a market study to be of need in the area. Mr. McGinnis 
also noted that there are no residential properties adjacent to the building. The building has been vacant 
for some time and no overnight boarding is proposed.  
 
The applicant has taken steps to mitigate any possible adverse impacts. Dogs will be taken outside one 
at a time with an employee into the enclosed outdoor area, which will have artificial turf, a drainage mat, 
and drain tile. There is a similar facility in Burr Ridge that has a large space with the same drainage 
system and reported they have had no issues with smells or cleanliness.  
 
Mr. Callahan then provided an overview of the changes to the proposed building and site, which includes 
the installation of an outdoor enclosure for animal relief, a parklet for employees, planters, and a loading 
area for deliveries. The outdoor animal enclosure will not be used as a dog run where animals will be 
outside unattended. It is designed to shield the area from public view.  
 
Commissioner Curry asked for clarification on if a crematorium will be located in the building. Mr. 
McGinnis confirmed there will not be a crematorium on the premises and the business will use a pick-up 
service.  
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Commissioner Curry asked about the storm drain in the outdoor enclosure and if there are any concerns. 
Staff confirmed that the final design will be determined by Flagg Creek, but ultimately the plans show that 
any drainage will be piped underground. Disposal of other waste from the animal hospital will be handled 
separately.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich stated this would be a nice repurposed use of the building and would be a good 
service to provide for Hinsdale.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich noted that no overnight boarding was proposed, but asked if animals will be kept 
overnight after surgeries or for other reasons. Ms. Baker stated no overnight care will take place as they 
will not have staff working overnight.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked if this business will generate any sales tax revenue. Ms. Baker comments 
that she assumes they will if they are selling pharmaceutical products for animals as part of the medical 
care provided.  
 
Commissioner Willobee asked if any of the parking on site was used by Fullers, the business located to 
the north. Mr. McGinnis noted that he is not aware if any parking is being used by Fullers employees, but 
it is designated for this property only. Commissioner Willobee stated it appears they may be parking on 
site. Ms. Baker commented that some parking may have been used temporarily while the building was 
vacant, but the intention is that the entire parking lot will be used by the animal hospital.  
 
Commissioner Willobee he liked the idea of adding greenery to the area, but was not a fan of the modern 
design of the proposed planters.  
 
Commissioner Fiascone noted her questions have been answered.  
 
Commissioner Moore asked if there will be a water spigot in the outdoor enclosure to clean the area. The 
applicant confirmed that a spigot will be provided.  
 
Chairman Cashman noted this is a great repurposing of this building as it has been vacant for a while. 
Chairman Cashman asked if the applicant had another location elsewhere, as Burr Ridge was mentioned 
previously during the meeting. Ms. Baker stated she does not have another location, but contacted a 
large dog day care facility in Burr Ridge to discuss their outdoor drainage system and any issues they 
faced. Ms. Baker stated the Burr Ridge facility has a much larger area with 100-150 dogs outside all day 
and have faced no issues. The proposed vet clinic expects to have no more than five (5) dogs in their 
area per day.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked if the business will come back later to Plan Commission for a review of 
proposed signage. It was confirmed that a sign permit application will be submitted separately in the 
future.  
 
Commissioner Curry asked if the business is associated with Hinsdale Animal Hospital as there was a 
note on the plans. Ms. Baker confirmed they are not associated and the future name of the business will 
be Lane Veterinary.  
 
No members of the public provided comment at the meeting. Staff did not receive complaints or negative 
feedback from members of the public prior to the meeting. 
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There being no further questions or members of the public wishing to speak on the application, a motion 
to approve the Special Use Permit and the Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review was made by 
Commissioner Curry and seconded by Commissioner Willobee, as submitted. The vote carried by a roll 
call vote as follows: 
 
AYES: Commissioners Curry, Crnovich, Willobee, Fiascone, Moore, and Chairman Cashman 
NAYS: None  
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioners Krillenberger, Hurley, Jablonski 
 
FINDINGS:  In recommending approval of the Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review, the Plan 
Commission determined the standards set forth in Section 11-604(F) and Section 11-606(F) of the 
Village’s Zoning Code have been met. Overall, the Commission expressed support for the project, noting 
that the proposed changes would be an improvement to the existing conditions. 
 
Commissioners noted that proposed plans met several of the standards for approval identified in the 
Zoning Code including improvements to landscaping, screening, and the proposed dumpster enclosure 
(Section 11-604(F)(1)(h) and (i)). The proposed use meets code requirements, fits into the surrounding 
area, and will provide adequate drainage in the outdoor animal enclosure (Section 11-604(F)(1)(c), (f), 
and (k)). The proposed changes to the building elevations utilize a quality design and materials that are 
in keeping with the existing building and surrounding area (Section 11-605(E)(1) and Section 11-
605(E)(2)). 
 
In recommending approval of the Special Use Permit, the Plan Commission determined that the 
standards set forth in Section 11-602(E) of the Village’s Zoning Code have been met. The following are 
the summary of Findings of the Plan Commission relative to the application request based on the 
standards listed in Section 11-602(E): 
 
1. General Standards: No special use permit shall be recommended or granted pursuant to this section 

unless the applicant shall establish that: 
 
(a) Code And Plan Purposes: The proposed use and development will be in harmony with the general 

and specific purposes for which this code was enacted and for which the regulations of the district in 
question were established and with the general purpose and intent of the official comprehensive plan. 
The proposed use, a pet hospital and veterinary clinic, is classified as Veterinary Services for Animal 
Specialties, which is considered a Special Use in the B-1 District and is only permitted in stand-alone 
buildings. The proposed animal hospital will be located in a stand-alone building. The applicant stated 
that proposed use is consistent with the purposes of the B-1 District, which provides for businesses 
that support the community. A market analysis was completed, which found that there is a need for 
additional vet clinics in the community and the proposed use would further the goals of the zoning 
district. The Plan Commission found this standard to be met.  

 
(b) No Undue Adverse Impact: The proposed use and development will not have a substantial or undue 

adverse effect upon adjacent property, the character of the area, or the public health, safety, and 
general welfare. The proposed use will not cause undue impact on the adjacent properties or the 
community. It was stated that the animal hospital will provide a less intensive use than the former 
bank in this building. When they first open, the business will have two (2) to three (3) employees at 
one time and approximately one (1) to two (2) clients per hour. There are no residential properties 
adjacent to or within the immediate area around the site. No overnight boarding is proposed and 
adequate measures have been put in place to provide screening and drainage for the outdoor animal 
relief area. An enclosure will also be installed to screen dumpsters and trash handling areas on site. 
The Plan Commission found this standard to be met. 
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(c) No Interference With Surrounding Development: The proposed use and development will be 
constructed, arranged, and operated so as not to dominate the immediate vicinity or to interfere with 
the use and development of neighboring property in accordance with the applicable district 
regulations. The proposed use will not interfere with the surrounding development. It was stated that 
the veterinary facility will have a lower intensity than the former bank and will be in harmony with 
surrounding businesses in the area. There will be no overnight operations for this business. The 
business will have traditional hours, opening at about 7:30 a.m. and closing at 5:30 p.m. The Plan 
Commission found this standard to be met. 

 
(d) Adequate public facilities. The proposed use and development will be served adequately by essential 

public facilities and services such as streets, public utilities, drainage structures, police and fire 
protection, refuse disposal, parks, libraries, and schools, or the applicant will provide adequately for 
such services. There are adequate public facilities and no changes are needed to accommodate the 
proposed animal hospital. The Plan Commission found this standard to be met. 

 
(e) No traffic congestion. The proposed use and development will not cause undue traffic congestion nor 

draw significant amounts of traffic through residential streets. The proposed use will not cause undue 
traffic congestion and noted the use is less intense than the former bank. There is adequate parking 
on site. The business requires fourteen (14) parking spaces and thirty-two (32) spaces are provided, 
which exceeds the amount needed. There was a discussion on existing parking being used by the 
neighboring business to the north, where the applicant confirmed that some parking on site may have 
been used temporarily while the building was vacant, but the intention is that the entire parking lot will 
be used by the animal hospital. The Plan Commission found this standard to be met. 
 

(f) No destruction of significant features. The proposed use and development will not result in the 
destruction, loss, or damage of any natural, scenic, or historic feature of significant importance. The 
property is not historically significant or located within a historic district. There will be no destruction 
of significant features. The Plan Commission found this standard to be met.  
 

(g) Compliance with standards. The proposed use and development complies with all additional 
standards imposed on it by the particular provision of this Code authorizing such use. The use will 
meet all code requirements. The Plan Commission found this standard to be met. 
 

2. Special standards for specified special uses. When the district regulations authorizing any special 
use in a particular district impose special standards to be met by such use in such district, a permit 
for such use in such district shall not be recommended or granted unless the applicant shall establish 
compliance with such special standards. The use will be located in a stand-alone building, as required 
by the Zoning Code, and all code requirements will be met. The existing drive-through lanes will be 
removed, as they are not needed for veterinary services and are not allowed for this type of use by 
the Village’s Zoning Code. The Plan Commission found this standard to be met. 
 

3. Considerations. In determining whether the applicant's evidence establishes that the foregoing 
standards have been met, the Plan Commission shall consider: 
 

(a) Public benefit. Whether and to what extent the proposed use and development at the particular 
location requested is necessary or desirable to provide a service or a facility that is in the interest of 
the public convenience or that will contribute to the general welfare of the neighborhood or 
community. The proposed use will be located in a building that has been vacant for some time and 
several Commissioners noted this was a good repurposing of the building. Based on a market study 
completed, there is a need for veterinary services in the area, which this use will provide. It was noted 
that this business is expected to generate some sales tax revenue from selling medical and 
pharmaceutical products for animals. The project will also provide additional landscaping and 
screening on site. The Plan Commission found this standard to be met. 
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(b) Alternative locations. Whether and to what extent such public goals can be met by the location of the 

proposed use and development at some other site or in some other area that may be more 
appropriate than the proposed site. The building location is an ideal location for this use as it is not 
adjacent to or nearby any residential properties, has been vacant for a period of time, and provides 
adequate parking. A pet grooming business is located in the building across the street and provides 
a complementary use. The proposed building is a stand-alone building, which is required for animal 
hospitals and veterinary services under the Zoning Code requirements. A market study showed that 
there is a lack of veterinary services provided in the community. The Plan Commission found this 
standard to be met. 
 

(c) Mitigation of adverse impacts. Whether and to what extent all steps possible have been taken to 
minimize any adverse effects of the proposed use and development on the immediate vicinity through 
building design, site design, landscaping, and screening. The applicant stated they have taken steps 
to mitigate any possible adverse impacts. No overnight boarding is proposed. Dogs will be taken 
outside one at a time with an employee into the enclosed outdoor area, which will have artificial turf, 
a drainage mat, and drain tile. A drain tile will pipe any run off underground and a water spigot will be 
installed to clean the outdoor area. The outdoor animal enclosure will not be used as a dog run where 
animals will be outside unattended and will be screened from view. Additional landscaping and a 
parklet is also provided as part of the project. The Plan Commission found this standard to be met. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Based on the findings set forth above, the Village of Hinsdale Plan Commission, 
by a vote of six (6) ayes and zero (0) nays, with three (3) absent, recommended to the President and 
Board of Trustees approval of Case A-16-2022, a Special Use Permit to allow for an Animal Hospital in 
the B-1 Community Business District and an Exterior Appearance & Site Plan Review to allow for changes 
to the existing building and site for VetChart, LLC located at 101 W. Chestnut Street, as submitted.  
  
 
 

Signed: ___________________________________ 
Steve Cashman, Chair 
Plan Commission 
Village of Hinsdale 

 
 
Date: ______________________________________ 

 
 
 



VILLAGE OF HINSDALE  
NOTICE OF PLAN COMMISSION 

PUBLIC HEARING 
 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to all persons that the Village of Hinsdale Plan 
Commission shall conduct a public hearing on Wednesday, August 10, 2022 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Memorial Building, 19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois for the purpose of considering an 
application from VetChart, LLC for a Special Use Permit to allow for the operation of a pet hospital 
(Veterinary Services for Animal Specialties - SIC Code 0742) at 101 W. Chestnut Street located 
in the B-1 Community Business District. The applicant is also requesting concurrent approval of 
an Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review to allow for changes to the existing site and 
building elevations, including the construction of an outdoor animal enclosure, parklet, and 
removal of the exiting drive-through lanes and accessory components. This request is known as 
Case A-16-2022.  
 
Copies of documents relating to the proposed request are on file and available for public 
inspection during regular Village business hours in the Memorial Building, 19 East Chicago 
Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois. 
 
The common address is 101 W. Chestnut Street, Hinsdale IL, 60521 (PINs: 09-12-109-005; 09-
12-109-012; 09-12-109-002) and legally described as follows:  
 
LOTS 1, 2 AND 3 IN BERGMAN’S RESUBDIVISION OF PART OF OUT LOT 1 OF THE TOWN 
OF HINSDALE AND PART OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 38 
NORTH, RANGE 11 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT 
OF SAID BERGMAN’S RESUBDIVISION RECORDED JULY 17, 1945 AS DOCUMENT 480985, 
IN DUPAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.  
 
ALSO THAT PART OF LOT 2 IN GRANT SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER RESUBDIVISION, 
LOCATED IN THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 
11, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, DESCRIBED AS BEGINNING AT THE 
NORTHEAST CORNER OF LOT 2, THENCE SOUTH ON THE EAST LINE OF LOT 2, 36.63 
FEET TO THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF LOT 2, THENCE WEST ON THE SOUTH LINE OF 
LOT 2, 20.00 FEET, THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ON THE SOUTH LINE OF LOT 2, 149.74 
FEET TO AN ANGLE POINT, THEN NORTHERLY 24 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE 
SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 2 IN SAID BERGMAN’S RESBUDIVISION, THENCE 
NORTHEASTERLY ON THE NORTH LINE OF LOT 2, TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING, 
ACCORDING TO THE PLAT RECORDED MARCH 3, 1964 AS DOCUMENT NO. R-64-6737, IN 
DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.  
 
At said public hearing, the Plan Commission shall accept all testimony and evidence pertaining to 
said application and shall consider any and all possible zoning actions, including the granting of 
any necessary special permits, variations, other special approvals, or amendments to the Zoning 
Code that may be necessary or convenient to permit development of the proposed type at the 
described property. All interested persons are invited to attend and be heard. 
 
Dated: July 14, 2022 
 
Christine M. Bruton, Village Clerk         To be published in the Hinsdalean on July 21, 2022 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS  )
                   )  ss:
COUNTY OF DU PAGE  )

         BEFORE THE HINSDALE PLAN COMMISSION 

In the Matter of:          )
                           )
                           )
VetChart, LLC, Special     )
Use, 101 West Chestnut     )
Case No. A-16-2022.        )
 
         

         REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS had and testimony 

taken at the hearing of the above-entitled 

matter, before the Hinsdale Plan Commission, at 

19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois, on 

August 10, 2022, at the hour of 7:30 p.m.

     BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:  

         MR. STEPHEN CASHMAN, Chairman;

         MR. MARK WILLOBEE, Member; 

         MR. SCOTT MOORE, Member;

         MS. CYNTHIA CURRY, Member; 

         MS. ANNA FIASCONE, Member and 

         MS. JULIE CRNOVICH, Member.
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     ALSO PRESENT:1

         MS. BETHANY SALMON, Village Planner;2
         MR. ROBERT McGINNIS, Director of3
             Community Development;

4
         MR. MICHAEL MARRS, Village Attorney;

5
         MR. PATRICK McGINNIS, Attorney for
             Applicant;6

         MR. PATRICK CALLAHAN, Architect for7
             Applicant;

8
         MS. SARAH BAKER, Applicant.
_______________________________________________9

10

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Next we have a11
Public Hearing.  It's Case A-16-2022 for 10112
West Chestnut Street, special use permit to13
allow for an animal hospital in the B-114
community business district and an exterior15
appearance/site plan review to allow for changes16
to the existing building and site for VetChart,17
LLC, located at 101 West Chestnut Street.18

We are going to need to swear in19
anybody who is going to testify or speak on this20
matter.21
                  (Oath administered en masse.)22

3

              Welcome.1
MR. P. McGINNIS:  Good evening.  I'm2

Patrick McGinnis.  I'm an attorney with3
Donatelli and Coules that represents the4
applicant, VetChart, LLC, which is a tenant of5
the owner of the property Hinsdale Management6
Corporation and their lease is contingent on7
village approval of their intended use for the8
property.9

The subject property is 101 West07:35:16PM 10
Chestnut Street, which is located in the B-111
zoning district, which is located on Chestnut12
between Grant and Lincoln.13

The applicant is seeking a special14
use permit to operate a veterinary clinic at15
that location.  Veterinary clinics are16
considered a special use in the B-1 district and17
are only permitted in stand-alone buildings.18

The applicant is also seeking19
approval in exterior appearance and site plan07:35:38PM 20
review to allow for the removal of the existing21
drive-thru that was used by the previous tenant22

4

of the property, which was Republic bank, to add1
an outdoor enclosed space to use for animals, to2
add a parklet for employees, add planter boxes3
and also to allow for a loading space and also4
minor changes to the elevation.  The applicant's5
request for a special use for a vet clinic meets6
all the standards required for a special use.7

First.  The proposed use is8
consistent with the purposes of the village9
code.  The B-1 district provides for community07:36:07PM 10
businesses which support the suburban community11
and vet clinics are specifically allowed as a12
specific use in that district.13

The applicant's lender actually did14
a market analysis of the community and found15
that in addition to it being able to support16
another vet practice, that there was actually a17
need for an additional vet practice for the18
community.19

So in addition to being consistent07:36:30PM 20
with what the district intends to accomplish, it21
actually helps to further those goals.22

5

Second.  It wouldn't cause any1
undue impact on the adjacent properties or the2
community.  It would actually provide for a less3
intensive use of the property than what was4
previously used as a bank.  The business would5
start with about two to three employees working6
at a time and would have one to two patients per7
hour, which again would be less intensive than8
individuals coming in for a community bank.9

Third.  It wouldn't interfere with07:36:59PM 10
the surrounding development.  Again, it would11
have lower intensity than previously for the12
surrounding businesses.  It would actually be in13
harmony with the other businesses in the14
district.15

There's also a grooming facility,16
Velvet Touch Pet Salon, that's across the17
street.  The applicant's business wouldn't18
provide any grooming services so their19
businesses would actually go hand-in-hand07:37:21PM 20
together.21

Fourth.  There's adequate public22
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facilities for their intended use.  They1
wouldn't need any changes to the current public2
facilities to accomplish their goals.3

Fifth.  It wouldn't increase any4
traffic congestion to the district.  Again, one5
to two patients would be seen per hour, less6
intensive than a bank, and there's also adequate7
parking on the property.  The business would8
need about 14 parking spaces but it has 32 to9
accommodate all the clients which is more than07:37:48PM 10
they will need.11

Additionally, there wouldn't be any12
destruction of significant features for the13
property.  The existing structure would remain14
mostly intact except for the removal of the15
drive-thru, some exterior updates and obviously16
renovations to the inside so that it could be17
operated as a veterinary clinic.18

Seventh.  It would be in compliance19
with all the standards required by the code.07:38:09PM 20
It's a stand-alone building for the veterinary21
practice.  We would be removing the drive-thrus22

7

because they wouldn't be needed and also not1
allowed for veterinary practice.  There would2
not be any overnight operation of the business3
and the normal business hours would be 7:30 a.m.4
to 5:30 p.m.5

The operation of the vet clinic6
would also provide a public benefit to the7
community.  Again, the applicant's lenders8
market research show that there's actually a9
need for an additional vet clinic and the07:38:37PM 10
location of the business district is not within11
250 feet or near any residential properties.12
The building's been vacant for quite a while and13
it would be bringing back a business to this14
business for the district.15

The applicant also lives locally in16
Western Springs with her family.  She's also17
dedicated to the community in helping to bring18
that public benefit.19

There aren't any alternative07:39:02PM 20
locations that would better suit the business.21
The property, again, would be in the business22

8

district not within close distance of any1
residential areas.2

The alternative animal businesses3
in the community, Hinsdale Animal Hospital, is4
within the distance of residential properties5
and does provide overnight boarding services,6
which we would not.  In addition, the Hinsdale7
Humane Society is near several apartment8
buildings in Hinsdale.  So this location is9
actually more beneficial and that there aren't07:39:32PM 10
any other locations that would be better suited11
for their business.12

Lastly, applicant has taken any13
steps to mitigate any adverse impacts, which14
there are very few.  Again, there's no overnight15
boarding.  Dogs are only taken outside of the16
facility one at a time with an employee on a17
leash into the enclosed area that they are18
seeking to put on the property and they would19
have artificial turf and a drainage mat in that07:39:57PM 20
space to clean up any waste from the animals.21

There's a similar facility in Burr22

9

Ridge that has -- provides doggy daycare that1
has a large base with the same turf and drainage2
system and they don't have any issues with smell3
or cleanliness besides this would be less4
intensive than that facility would be.5

So the applicant's proposed use of6
the property meets all the criteria and the7
standards within the village code for a special8
use.  It will provide a public benefit by9
bringing in needed business to the vacant07:40:23PM 10
location and the alternative location, there11
aren't any alternative locations that are12
minimal adverse impacts.13

Turn it over to the architect who14
can talk more about the site plan and the15
exterior appearance for the property.16

MR. CALLAHAN:  Thank you.  Pat Callahan17
with Studio G C, 223 West Jackson in Chicago.18

The majority of the work will19
happen inside to convert the bank to an animal07:40:47PM 20
hospital.21

On the exterior, essentially what22
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we are doing is using the canopy for the old1
drive-thru and creating a -- essentially a2
wooden fence that allows us to actually create a3
little bit of a parklet closer to the street4
along with planters that will be planted with5
easily maintained but greenery that would allow6
for greenery year round.7

The intent behind the turf is8
really for animals who either before or after9
procedures need to relieve themselves.  It07:41:21PM 10
really is not a dog run per se and it's not11
intended to be there for general use for dogs to12
be out there free and kind of using that area13
for a run.  It's really designed specifically to14
compliment the use that's happening inside the15
clinic itself.16

For the most part, our intent would17
be to shield that from public view and then use18
landscaping and planters around the perimeter19
particularly closer to the street and then,07:41:49PM 20
again, introduce a parklet that provides some21
additional outdoor space for employees for break22

11

but also the potential for the public to be able1
to leverage that as well on walks down the2
street.  So for the most part, I'll leave it at3
that.4

We are providing a stripe zone,5
kind of a loading zone, just on what I guess6
would be the second drive-thru or the outer7
drive-thru that we are not fencing, but the8
intent is not to have any parking or anything9
along that area, it would just be for any07:42:20PM 10
deliveries that the clinic actually has.  The11
entrance is on the rear, so it would be the12
north side around the corner, which would be the13
primary location where deliveries would be made.14

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Thank you.15
MR. CALLAHAN:  Thank you.16
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Let's see if any of17

the commissioners have any questions.18
Cynthia?19

MS. CURRY:  Just one.  I didn't see it07:42:48PM 20
on the plan, so maybe it was just in the21
verbiage, but it does state that there will be a22

12

crematorium on premise.1
MR. CALLAHAN:  There won't be a2

crematorium on premise.  They have a service3
that comes with a vehicle that would do the4
crematories.5

MS. CURRY:  There will not be one.6
MR. CALLAHAN:  Correct.7
MS. CURRY:  I had a question about the8

storm drain being used for refuse as small as it9
is but that's nothing --07:43:20PM 10

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  It's really a Robb11
McGinnis issue.12

MR. McGINNIS:  So ultimately Flagg13
Creek is going to make the call on whether we14
tied in to the sanitary storm but it will be15
piped regardless.16

MS. CURRY:  Okay.17
MR. P. McGINNIS:  And again, I don't18

think it will be a significant amount just19
because the space isn't being used as a dog run07:43:39PM 20
just space that can be used for the animals to21
relieve themselves as necessary.22

13

MS. CURRY:  And I'm sure you probably1
have special services but for waste in light of2
surgeries that you would be performing, that3
type of waste would not be in a dumpster on the4
premises, correct?5

MR. P. McGINNIS:  Correct.6
MS. CURRY:  That's something that's a7

biohazard.  Okay.8
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Julie?9
MS. CRNOVICH:  I think it's a nice07:44:06PM 10

repurpose of the building and this would be a11
service, we have so many dogs in Hinsdale and12
cats.13

I did have a question though it14
said no overnight boarding.  Will you have,15
like, animals overnight if they are recovering16
from surgery?17

MS. BAKER:  No.  No.18
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Do you mind going to19

the mic?07:44:23PM 20
MS. BAKER:  Sarah Baker.  That's not21

the intention for the hospital use for overnight22
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care.  Really, the highest level of medical care1
if no one is there overnight, we shouldn't have2
an animal inside there overnight.  So something3
that does need a transfer or something like4
that, I would be working with the local animal5
emergency hospital that has 24-hour care and6
those pets would be transferred.7

MS. CRNOVICH:  Will you be selling any8
products?  Will there be any sales tax revenue9
to the village?07:44:56PM 10

MS. BAKER:  Well, I would assume so11
just through pharmaceutical products because we12
sell all of that; that is a component with13
medical care, so, yes.14

MS. CRNOVICH:  That's a plus.  That's15
all I had.  I was going to ask about the16
crematorium too.17

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Mark?18
MR. WILLOBEE:  Just a couple quick19

questions.  On the parking, is any of that07:45:21PM 20
parking used by, like, any Fuller employees at21
this time or anything like that?  The parking22

15

that you said you have, is it --  1
MR. P. McGINNIS:  I don't know if it's2

being used by any Fuller employees but it's3
designated for our property.4

MR. WILLOBEE:  Okay.  Because some days5
there's quite a few cars in there.6

MS. BAKER:  Correct.  It's designated7
for the Republic bank but because no one has8
been there, I think there's been a little bit --9
the intention is to have that relabeled and it07:45:41PM 10
would be our use, yes.11

MR. WILLOBEE:  Regarding the planters,12
I like the idea of adding greenery to that area,13
it's nice.  I just don't know that the planters14
themselves they kind of stick out.  I like brick15
planters but it's just they kind of stand out so16
-- I'm not against them but I'm not completely17
in favor.18

MS. CRNOVICH:  They are very modern.19
MR. WILLOBEE:  Yes, that's the word.07:46:14PM 20

I'll make a statement on that.21
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Thanks, Mark.22

16

Anna?1
MS. FIASCONE:  My questions have been2

answered.  I have no questions.3
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Scott?4
MR. MOORE:  The only one I would add is5

by the waste area where you're running them are6
you going to have a spigot out there that you7
can hose those things down in the summertime8
when it gets hot?9

MS. BAKER:  Yes, that's the intention07:46:34PM 10
to, yes.11

MR. MOORE:  That sounds good.  Thank12
you.  Everything else has been answered.13

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Thanks, Scott.14
I think it's a great repurposing of15

this building; it's been empty for a while.16
You mentioned Western Springs.  Do17

you have other locations?  You mentioned18
something about Burr Ridge.  Do you have a19
location in Burr Ridge?07:46:49PM 20

MS. BAKER:  So I contacted a large21
day-care facility in Burr Ridge that has a22

17

similar but much larger scale turf so I can1
understand how they did it and what their odor2
control was and how they are maintaining it and3
they have anywhere from 100 to 150 dogs out4
there per day and have no issue with it the way5
they maintain it so for us it would be maybe6
maximum five dogs out there per day.  No, so I7
don't have another facility currently.  I live8
in Western Springs.  I work in the city for now9
but obviously my intention is to be part of this07:47:23PM 10
community.11

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Okay.  Welcome to12
Hinsdale.  This is well done and I think this13
should be a great addition to town.14

MS. CRNOVICH:  I have one more15
question.16

Will you be back for signage, an17
application for sign?18

MS. BAKER:  Yes.19
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  We will see you in07:47:41PM 20

the future.21
MS. CURRY:  One other question, if I22
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may.1
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Sure.2
MS. CURRY:  On your plan it says3

Hinsdale animal hospital.4
MS. BAKER:  That is not correct.5
MS. CURRY:  It's not, okay.  I didn't6

know if you had an association with them.7
MS. BAKER:  No.  The name will be Lane8

Veterinary, L-a-n-e.9
MS. CURRY:  Looks great.  Thank you07:48:03PM 10

very much.11
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Is there any further12

discussion, Commissioners?13
(No response.)14
Hearing none, can I have a motion15

to approve Case A-16-2022 for 101 West Chestnut16
Street for a special use permit to allow an17
animal hospital in the B-1 business district and18
an exterior appearance/site plan review for19
changes to the existing building and site.07:48:28PM 20

MS. CURRY:  So moved.21
MR. WILLOBEE:  Second.22

19

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Roll call vote,1
please, Bethany.2

MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Curry?3
MS. CURRY:  Aye.4
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Crnovich?5
MS. CRNOVICH:  Aye.6
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Willobee?7
MR. WILLOBEE:  Aye.8
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Fiascone?9
MS. FIASCONE:  Aye.07:48:40PM 10
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Moore?11
MR. MOORE:  Aye.12
MS. SALMON:  Chairman Cashman?13
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Aye.14

Good luck.  Welcome.15
                  (WHICH, were all of the16
                   proceedings had, evidence17
                   offered or received in the18
                   above entitled cause.)19

20
21
22

20
STATE OF ILLINOIS )
                  )  ss:
COUNTY OF DU PAGE )

              I, KATHLEEN W. BONO, Certified
Shorthand Reporter, Notary Public in and for the
County DuPage, State of Illinois, do hereby
certify that previous to the commencement of the
examination and testimony of the various
witnesses herein, they were duly sworn by me to
testify the truth in relation to the matters
pertaining hereto; that the testimony given by
said witnesses was reduced to writing by means
of shorthand and thereafter transcribed into
typewritten form; and that the foregoing is a
true, correct and complete transcript of my
shorthand notes so taken aforesaid.
              IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have
hereunto set my hand and affix my electronic
signature this 1st day of September, A.D. 2022.

                       _________________________
                       KATHLEEN W. BONO
                       C.S.R. No. 84-1423
                       Notary Public, DuPage County
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FINDINGS OF FACT AND RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE HINSDALE PLAN COMMISSION 

TO THE VILLAGE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 
APPLICATION: Case A-03-2022 – Map Amendment and Text Amendments to Article 8, Section 11-

503, Section 3-110, and Section 10-104 of the Hinsdale Zoning Ordinance and to 
Chapters 1, 2, 6, and 7 of Title 14 of the Village Code to Establish a Historic Overlay 
Zoning District and for Related Amendments  

 
APPLICANT:   Village of Hinsdale 
 
REQUEST:   Map Amendment and Text Amendments  
 
PLAN COMMISSION (PC) REVIEW:  August 10, 2022 
 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 1ST READING:   September 6, 2022 
 
SUMMARY OF REQUEST: The Village of Hinsdale submitted an application requesting approval of a 
Map Amendment to establish a Historic Overlay Zoning District and Text Amendments to Article 8, 
Section 11-503, Section 3-110, and Section 10-104 of the Hinsdale Zoning Ordinance and to Chapters 
1, 2, 6, and 7 of Title 14 of the Village Code to Establish a Historic Overlay District and for Related 
Amendments (collectively, the “Proposed Amendments”). 
 
The proposed Map Amendment and Text Amendments to the Zoning Code and Village Code would allow 
the Village to offer various voluntary preservation incentives to owners of property on a Historically 
Significant Structures Property List within a designated Historic Overlay District. The intent of the 
Proposed Amendments is to encourage and assist property owners of historic or significant properties to 
pursue historic preservation projects over demolition and new construction. Individual historic properties 
will be identified for consideration on the Historically Significant Structures Property List in the future 
through a separate approval process. 
 
A draft Zoning Map showing the proposed boundaries of the Historic Overlay District is included with the 
other application materials as part of Exhibit 1. The Historic Overlay Zoning District as proposed shall 
consist of all properties within the R-1 Single Family Residential District, R-2 Single Family Residential 
District, R-3 Single Family Residential District, R-4 Single Family Residential District, B-1 Community 
Business District, B-2 Central Business District, O-1 Specialty Office District, O-2 Limited Office District, 
IB Institutional Buildings District, HS Health Services District, and OS Open Space District, as shown on 
the proposed Zoning Map. All properties located in the O-3 General Office District, B-3 General Business 
District, R-5 Multiple Family Residential District, and R-6 Multiple Family Residential District are not 
included in the proposed Historic Overlay Zoning District, as shown on the proposed Zoning Map. 
 
The current underlying zoning district classifications and related zoning regulations for each of the real 
properties within the boundaries of the proposed Historic Overlay Zoning District shall remain in place 
and shall continue to apply to each property following the establishment of the District. 
 
Properties within the boundaries of the Historic Overlay Zoning District, once established, and that are 
subsequently deemed to host Historically Significant Structures, may be added to a Historically 
Significant Structures Property List and will then become eligible to apply, on a voluntary basis, for 
certain historic preservation incentives provided by the Village and established through the proposed 
Text Amendments.  
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Properties located within the boundaries of the Historic Overlay Zoning District once established will not, 
however, automatically be included on the Historically Significant Structures Property List to be 
established at a later time. The Historic Preservation Commission will be tasked with creating an Initial 
List of properties for consideration on the Historically Significant Structures Property List and establishing 
a list in accordance with the proposed process listed in Section 14-7-3 of the Village Code within 6 
months following the adoption of the Historic Overlay District by the Village Board.  
 
Properties included on the Historically Significant Structures Property List may be eligible for the following 
voluntary preservation incentives, subject to approval of a Preservation Incentive Certificate and in 
accordance with the approval process listed in Section 14-7-5 of the Village Code: 

1. Fee Waivers – Provisions are added that allow the waiving of Village fees for building permits, 
applications for landmark or historic district designation, Certificate of Appropriateness applications, 
and other planning / zoning applications that may be tied to exterior work.   

2. Expedited Processes – Expedited processing of building permits and applications for landmark 
designation, historic district designation, and other zoning approvals is proposed. 

3. Property Tax Rebate – Property owners would be eligible to receive a rebate for the Village portion 
of their property tax bill in exchange for substantial exterior alterations, rehabilitation, or restoration 
work over a maximum five (5) year period. To be considered for this incentive, a minimum investment 
of $50,000 would be required on eligible exterior improvements, which could include costs for 
construction and for architectural, planning, engineering, design, and historic preservation services.  

4. Historic Preservation Fund Matching Grants – The Village Board would be able to approve funding 
for 50% of eligible project costs, up to a maximum of $10,000 per project provided by the Village, with 
a minimum investment of $20,000 required by the applicant.  

5. Alternative Bulk Zoning Regulations – Properties on the Historically Significant Structures Property 
List and located in the R-1, R-2, R-3, and R-4 Single Family Residential Districts may be eligible for 
alternative zoning regulations. The proposed set of bulk regulations are intended to better align 
existing non-conforming historic buildings with Village code requirements and provide additional 
zoning flexibility to homeowners looking to construct a building addition on to a historic home or 
complete other exterior improvements.  

 
A Preservation Incentive Certificate must be submitted to the Village prior to the start of any project 
utilizing an Incentive. The Historic Preservation Commission would be responsible for reviewing all 
applications to ensure that proposed work is consistent with, or compatible with, the historical nature of 
the structure and meets The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.  
 
Applications requesting a fee waiver and/or the use of alternative zoning regulations would be reviewed 
and approved by the Historic Preservation Commission only. Applications requesting grant funding or a 
property tax rebate will require a recommendation by the Historic Preservation Commission and final 
approval by the Village Board. 
 
Program funding will be determined by the Village Board during the annual budget cycle process.  
 
In the event additional zoning relief is needed beyond the alternative bulk zoning regulations, a text 
amendment is also proposed to Zoning Code Section 11-503(F) to add language to the variation 
standards that could be used to support variation cases where historic preservation efforts are made to 
a local landmark or property on the Historically Significant Structures Property List. Projects would still 
be judged on a case by case basis in accordance with the required variation process. Language is also 
proposed to Zoning Code Section 3-110 – Bulk Regulations for the Single-Family Residential Districts & 
Section 10-104 – Nonconforming Precode Structures to add cross-references for the Historically 
Significant Structures Property List proposed in Article VIII and Title 14. 
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PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY: A public hearing for the submitted applications was held on Wednesday, 
August 10, 2022, in Memorial Hall, in the Memorial Building, 19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois, 
pursuant to a notice published in The Hinsdalean on July 22, 2022. A copy of the published notice is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and made a part hereof.  
 
At the duly and properly noticed public hearing, Bethany Salmon, Village Planner, and Michael Marrs, the 
Village attorney, provided a presentation to the Plan Commission on the proposed Map Amendment and 
Text Amendments. Robert McGinnis, the Community Development Director and Building Official was also 
present at the meeting. Two representatives of the Historic Preservation Commission, Chairman John 
Bohnen and Commissioner Jim Prisby, were also in attendance.  
 
During and following the presentation, the Plan Commission members asked staff questions and provided 
feedback on the project.  
 
Commissioner Willobee recommended that the Village publicize the program out to the community and 
educate homeowners on the positive aspects of the historic preservation incentives before the Village 
sends out initial notifications to property owners informing them that their home has been nominated to 
be included on the Historically Significant Structures Property List. Staff stated that the program was 
designed to be voluntary, meaning if any homeowners were opposed to being included on the List, the 
Village would not pursue adding the house to the List. Staff has had discussions that if these amendments 
are approved, an effort would be made to publicize the program through the local newspaper, contacting 
real estate agents, and through other means.  
 
Commissioner Fiascone stated that a Notice recorded against the title of each property approved for 
inclusion on the Historically Significant Property List to help make future property owners aware of the 
availability of preservation incentives could create concern if members of the community do not 
understand the program.  
 
Ms. Salmon and Mr. Marrs confirmed that the intent is to highly publicize the program and inform the 
community that the program is voluntary and of the benefits its can provide. Mr. Marrs also commented 
that staff envisions holding several different public hearings where smaller lists of properties to be 
included on the Historically Significant Property List are brought forward for review at separate times. 
Staff has received inquiries from several owners of historic properties interested in the program and those 
would be prioritized. Chairman Cashman commented that in initial talks with staff, the intent was to create 
a list that people want to be listed on.  
 
Commissioner Fiascone noted that there was language proposed that would allow for private donations 
and funding into the Historic Preservation Fund. Commissioner Fiascone asked if someone would be 
allowed to donate private funds and those funds could then be used toward a specific project. The 
example was given if a house was to be demolished and a group wanted to fundraise to save the home 
or complete a project for a specific property, particularly if there was no Village money in the Fund. Mr. 
Marrs responded that if private money donated to be Village had conditions placed on them, the Village 
would have to be accept those conditions. Mr. Marrs preliminarily stated that this scenario appears to be 
possible.  
 
When discussing the alternative zoning regulations, Commissioner Crnovich asked if front porches would 
be impacted by the proposed regulations for front setbacks. Ms. Salmon stated that there is existing code 
language in the footnotes for the bulk regulations for the single-family zoning districts, included in Exhibit 
4 of the Plan Commission packet, that would allow for certain structures and uses in required yards. Ms. 
Salmon noted that staff would confirm that there would be no issues for replacing front porches in the 
future. There was a brief discussion on several homes that required approval by the ZBA to replace the 
front porch.   
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Commissioner Crnovich asked for clarification on precode structures. Ms. Salmon confirmed the Zoning 
Code was adopted in 1989 that the definition for precode structures states these are structures 
constructed in 1988 or earlier.  
 
When discussing the proposed regulations for required interior side yard setbacks, Commissioner 
Crnovich asked if a house has an existing setback that is less than the required proposed setback, what 
would be required. Ms. Salmon confirmed that the minimum setback in the code would be required. A 
building would not be allow to encroach past the code required setback even if it already extends into the 
required setback area. There was a brief discussion on the current code requirements where side yards 
are balanced based on a calculation, which is not required under the proposed regulations.  
 
When discussing additional language proposed to include in the variation standards, Mr. Marrs 
commented that the new language added to the variation standards gave explicit consideration for 
historic structures. Commissioner Crnovich added that this language could be useful in cases where 
there are arguments that the variation is self-created.  
 
Commissioner Fiascone asked for clarification on if improvements eligible were all exterior. Ms. Salmon 
confirmed that the current incentives could only be used for exterior improvements and the reason for 
this is to make sure Village funds are not used toward expensive interior remodeling projects and because 
preservation largely deals with the exterior of buildings. Any interior work will not be submitted for review. 
This is the same process for any landmark structure, where only the exterior will be reviewed.  
 
Commissioner Moore asked if these incentives are enough to prevent demolitions and if the Village needs 
to go further in what they are proposing. Ms. Salmon stated staff has asked the same questions. It is 
unknown right now if these regulations go far enough, but staff will continue to reassess as the program 
as implemented.  
 
Commissioner Moore stated that the point brought up previously by Commissioner Fiascone regarding 
the use of private funds donated to the Historic Preservation Fund for specific projects was incredibly 
important in relation to the tax ramifications for someone donating money.  
 
Commissioner Fiascone stated her questions have been answered and asked if the amounts would be 
enough, especially with rising construction costs over time.  
 
Commissioner Willobee noted that staff looked at other programs in other towns and what the uptake of 
those programs was. Commissioner Willobee then asked if staff circled back with the architects and 
builders after the initial Zoom meeting was held with them to gain feedback or concerns on the proposed 
amendments. Mr. McGinnis stated there has been ongoing engagement. Ms. Salmon stated there is still 
a lot of publicizing to do to make sure that real estate agents, builders, and homeowners are aware of 
the program and incentives available.  
 
Commissioner Moore asked if staff is going to put together examples for certain homes on how these 
preservation incentives and alternative zoning regulations could benefit a property. Staff confirmed that 
examples have been provided for several different homes already, like in the case of 420 S. Park Avenue 
that was previously being considered for demolition. Staff is always willing to help people figure out how 
to save a home and how to interpret the Zoning Code.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich thanked staff, the Historic Preservation Commission and the Trustees for 
meeting so many times to discuss the proposed regulations and stated the regulations are positive.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked how many homes have been demolished in Hinsdale. Ms. McGinnis 
estimated that about a third of the houses have been demolished over a 25-30 year span. The peak of 
demolitions have been about 120 a year and this number has fallen since.  
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Commissioner Crnovich stated that the first Village meeting she attended many years ago was for a 
proposed moratorium on demolitions. She noted it was not a pleasant meeting and wished that something 
like the proposed programs were in place back then. She noted support for the proposed incentives and 
stated it has been made simple for average residents to be able to understand, unlike some of the current 
code regulations.   
 
Commissioner Crnovich asked what other communities have something similar to this. Ms. Salmon 
confirmed that a previous Committee of the Whole meeting discussed other historic overlay districts and 
other incentives offered in communities to historic properties. The proposed program and regulations 
have used a unique approach to be tailored to Hinsdale. Mr. Marrs then commented that there was not 
a perfect template to copy from other communities but they used other ideas to create the proposed 
regulations piece by piece. If this is successful, this program could be used in other communities.  
 
Commissioner Crnovich noted demolition by neglect was discussed at past Committee of the Whole 
meetings and asked if any regulations were considered as part of this amendment. Ms. Salmon stated 
they originally included provisions for demolition by neglect but this was separated out to focus on 
voluntary incentives. Discussions are planned in the future on other changes to Title 14 of the Village 
Code. Commissioner Crnovich stated the code could be stricter for cases on demolition by neglect.  
 
Commissioner Curry stated it is evident that many hours were put into the proposed program and noted 
that education and marking will be paramount in this case to get the word out to the community. 
Commissioner Curry expressed support for the proposed amendments.  
 
Chairman Cashman expressed support for the proposed changes and noted this was a cooperative effort 
between the Village and the Historic Preservation Commission. Chairman Cashman stated the 
regulations appear to be based on common sense and supported that alternative zoning regulations 
would encourage flexibility for additions in the rear yard and building height. Mr. McGinnis briefly 
discussed areas where historic homes have been challenged by current bulk regulations. Mr. McGinnis 
stated the Village is always going to need the Zoning Board of Appeals for assessing variations for unique 
situations, but the proposed regulations are attempting to removing as many questions as possible on 
the front end and help offer as many incentives together to encourage preservation.  
 
Chairman Cashman stated that the proposed language for variations could have helped several cases 
in the past, particularly in reference to creating precedent and meeting all of the other standards.  
 
All persons testifying during the public hearing were sworn in prior to giving testimony. No members of 
the public spoke at the public hearing. There being no further questions or members of the public wishing 
to speak on the application, the public hearing was closed. 
 
A transcript of the public hearing is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and made a part hereof. 
 
MOTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: On August 10, 2022, a motion was made by Commissioner 
Crnovich, seconded by Commissioner Curry, to recommend approval of Case A-03-2022, a Map 
Amendment and Text Amendments to Article 8, Section 11-503, Section 3-110, and Section 10-104 of 
the Hinsdale Zoning Ordinance and to Chapters 1, 2, 6, and 7 of Title 14 of the Village Code to Establish 
a Historic Overlay District and for Related Amendments, as submitted. The motion carried by the roll call 
vote of six (6) ayes and zero (0) nays, with three (3) absent, as follows:  

AYES: Commissioners Curry, Crnovich, Willobee, Fiascone, Moore and   
 Chairman Cashman 
NAYS: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioners Krillenberger, Hurley, and Jablonksi 
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FINDINGS ON THE PROPOSED MAP AND TEXT AMENDMENTS:  The Plan Commission, based upon 
the evidence presented at the public hearing, and pursuant to Section 11-601(E) of the Hinsdale Zoning 
Code, made the following Findings as to the Proposed Map and Text Amendments:  
 
STANDARDS FOR APPROVING A MAP AND TEXT AMENDMENTS: Section 11-601(E) of the Zoning 
Code provides that the wisdom of amending the zoning map or the text of the Zoning Code is a matter 
committed to the sound legislative discretion of the board of trustees and is not dictated by any set 
standard. However, in determining whether a proposed amendment should be granted or denied the 
Board of Trustees should be guided by the principle that its power to amend this code is not an arbitrary 
one but one that may be exercised only when the public good demands or requires the amendment to 
be made. In considering whether that principle is satisfied in any particular case, the Board of Trustees 
should weigh, among other factors, certain factors:  
1. The consistency of the proposed amendment with the purposes of this code. 
2. The existing uses and zoning classifications for properties in the vicinity of the subject property. 
3. The trend of development in the vicinity of the subject property, including changes, if any, in such 

trend since the subject property was placed in its present zoning classification. 
4. The extent, if any, to which the value of the subject property is diminished by the existing zoning 

classification applicable to it. 
5. The extent to which any such diminution in value is offset by an increase in the public health, safety, 

and welfare. 
6. The extent, if any, to which the use and enjoyment of adjacent properties would be affected by the 

proposed amendment. 
7. The extent, if any, to which the value of adjacent properties would be affected by the proposed 

amendment. 
8. The extent, if any, to which the future orderly development of adjacent properties would be affected 

by the proposed amendment. 
9. The suitability of the subject property for uses permitted or permissible under its present zoning 

classification. 
10. The availability of adequate ingress to and egress from the subject property and the extent to which 

traffic conditions in the immediate vicinity of the subject property would be affected by the proposed 
amendment. 

11. The availability of adequate utilities and essential public services to the subject property to 
accommodate the uses permitted or permissible under its present zoning classification. 

12. The length of time, if any, that the subject property has been vacant, considered in the context of the 
pace of development in the vicinity of the subject property. 

13. The community need for the proposed amendment and for the uses and development it would allow. 
14. The reasons, where relevant, why the subject property should be established as part of an overlay 

district and the positive and negative effects such establishment could be expected to have on 
persons residing in the area. 

 
MAP AND TEXT AMENDMENT FINDINGS: The Plan Commission found that a Map Amendment to the 
Village’s Official Zoning Map to establish a Historic Overlay Zoning District, and Text Amendments to 
Article 8, Section 11-503, Section 3-110, and Section 10-104 of the Hinsdale Zoning Ordinance and to 
Chapters 1, 2, 6, and 7 of Title 14 of the Village Code to Establish a Historic Overlay District and for 
Related Amendments, are generally consistent with the purposes of the Zoning Code.  
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The proposed Map Amendment, alongside the concurrent Text Amendments to the Village Code and 
Zoning Code, would create a Historic Overlay District and associated regulations that allow the Village to 
offer a suite of incentives to identified historically significant properties throughout Hinsdale to encourage 
historic preservation and preserve the character of the community. 
 
The Historic Overlay Zoning District as proposed shall consist of all properties within the R-1 Single 
Family Residential District, R-2 Single Family Residential District, R-3 Single Family Residential District, 
R-4 Single Family Residential District, B-1 Community Business District, B-2 Central Business District, 
O-1 Specialty Office District, O-2 Limited Office District, IB Institutional Buildings District, HS Health 
Services District, and OS Open Space District. The selected districts are comprised of a mix of land uses, 
including single-family detached homes, commercial, office, institutional, attached residential, and 
government uses. Of note, over the past decades, there has been a trend of redevelopment that has 
resulted in the demolition of a number of historic single-family homes. 
 
All properties located in the O-3 General Office District, B-3 General Business District, R-5 Multiple Family 
Residential District, and R-6 Multiple Family Residential District are excluded from the proposed Historic 
Overlay Zoning District due to a lack of known historically significant properties.  
 
The current underlying zoning district classifications and related zoning regulations for each of the 
properties within the boundaries of the proposed Historic Overlay Zoning District shall remain in place 
and shall continue to apply to each property following the establishment of the District, except as modified 
in specific instances, such as where the owner of a property on the Historically Significant Structures 
Property List seeks to utilize the alternative bulk zoning standards. 
 
Properties located within the boundaries of the Historic Overlay Zoning District once established will not 
automatically be included on the Historically Significant Structures Property List. Within 6 months year 
following the adoption of the Historic Overlay District by the Village, the Historic Preservation 
Commission will be tasked with creating an Initial List of properties for consideration on the Historically 
Significant Structures Property List and establishing a list in accordance with the proposed process listed 
in Section 14-7-3 of the Village Code. Properties on the Historically Significant Structures Property List 
will then become eligible to apply, on a voluntary basis, for historic preservation incentives provided by 
the Village.  
 
There are no known diminishing impacts to properties in the Historic Overlay District. The incentives 
offered are voluntary in nature only. Properties on the Historically Significant Structures Property List, to 
be determined in the future by the Historic Preservation Commission in accordance with the proposed 
regulations, may financially gain from preservation incentives. The intent is to help encourage property 
owners to pursue historic preservation efforts instead of demolition on a voluntary basis in the Village.  
 
The proposed amendments intend to promote public health, safety, and welfare in the community and 
are not anticipated to impact the use, enjoyment, or value of adjacent properties that would be affected 
by the proposed amendment. Properties on the Historically Significant Structures Property List, to be 
determined, and in the R-1, R-2, R-3, and R-4 Districts may be able to take advantage of alternative 
zoning regulations. The underlying bulk regulations and uses in the base zoning districts will otherwise 
remain in effect. The proposed amendments are not expected to impact the future orderly development 
of adjacent properties. The amendments are anticipated to promote the preservation and rehabilitation 
of historic properties located in in the Village. 
 
There are no proposed changes to the permitted land uses for properties located in the Historic Overlay 
District. The underlying zoning district regulations will remain in effect. 
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There are no known impacts to ingress and egress, traffic conditions, utilities and essential public services 
as a result of the proposed amendments. The vacant status of a property does not apply to the proposed 
amendments. 

In relation to community need, the Village intends to offer voluntary incentives to encourage and assist 
property owners of historic or significant properties to pursue historic preservation over demolition and 
new construction. The Overlay District is intended to help further protect historic buildings threatened by 
demolition. 

The properties located within the R-1 Single Family Residential District, R-2 Single Family Residential 
District, R-3 Single Family Residential District, R-4 Single Family Residential District, B-1 Community 
Business District, B-2 Central Business District, O-1 Specialty Office District, O-2 Limited Office District, 
IB Institutional Buildings District, HS Health Services District, and OS Open Space District were chosen 
for included in the Historic Overlay District because there are known historic buildings within each of 
these zoning districts.  

Following the creation of the Historic Overlay District, a Historically Significant Structures Property List 
will be created in accordance with the proposed review process included in the draft code language. 
These properties will be identified as important to the Village and worthy of preserving. Property owners 
may be able to utilize a suite of preservation incentives to assist with building addition or renovation 
projects or other preservation efforts. The specific properties included on the Historically Significant 
Structures Property List may be eligible for voluntary preservation incentives. Incentives are voluntary in 
nature only.  

RECOMMENDATION: Based on the findings set forth above, the Village of Hinsdale Plan Commission, 
by a vote of six (6) ayes and zero (0) nays, with three (3) absent, recommend approval of Case A-03-
2022, a Map Amendment and Text Amendments to Article 8, Section 11-503, Section 3-110, and Section 
10-104 of the Hinsdale Zoning Ordinance and to Chapters 1, 2, 6, and 7 of Title 14 of the Village Code
to Establish a Historic Overlay District and for Related Amendments, as submitted.

Signed: ___________________________________ 
Steve Cashman, Chair 
Plan Commission 
Village of Hinsdale 

Date: ______________________________________ 



NOTES

The Historic Overlay District includes properties 
in the R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4, B-1, B-2, O-1, O-2, IB, 
HS, and OS Districts. The O-3, B-3, R-5, and R-6 
Districts are excluded from the Overlay District.

Individual properties on the Historically 
Significant Properties List will be determined at a 
future date in accordance with the proposed 
regulations.
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VILLAGE OF HINSDALE 
NOTICE OF PLAN COMMISSION 

PUBLIC HEARING 

PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to all persons that the Village of Hinsdale Plan 
Commission shall conduct a public hearing on Wednesday, August 10, 2022 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Memorial Building, 19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois for the purpose of considering an 
application from the Village of Hinsdale for Text Amendments to the Hinsdale Zoning Ordinance 
and to the Hinsdale Village Code, and a Map Amendment to the Village’s Official Zoning Map, 
all for the purpose of establishing a Historic Overlay Zoning District.  The Village’s Official Zoning 
Map will be amended to establish the boundaries of the Historic Overlay Zoning District. Text 
Amendments to Chapters 1, 2, 6, and 7 of Title 14 of the Hinsdale Village Code and to Article 8 
(Overlay Districts), Section 11-503(F) (Standards for Variations), Section 3-110 (Bulk, Space, 
And Yard Requirements in the Single-Family Residential Districts, and Section 10-104 
(Nonconformities – Precode Structures) of the Hinsdale Zoning Ordinance are proposed in order 
to establish the Historic Overlay Zoning District and to make related code amendments.  The 
current underlying zoning district classifications and related zoning regulations for each of the 
real properties within the boundaries of the proposed Historic Overlay Zoning District shall remain 
in place and shall continue to apply to each property following the establishment of the District. 
Properties within the boundaries of the Historic Overlay Zoning District, once established, and 
that are subsequently deemed to host Historically Significant Structures, may be added to a 
Historically Significant Structures Property List and will then become eligible to apply, on a 
voluntary basis, for certain historic preservation incentives provided by the Village and 
established through the Text Amendments. Those voluntary incentives include, but are not 
limited to, certain financial incentives and the use of certain relaxed bulk zoning standards. 
Properties located within the boundaries of the Historic Overlay Zoning District once established 
will NOT, however, automatically be included on the Historically Significant Structures Property 
List to be established at a later time. 

The Historic Overlay Zoning District as proposed shall consist of ALL properties within the R-1 
Single Family Residential District, R-2 Single Family Residential District, R-3 Single Family 
Residential District, R-4 Single Family Residential District, B-1 Community Business District, B-2 
Central Business District, O-1 Specialty Office District, O-2 Limited Office District, IB Institutional 
Buildings District, HS Health Services District, and OS Open Space District, as shown on the 
proposed Zoning Map. 

All properties located in the O-3 General Office District, B-3 General Business District, R-5 
Multiple Family Residential District, and R-6 Multiple Family Residential District (collectively, the 
“Excluded Areas”) are NOT INCLUDED in the proposed Historic Overlay Zoning District, as 
described below and as shown on the proposed Zoning Map. The Excluded Areas NOT proposed 
for inclusion within the Historic Overlay Zoning District in Cook County, Illinois and DuPage 
County, Illinois, are commonly described as follows: 

• All properties in the area zoned B-3 General Business District abutting the south side of
Ogden Avenue, between the west side of the Tri-State Tollway (Interstate 294) to the east
side of York Road.

• The properties zoned B-3 General Business District at the northwest and southwest
corners of Ogden Avenue and York Road.

• All of the properties within the area zoned B-3 General Business District, O-3 General
Office District, R-5 Multiple Family Residential District, and R-6 Multiple Family Residential
District within the area between the east side of York Road and the north adjacent
municipal corporate boundaries, the north side of Ogden Avenue, west of the Tri-State

Exhibit 2



Tollway (Interstate 294) properties and municipal corporate boundaries, and south of the 
northernmost municipal corporate boundaries, with the exception of the property located 
at 21 Salt Creek Lane in the IB Institutional Buildings District and the property in the B-1 
Community Business District abutting Ogden Avenue. 

• The area zoned B-3 General Business District that encompasses the Tri-State Tollway
(Interstate 294) Hinsdale Oasis located at the southeast corner of the Village.

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District abutting
Chanticleer Lane to the north and to the south, located to the south of 57th Street, west of
County Line Road, and east of Elm Street (100-1405 Chanticleer Lane)

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-6 Multiple Family Residential District abutting
Claymoor Road, south of 57th Street and west of Elm Street (300-360 Claymoor Road).

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District at the
southeast corner of 57th Street and Garfield Street, and abutting Sutton Place (5701-5745
S. Garfield; 5704-5736 Sutton Place; 5702-5746 S. Park Avenue).

• All of properties within the area zoned R-6 Multiple Family Residential District abutting
Kennedy Lane to the north and south, located to the east of Grant Street, in addition to
the properties on the west side of Washington Street including the addresses of 5824,
5830, and 5836 S. Washington Street, but not including the properties zoned R-3 Single
Family Residential District (5802 and 5808 S. Washington Street).

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District abutting
Foxgate Lane, south of 57th Street (5701-5717 Foxgate Lane).

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District on the
west side of Grant Street generally between 57th Street and 59th Street, including all
properties abutting Racquet Club Court (200-213 Racquet Club Court), 5730 and 5740 S.
Grant Street, all properties abutting West Grant Village (201-240 W. Grant Village), and
5810, 5820, 5828, and 5834 S. Grant Street, but not including any properties zoned R-3
Single Family Residential District.

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-6 Multiple Family Residential District, north
of 59th Street, generally between Grant Street and Madison Street, including the
addresses of 211-215 W. 59th Street, 301-315 W. 59th Street, but not including any
properties zoned R-3 Single Family Residential District or B-1 Community Business
District.

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District abutting
Old Surrey Road to the north and south, south of 59th Street and east of Madison Street
(433-498 Old Surrey Road).

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District east of
Madison Street and generally between 57th Street and 59th Street, including the properties
abutting Ashbury Drive to the north and south (402-441 Ashbury Drive), abutting 58th Place
to the north and south (400-455 58th Place), and abutting Skipping Stone Lane to the north
(409-433 Skipping Stone Lane), but not including the property located at 5757 S. Madison
Street zoned O-1 Specialty Office District, the properties at the northeast corner of
Madison Street and 59th Street zoned B-1 Community Business District, or the properties
at the southeast corner of 57th Street and Madison Street zoned R-3 Single Family
Residential District.

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-6 Multiple Family Residential District at the
southwest corner of Madison Street and 55th Street (5500-5508 S. Madison Street).

• All of the properties within the area zoned B-3 General Business District abutting the south
side of Chestnut Street, north of the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad Line, west of
Lincoln Street, and east of Madison Street, including the property at the southwest corner



of Madison Street and Chestnut Street, but not including the Village-owned commuter 
parking lot zoned IB Institutional Buildings District located at 130 Chestnut Street.  

• All of the properties within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District at the
southwest corner of Chicago Avenue and Clay Street (2-28 S. Clay Street).

• The property within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District at the
southwest corner of Washington Street and Maple Street (10 N. Washington Street).

• The property within the area zoned R-5 Multiple Family Residential District abutting the
south side of Ogden Avenue, on the east side of Adams Street (600 W. Ogden Avenue).

All properties within the Village other than those Excluded Areas described on the list above are 
proposed for inclusion within the Historic Overlay Zoning District. A map showing all real 
properties proposed for inclusion within the proposed Historic Overlay Zoning District pursuant 
to the proposed Map Amendment, copies of the proposed Text Amendments, and copies of other 
documents relating to the proposed request are on file and available for public inspection during 
regular Village business hours in the Memorial Building, 19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, 
Illinois. Please email Village Clerk Christine Bruton at cbruton@villageofhinsdale.org for 
additional information. This request is known as Case A-03-2022.  

All interested persons are invited to attend the public hearing and will be given the opportunity to 
be heard. At said public hearing, the Plan Commission shall accept all testimony and evidence 
pertaining to the said application. In addition, objections and other comments, if any, relating to 
the proposed Text Amendment and Map Amendment may be made in writing and filed with the 
Village Clerk prior to 4:00 p.m. on the day of the public hearing. Emailed comments may be sent 
to Village Clerk Christine Bruton at cbruton@villageofhinsdale.org. Please use the subject line 
“Public Comment – Historic Overlay Zoning District Map and Text Amendments” when sending your 
email. Written comments may be submitted to the attention of the Village Clerk at 19 E. Chicago 
Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois 60521. The proposed Text Amendments and Map Amendments may be 
added to, revised, altered, or eliminated as a result of the public \hearing and prior to final action 
by the Village Board of Trustees of the Village of Hinsdale. The public hearing may be continued 
from time to time without further notice, except as otherwise required under the Illinois Open 
Meetings Act. 

The Village of Hinsdale is subject to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this hearing and who require certain accommodations 
in order to allow them to observe and/or participate in this meeting, or who have questions regarding 
the accessibility of the meeting or the facilities, are requested to contact Brad Bloom, ADA 
Coordinator at 630-789-7007 or by TDD at 630-789-7022 promptly to allow the Village of Hinsdale 
to make reasonable accommodations for those persons.   

Dated: July 18, 2022 

Christine M. Bruton, Village Clerk   To be published in the Hinsdalean on July 21, 2022 

mailto:cbruton@villageofhinsdale.org
mailto:cbruton@villageofhinsdale.org
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STATE OF ILLINOIS  )
 )  ss:

COUNTY OF DU PAGE  )

BEFORE THE HINSDALE PLAN COMMISSION 

In the Matter of: )
)
)

Map Amendment and Text     )
Amendment to Title 14 )
of the Village Code )
Case No. A-03-2022. )

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS had and testimony 

taken at the hearing of the above-entitled 

matter, before the Hinsdale Plan Commission, at 

19 East Chicago Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois, on 

August 10, 2022, at the hour of 7:30 p.m.

     BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: 

MR. STEPHEN CASHMAN, Chairman;

MR. MARK WILLOBEE, Member; 

MR. SCOTT MOORE, Member;

MS. CYNTHIA CURRY, Member; 

MS. ANNA FIASCONE, Member and 

MS. JULIE CRNOVICH, Member.
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     ALSO PRESENT:1

         MS. BETHANY SALMON, Village Planner;2
         MR. ROBERT McGINNIS, Director of3
             Community Development;

4
         MR. MICHAEL MARRS, Village Attorney;

5
         MR. JOHN BOHNEN, Chairman HPC;

6
         MR. JIM PRISBY, Member HPC.
________________________________________________7

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Our next order of8
business is a Public Hearing for Case A-03-2022,9
a map amendment and text amendment to various08:24PM 10
sections of the zoning code and text amendment11
to Title 14 of the village code to establish a12
historic overlay district and for related13
amendments.  This is requested by our dear14
village of Hinsdale.15

First, a couple openings and then16
I'm going to let Bethany and the team chime in17
on this.  I hope you watched a lot of those18
committee of the whole meetings.19

MS. CRNOVICH:  Every single one.20
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Every single one.21

It was great to watch the evolution22
3

of the concept and I really appreciate the joint1
effort by the HPC, the village, Robb, Michael,2
Bethany.  I mean the hours.  I can't even3
imagine the hours and how thoughtful the -- you4
put together and how thorough.  I mean, there's5
an awful lot of information in here.  I mean,6
this is probably one of our larger packets that7
we get from here but it's extremely well done.8

I talked with Bethany, she's going9
to give, like, an overview.  I think she put a08:25PM 10
power point together.  She did some great power11
points for the HPC and for the village board.12
So it was just nice to see that.13

When was the first meeting?  I14
think it says in here.15

MS. SALMON:  You have a slide with that16
information.17

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  May 4.  So it was18
quite the undertaking, more than a year, and I'd19
say it actually began before that, there seemed08:25PM 20
to be a lot of discussion and thoughts before21
even that meeting and I really appreciate what22

4

the trustees did and the HPC and the village and1
I look forward to hearing you and we have a full2
house.3

We are going to cut this meeting4
off at 10:30 regardless of what's going on so we5
will see how it goes.  But thank you very much.6
It's amazing what you put together.7

So with that, I'll let Bethany give8
an overview.  We need to swear everybody in.9

MS. SALMON:  Just us two.10
         MR. MARRS:  Yes.11
                       (WHEREUPON, Mr. Marrs and12
                        Ms. Salmon were13
                        administered the oath.)14

MS. SALMON:  Thank you, Chairman15
Cashman, that was a great introduction.  Because16
of the amount of material we are going through17
today and the format and the open house that we18
have, packed house that we have here, feel free19
to interject and ask questions along the way08:26PM 20
because it is quite a long presentation compared21
to what we normally get here.22

5

So the intent of what we are1
talking about today is putting regulations2
together that's going to help incentivize3
preservation in Hinsdale.  Obviously this has4
been a decades long concern that's come up over5
and over and so in the past year-and-a-half we6
spent quite a bit of time focusing on this.7

So before I go into actually what8
was included in your packet as proposed9
regulations, I'm just going to kind of give you08:27PM 10
an overview of the journey of how we got here11
today.12

So we have been spending the past13
year-and-a-half doing what ended up in this14
packet.  And that included eight committee of15
the whole meetings where we had members of the16
Historic Preservation Commission, two of which17
are here today, and members of the Village Board18
before prior board meetings.  So that took about19
a year to do that.08:27PM 20

And then as part of that, in May of21
2021, so last year, we also had a great Zoom22
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meeting with several builders and architects in1
the village of Hinsdale.  We tried to kind of2
figure out what realistically they thought was3
pushing homeowners to demolish homes instead of4
preserving them and go through these renovation,5
projects or build additions onto historic homes6
and gain some realistic feedback on what might7
move that needle forward to push people towards8
preservation.9

So I know there's a lot of08:28PM 10
information on this slide, but I'm going to11
quickly go over it because I think it's12
important and you will see how some of these13
kind of tie in down the road of how we got to14
these regulations.15

So one of the biggest items of16
feedback that we heard is that our existing17
zoning code regulations are really limiting in18
terms of helping people build an addition onto a19
home and modernize a house.08:28PM 20

We will kind of go into that a21
little bit further when we get to these22

7

alternative zoning regulations and why that is,1
but a lot of the time people are kind of being2
forced to go through this variation process3
because they can't get certain things by right,4
just by the nonconforming nature of our code.5

So it was recommended that because6
there's some challenges with the variation7
process and all of the steps that that entailed,8
that whatever the village looked to approving9
down the road, it was recommended that we maybe08:29PM 10
look at an easy streamlined process and limiting11
the number of hurdles that a homeowner might12
have to go through moving forward.13

We also heard that the variation14
process in general is a really scary process.15
People don't want to invest all the time, money,16
and energy into something that they might get17
objections from or that might not end up getting18
approval.19

So one of the major things that08:29PM 20
came out of this was because of all those21
issues, zoning relief by right or some sort of22

8

alternative regulations for historic homes may1
just help people be able to move their projects2
forward a little bit quicker.3

We also talked about what --4
identifying those actual buildings in the5
village that are really important to us and6
truly worth preserving, so part of that ties7
into the next one of creating education and8
awareness around historic preservation.  What9
are the benefits of actually restoring a home,08:30PM 10
saving it, especially if we ended up getting11
preservation incentives, making sure that12
everyone knows that these exist and then working13
with our real estate agents to make sure when a14
house is listed, it's not just listed as a15
demolition, it's listed possibly this is a16
really cool building and you might be eligible17
for a lot of things that you wouldn't get if you18
actually demolished it.19

And now I'm going to turn it over08:30PM 20
to Michael Marrs, who's going to kind of go over21
what a historical overlay district is and the22

9

regulations that were included in Exhibit No. 1.1
So that was the item that actually had the2
actual ordinance language.3

MR. MARRS:  Thanks, Bethany.4
So after receiving that feedback5

from the architects and builders and, you know,6
some kicking around ideas with the village7
board, we started looking at various mechanisms8
for accomplishing some of those goals, including9
the types of incentives offered by other08:31PM 10
communities both in Illinois and elsewhere.11

After we had an idea of the types12
of incentives that might be offered, we started13
looking at what amendments could be made to14
Title 14, the village code, concerning15
preservation as well as the zoning code in order16
to memorialize those purposes, goals and17
incentives that the village board was interested18
in providing.19

So one of the challenges is that08:31PM 20
there are both preservation and zoning21
components to this.  The zoning component is in22
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the form of these relaxed bulks zoning standards1
for properties deemed to be historically2
significant.  The idea being that if you are3
able to give these particular structures more4
flexibility to put on additions to expand5
backwards, to expand sideways, there's less6
motivation theoretically for owners to tear them7
down and start from scratch because they are8
able to modify it while still keeping the9
important facade elements and historic elements08:31PM 10
that we are interested in preserving.11

Another challenge was that these12
historically significant structures are13
anticipated to be located at various locations14
all around the village, not exclusive to your15
national registry for historic districts.  All16
right.17

So eventually we settled on this18
idea of creating a historic preservation overlay19
district.  So I want to talk for just a second08:32PM 20
about what an overlay district is.  It's not a21
new zoning district.  It's not replacing your22

11

R-1 your R-2, anything like that.  It actually1
overlays those base districts, it lays on top of2
them.3

In an overlay district, the4
existing base zoning regulations still apply,5
okay.  But they are in some cases altered or6
modified by the overlay district regulations.7

And this isn't a new concept in8
Hinsdale.  You have an existing title in your9
zoning code, Article VIII, which is actually08:32PM 10
called overlay districts and it includes11
regulations for the design review overlay12
district which imposes additional design review,13
standards and requirements in the area around14
Graue Mill.  Okay.15

And also, while it's not phrased as16
such, I view the longstanding zoning code17
provisions providing different bulk zoning18
standards for certain legal nonconforming lots19
of record and giving special consideration to08:33PM 20
pre-code structures, those are in effect21
village-wide overlay district similar in concept22

12

to what we are proposing here where certain1
properties are singled out for slightly2
different treatment from a zoning standpoint for3
a particular reason to achieve a particular4
purpose.5

So once we settled on the idea of a6
historic preservation overlay district, we7
mapped out the steps to creating it which you8
will see in this slide here.9

Step 1 was creating the actual text08:33PM 10
of the chapter for both Title 14 regarding11
preservation and in the zoning code.  The text12
which you have before you tonight includes the13
purposes, procedures, incentives and standards14
relative to the district.  As noted by Bethany,15
this has been a long process but we feel this16
process in important in reaching what we feel is17
a pretty good current product.18

Step 2 was determining the19
boundaries of the district.  The idea here was08:34PM 20
to include within the overlay all areas in town21
where there might be a structure that would be22

13

deemed of historic significant.  That's1
reflected in the map included in your packet and2
Bethany is going to go through that in a little3
more detail in a few minutes.4

Step 3 is where we are, which is5
this public hearing regarding the creation of6
the overlay district, the recommendations from7
you on the map and on the text amendments.8
Okay.9

Step 4 will come after board08:34PM 10
approval of the map and text and that involves11
creation by the HPC of a proposal as to12
historically significant properties that will be13
eligible for these voluntary incentives and I'll14
talk more about that process in a minute.15

Finally, step 5.  Once we have16
accomplished all that, once the property, once17
these text amendments are in place, the map is18
created, the historically significant property19
list is created.  If you are an owner of a08:35PM 20
property on that list, that owner is eligible on21
a voluntary basis to request various of the22
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provided incentives during the application and1
review process.2

So we have the map in here a couple3
of times, but we included quite a bit of the4
community because, again, we don't want to miss5
an area where there might be a historically6
significant structure, and so there's actually7
more of the village included than not, and8
that's fine and they don't have to be contiguous9
but we just wanted to cast a broad net and make08:35PM 10
sure we weren't leaving anything out so that we11
didn't have to go back and amend it in the near12
future.13

Before we talk about -- before I14
turn it back over to Bethany to talk about the15
various incentives and other aspects, I want to16
talk a little bit about creation of the17
historically significant structures property18
list which is going to be this next step in the19
process.08:36PM 20

So once this body makes a21
recommendation and the board enacts the text22

15

amendments and overlay district map boundaries,1
the clock will start ticking for the HPC.  They2
have 180 days under the proposal to create this3
initial list of properties for placement on the4
list.  Essentially, we are looking at the5
universe of buildings in the village and saying6
that these are the ones that we want to7
prioritize preserving through the incentives8
being offered.  Nothing we are doing today will9
stop anyone from tearing down a home if they08:36PM 10
ultimately want to, but the hope is that these11
changes will at least give them pause and make12
it more practical to preserve an existing13
significant home instead of tearing it down.14

All right.  So let's look at the15
steps.  We are going to notify -- if a home is16
proposed to be on the list, HPC is going to17
create initial list within 180 days.  And then18
they are going to hold a public hearing19
regarding the placement of properties on that08:37PM 20
list.  If the list is voluminous, we might break21
it up because they are going to notify22

16

homeowners and they will have an opportunity to1
come, you know, given that there's only benefits2
and no real negative to being on the list, we3
wouldn't anticipate a lot of people but we may4
have somebody says, I'm weary of this.  I don't5
want to be part of it and that can be taken into6
account.7

We will send notice to those people8
who will come to the public hearing and the HPC9
is going to talk individually about these homes,08:37PM 10
probably briefly in most cases, just, you know,11
why is this significant, why should it be on the12
list, make a recommendation as to whether it's13
going to be on the list and that list of14
recommendations in the initial list will go to15
the board who will then give final approval to16
it.17

There is an opportunity under the18
ordinance for properties to later be added to19
the list, so our hope is, you know, let's say08:38PM 20
the initial universe is 50 homes.  These are the21
50 really significant properties, we want to22

17

make sure these incentives are available to.1
If the program goes well, you can2

anticipate that there may be more people coming3
in, Hey, I want that tax break.  I want the4
opportunity for those matching funds, and so5
there's a process by which people can propose6
the HPC or the board can propose additional7
properties be added to the list as we go along8
and that follows a similar, you know, public9
hearing process and just a review by the HPC and08:38PM 10
their recommendation to the board.  Okay.11

So after we have created the list12
and everything's in place, it doesn't quite stop13
there.  We want to increase the chance that this14
project will be effective, so the ordinance15
provides that these important steps will happen16
after its creation where the owners of the17
property on the list will be notified their home18
is on the list.  They've already received the19
notice of the public hearing so they are aware08:39PM 20
that they were under consideration.  Lists will21
be made available on the village's web site,22
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will be provided to area realtors, to the news1
media, and other persons or entities as2
necessary in an effort to publicize the list and3
the incentives that are available.4

Another thing that is required by5
the ordinance is a notice regarding that it6
being a historically significant structure would7
be recorded against the title to the property8
with the idea that someone buying the property9
will see that on their title report and08:39PM 10
hopefully explore what the incentives may be11
able to provide them relative to preservation of12
the home.  All right.13

So with that, I'm going to turn it14
back over to Bethany for a more in-depth15
discussion of the incentives.16

MS. SALMON:  Are there any questions so17
far?  Should we take a break?  Okay.  We will18
keep going.19

MR. WILLOBEE:  Before that notification08:40PM 20
goes out, is there a way to get the message out21
more that there's positive aspects?  I just --22

19

with regard to the notification process, before1
they get sent that letter --2

MS. SALMON:  The initial letter?3
MR. WILLOBEE:  Yes.  Is there a way to4

publicize to what you're saying, I agree with5
the news media, all that, but I think there's a6
step before that so we don't get bombarded at7
meetings with the people that are thinking of8
the moratorium and all that, like you said,9
weary, trying to kind of squash some of that08:40PM 10
from a PR standpoint.11

MS. SALMON:  We had discussions12
internally as well.  This is a voluntary13
program, right, so if someone is so opposed that14
this is going to be tied to their house and they15
absolutely don't want to be involved in it, I16
mean, then we won't pursue that.17

MR. WILLOBEE:  I agree with that.18
MS. SALMON:  But you're right there.19

We have had discussions about publicizing this08:41PM 20
program more, working with The Hinsdalean,21
contacting a lot of the real estate agents and22

20

making sure the word is out what this program1
actually would mean.2

MR. WILLOBEE:  Yes, I think that just3
needs to happen before that letter goes out,4
some full page ads.5

MS. FIASCONE:  Yes.  Because anybody6
that sees it's going against title will freak7
out but it's really nothing bad, it's only8
benefit.9

MS. SALMON:  The whole point of that08:41PM 10
was just to make sure people will know that this11
exists.  And I think there's some other12
communities that do do this for more like13
landmarking purposes and other programs but it's14
just an FYI.  That was the intent of it.15

MR. MARRS:  So I'm all for as much16
publicity as you can generate, whether it's a17
town hall meeting or a workshop where people are18
available to answer questions, or whatever forum19
you can get, you know, a story in The08:41PM 20
Hinsdalean, however we can do it.  But I agree21
it's important to emphasize the fact that it's22

21

voluntary and that there's only benefits.1
MR. WILLOBEE:  Yes.  No, I'm just2

saying as it relates to the letter, I could just3
picture somebody getting that letter, okay,4
what's the village up to now.5

MR. MARRS:  And so one of the ways also6
that we can address that is, you know, I talked7
about breaking up the public hearing so you can8
have our first universe is only going to be9
these 20 houses that are already mostly08:42PM 10
landmarked, you know, these people are on board11
with preservation so kind of roll it out in a12
way that gets the ball rolling and maybe get13
some attention placed on it with people who are14
going to receive a positive.15

MR. WILLOBEE:  Word of mouth.  I agree16
with that.17

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  I think, Bethany,18
you and Robb shared with me you want to create a19
list that people want to be on.08:42PM 20

MR. McGINNIS:  Yes.21
MS. SALMON:  Yes.  That's the whole22
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intent here is we definitely want something --1
we want people to be dying to get on where we2
can't keep up with the number of people.  Even3
with the limited publicity that we have done at4
this point, you know, as we have kind of been5
forming all these regulations, we have quite a6
few homeowners who are actually interested in7
this program already.8

So once again, there's going to be9
people that absolutely want nothing to do with08:43PM 10
it, but I think we are pretty positive that11
given the stuff that we are going to talk about12
in a second, it's a pretty great program and it13
will afford a lot to whomever wants to be14
involved.15

MR. WILLOBEE:  Okay.  Thank you.16
MS. SALMON:  Okay.  So I'm going to17

quickly talk about Exhibit No. 3, which was18
included in your packet.  So this was the19
proposed historic overlay district.  And kind of08:43PM 20
Michael alluded to this of how we got to this21
map is we kind of did process of elimination.22

23

We really wanted to make sure that1
we weren't just catching homes in Robbins Park,2
we weren't just catching commercial and3
residential, we were trying to figure out a way4
how do we kind of incorporate the whole village5
and get the larger areas but also make sure that6
we are not including everything that isn't7
applicable.8

So what we have done for right now9
based on a preliminary analysis is we've08:43PM 10
excluded the O-3 office district.  So that pink11
area up on Ogden and York.  We excluded the B-312
district.  That's the dark blue area, which is13
also adjacent to Ogden.  And then the tollway.14
And then there's a couple of other select sites.15

And then the R-5 and R-6 districts,16
which are multifamily districts, those are kind17
of in those purply colors, and they are kind of18
scattered around and it did not look like any of19
those had historic buildings of significance to08:44PM 20
the village as of right now.21

There are -- we've included the22
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R-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4 single-family districts1
and the B-1 and B-2 business districts, the O-12
and O-2 office districts, the IB institutional3
district, the HS hospital district and the OS4
open space district.5

So it's not to say that every6
single property within these large areas is7
significant by any means, and it's not to say8
that whether you're included in the historic9
overlay means you are going to be on the08:45PM 10
historically significant structures property11
list.  There's, like we talked about, a separate12
process for that, so anyone who thinks they are13
possibly eligible right now just because this14
map is created has still a little bit more to15
go.16

And then we did discuss before this17
meeting, we probably are going to make some --18
because we know that this map right now is a19
little bit hard to read, we might visually make08:45PM 20
some graphical changes but generally, unless21
there's any other recommendations by the plan22
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commission or the village board, we would keep1
the same areas but we might make it a little bit2
easier to look at for the public down the road.3

So now I'm going to talk about the4
actual preservation incentives for tonight.  I'm5
going to try to keep this high level.  There's a6
lot here as well but like I said, feel free to7
jump in.8

So as we talked about, these are9
voluntary incentives.  If a house is listed on08:45PM 10
the historically significant properties list,11
they would not be required to take advantage of12
these.13

The first one that I'm going to14
talk about a little bit further is our15
alternative zoning regulations and this would16
only apply to the single-family zoning district.17

We also have three different18
financial incentives.  One is a grant program,19
one is a fee waiver program and one is a08:46PM 20
property tax rebate for the village portion only21
of the property tax bill.22
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And then we also are offering1
expedited processing.  Particularly where this2
is going to matter is for building permits and3
we have a -- we think either do some inhouse or4
we have the ability to send them out to a third5
party.6

So before I talk about these7
incentives specifically, I just want to talk8
about the overall approval process.  So if a9
home is already on the historically significant08:46PM 10
structures property list, once that list is11
determined, we have two separate routes to go.12

No matter what, every application13
is going to need to get approval of what we are14
calling a preservation incentive certificate.15
Right now if you are going through the historic16
preservation process, you get a certificate of17
appropriateness.  This is going to kind of be18
the same sort of thing but for the incentive19
side.08:47PM 20

So if you are just requesting a21
permit fee waiver or an alternative zoning22
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regulation, we are proposing that this would be1
for a final authority with the Historic2
Preservation Commission.  And then if they3
granted approval subject to the review, we would4
then be able to issue a building permit and move5
forward with that incentive.6

If an applicant is requesting a7
grant or a property tax rebate, because this is8
a larger financial incentive, we've kind of left9
this decision up to the board.  So we are making08:47PM 10
the Historic Preservation Commission the11
recommending body.  They are still going to use12
the same standards for review but it would move13
to the board for final authority.  And this is14
largely because of the financial aspect of it.15

MS. FIASCONE:  I have a question on16
that.  I read in here that you can accept17
private funds.  There's a whole budgeting18
process you guys are doing but can somebody if19
they are fundraising for something or whatever08:48PM 20
to go towards this budget, can they tag it for a21
specific property or does it just go -- it22
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obviously doesn't matter because the maximum of1
what they can get, it's just if the budget is2
not there and they want to save a house and can3
they say we are funding this money for this4
house?5

MS. SALMON:  That's a good question.6
MR. MARRS:  So I can't say a hundred7

percent, but generally, if somebody is going to8
make a donation to the village and once the9
village receives that money it's going to go in08:48PM 10
that historic preservation fund, if that money11
has conditions on it, then the village in order12
to accept that money, would probably have to13
accept those conditions.  So I'm going to, you14
know, preliminarily say that that would be15
possible.16

MS. FIASCONE:  Just a thought.17
MR. MARRS:  Yes.  And it's interesting18

and that may well come up that there's a19
movement to save a particular house and we want08:49PM 20
to generate these funds and get them into the21
system so that these incentives can be provided22
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to the owner of that house but make sure that1
that money makes it to it and I think we could2
make that happen.3

MS. SALMON:  I'll get into the historic4
preservation fund a slight bit more a little bit5
later, but that fund is also eligible for doing6
special projects too.7

So one of the things that I'm not8
sure if you're aware on that you've seen in the9
Robbins Park Historic District is the HPC has08:49PM 10
been going through and we have new sign toppers11
in the whole district, so on each individual12
intersection.13

And so things like that where it14
could be like a larger preservation effort of15
historic signage or maybe historic preservation16
plan or code amendments or design standards,17
things that kind of can affect the village at18
large, that's also something that that money19
could be used for.  So say there is someone who08:49PM 20
wants a larger thing funded that's something21
that we might be able to look into as well.22
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MR. MARRS:  And i think we talked about1
the study also, utilizing the money for2
feasibility studies, you know, surveys of3
historic properties in the village.  So we tried4
to put a catchall in there that would be pretty5
broad for historic preservation purposes.6

MS. SALMON:  Okay.  So the reason I'm7
putting this slide after our approval process is8
because if you go back to the beginning of the9
power point presentation, when I said we got so08:50PM 10
much feedback that everyone wants this smooth11
streamline process with absolutely no hoops that12
anyone has to jump through.  But obviously we do13
have an approval process here and I kind of want14
to explain why that approval process is here.15

So there are in Exhibit No. 6, I16
believe, we had included the secretary of17
interior standards for rehabilitation and these18
are kind of the basic historic preservation19
principles out in the world, like the gold08:50PM 20
standard of general preservation practices.21

And so as much as staff22
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acknowledges that we would like to have the most1
easiest process, there is still a reason why the2
HPC should be reviewing these.  And it's to make3
sure the whole purpose is historic preservation4
and we just want to make sure that the basic5
standards are being met for our historic6
preservation goals.7

The HPC has a lot of, as you guys8
know because you get their projects later down9
the road, has a lot of good expertise to provide08:51PM 10
to projects and it's really critical that they11
are making sure that historic preservation is12
actually occurring with these cases.13

So I've included some slides from14
previous committee of the whole presentations15
where these are good examples, happy buildings,16
where we have nice additions even if they are17
modern that are kind of fitting into the design18
of the building, you know, and there's good19
preservation standards.08:51PM 20

And then we have, you know, really21
bad examples where someone is kind of just22
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putting an entire building behind a weird facade1
and pasting it on.  And so we really need the2
HPC there to say, No, you are actually3
demolishing the whole building and then4
requesting a ton of money from us and zoning5
relief and that's not really a great6
preservation project.7

I will also say that this process8
is still much easier than most zoning9
entitlement processes, like a variation or even08:52PM 10
some of the zoning approvals that comes here, so11
it's still a beneficial, easy process that we12
tried to make it.13

So I'm really quickly going to go14
into each of these again.  The proposed15
preservation incentives and I'm going to start16
with the alternative zoning regulations.  I'm17
going to try to keep this high level because18
explaining our zoning code to people is the most19
challenging job I think that you can have, but I08:52PM 20
just want to kind of go into how we got to these21
as well.22
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So the feedback we got, obviously,1
was that our zoning code acts as a hindrance for2
people putting on any sort of building additions3
or any modern improvements here.  We get4
complaints all the time that historic homes5
don't have the large kitchen, the open concept6
plan, and you need to expand the building7
envelope to actually accommodate the additional8
needs of a modern family.9

The disadvantage that we have in08:53PM 10
this village for historic buildings is that a11
lot of the lots that they are on and a lot of12
the structures themselves are nonconforming.  So13
when they were originally created, they were14
legal with the code requirements then, but as15
our code changed and was adopted later and there16
were new code requirements, those houses are no17
longer conforming with our current code18
requirement, so unfortunately, they were legal19
once, they have a hard time now and then08:53PM 20
expanding on those, makes it a little bit more21
challenging.22
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The other thing that is a little1
strange for things like floor area ratio, you2
know, historic homes were just built different3
than the way our definition is now.  So a new4
home can kind of manipulate that floor area5
ratio, for example, but an old home is kind of6
given what it has and it's already at a7
disadvantage in cases like that.8

So what we tried to do -- oh, so9
before I move on, just as a reminder.  These08:54PM 10
alternative zoning regulations that we are going11
to talk about are only for single-family zoning12
districts.  As of right now, we having looked at13
any of our commercial or office district or14
anything in the downtown and so this is just for15
single-family homes primarily.16

So we looked at our existing -- and17
these sections that -- these primary sections18
that we are going to talk about, these are19
included in Exhibit No. 4 of the packet.  These08:54PM 20
are the primary sections that relate to single-21
family homes in the village.22
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So Section 110 that includes the1
general bulk requirements for homes in the2
single-family zoning district.  Section 10-1043
deals with what we call precode structures.4
These are nonconforming structures, the ones5
built prior to the adoption of our new code.6

And then we have Section 10-105,7
legal nonconforming lots.  So the lots don't8
meet our general standard in bulk requirements9
for size.  And then our definitions, we have08:55PM 10
various definitions that are included as well.11

So we looked at these regulations12
and kind of assessed what could help.  We looked13
at past preservation cases, what people have14
dealt with in the past, and we based our new15
code, which is shown in this table which is16
going to be incredibly hard to read on that17
slide based on those regulations.18

So we are providing some minor19
relief based on how those code requirements are08:55PM 20
and tried to make something that's a little bit21
more user-friendly.  I don't know if anyone ever22
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read the entire zoning code but something that's1
a little bit more user-friendly than the2
regulations that we have now.3

So this table actually provides4
only minimum relief and I'm going to go through5
at least two examples that were included in the6
packet.  So it's not like we are throwing out7
the entire code book and you will see in many8
cases we are only gaining a little bit here in9
terms of setback but I think these are hopefully08:56PM 10
regulations that will be able to tip over11
encouraging someone to get a little bit more12
than what they could for new construction and13
really give them that great building addition or14
certain aspects that will help them modernize a15
home, something that they wouldn't be able to16
get otherwise with new construction.17

So the first thing we looked at was18
building height and we --19

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Can I stop you for08:56PM 20
just a second?21

MS. SALMON:  Yes.22
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CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  In the packet, this1
is right near the end of Exhibit No. 4, a few2
pages forward from the back, there's a nice3
table you put in there where you have the R-1,4
R-4 existing and then you have two columns that5
show the proposed and it's just kind of a nice6
way to see it side-by-side.7

MS. SALMON:  That's Exhibit No. 5,8
right?9

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Yes.  Pardon me,08:56PM 10
it's Exhibit No. 5.11

MS. SALMON:  So that's Page 3 on12
Exhibit No. 5; is that correct?13

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  The bookmark goes14
from 4 to 6.  I don't see 5.  But I think that's15
a really nice summary.  I know Robb was really16
trying to get the FAR back in there.17

MS. SALMON:  Yes.  And imagine putting18
that table on the slide.  We tried to make it a19
little simpler because you can't even read this08:57PM 20
slide very well.21

So the first thing that we did is22
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we looked at building height and got rid of that1
and are just focusing on building elevation.2
The biggest thing here that you need to know is3
that any building additions, any changes to the4
building, you would not be able to exceed the5
highest ridge line that already exists for that6
building.7

So if you are building an addition,8
it can't be two stories taller than what you9
already have.  Basically if you are looking at a08:57PM 10
map, the building is not going to be much11
taller, it can't be any taller than what we are12
currently having that's kind of controlling that13
bulk and scale that we want to make sure fits14
into the neighborhood.15

We also have included provisions16
here about lot area and dimensions.  We don't17
want anyone to think that they are going to all18
of a sudden start subdividing lots off and19
making them smaller and gaining in that way.  So08:58PM 20
we have included some language that lot sizes21
are going to remain the same.22
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For front yards we've pretty much1
kept this along with our code requirements and2
actually, in this case made it a little bit more3
strict.  Right now front yards are based on4
block average so the average of basically how5
everyone on your block their front yards.6

In this case we have added a good7
preservation practice here of making sure that8
is someone wants to do a front building9
addition, that's not good preservation practice08:58PM 10
by the pictures I showed you guys earlier.  We11
are trying restoring and preserve the front12
facade so a front building addition doesn't make13
sense.  So you cannot exceed past that front14
facade as is right now.15

MS. CRNOVICH:  What about front porch?16
MS. SALMON:  For a front porch there17

would be separate regulations for like an18
accessory thing.  One thing that you don't see19
here is that if you go to Exhibit No. 4, this is08:59PM 20
our current code requirement and one of the fun21
parts of our current code requirements is that22
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subsection I of Section 3-110 has a million1
footnotes and these footnotes generally are2
still applying so there is, for example, like3
some language here on what can be required in4
specified structures and uses in required yards5
and I believe front porches is part of that.6

MS. CRNOVICH:  G, I think.7
MS. SALMON:  Covered unenclosed8

porches, yep.  So we can go back and make sure9
that that will not be an issue.08:59PM 10

MS. CRNOVICH:  Okay.  Thank you.  I11
know a lot of the older homes do have the front12
porch and I think wasn't there a house on13
Garfield where they had to go through the ZBA14
just to replace their front porch?15

MR. McGINNIS:  Yes.16
MS. SALMON:  We will look into that17

case and make sure that there's no conflict.18
MR. McGINNIS:  But that was well into19

the required front yard already.09:00PM 20
MS. CRNOVICH:  It was, okay.  But I21

know it's one of the oldest homes in Hinsdale,22
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too, I believe, civil war.1
MR. McGINNIS:  Yes, that was part of2

the problem.  It was so close already that that3
exception didn't help them in that case.4

MS. CRNOVICH:  Okay.  And I think5
there's another one next to it where that might6
happen, too.7

MR. McGINNIS:  We just want to make8
sure that the front addition is sympathetic to9
the house it's not forward.09:00PM 10

MS. SALMON:  Right.  If, for example,11
you have an existing porch, you needed to12
rebuild it, you hopefully aren't going to13
rebuild it 20 feet in front of the existing14
porch because that, again, doesn't meet our good15
preservation practices.16

MS. CRNOVICH:  Yes.  Thank you.17
MS. SALMON:  But we will make sure that18

that language doesn't create any conflicts down19
the road.09:00PM 20

So for side yards if you -- per our21
existing precode structure, so anything that was22
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built prior to the code that no longer meets1
standards, we basically kept the exact same2
minimums that are in our code requirement.  The3
only difference is we have language that talks4
about whatever is greater is the minimum setback5
in terms of if you have an existing house that6
doesn't meet that setback requirement and you7
have, for example, 10 feet as this minimum code8
requirement and that house is at 13 feet, you9
still have to go 13 feet.  Because it's whatever09:01PM 10
is greater, so you are kind of stuck with your11
existing setback and now we are just going12
directly to whatever our minimum already is13
which is already in the code.  So it's not a14
great deviation but it will give people a couple15
of extra feet.  And I'll, once again, show16
examples in a little bit.17

MS. CRNOVICH:  I have another question.18
Sorry.19

What is the date for the code?09:01PM 20
What date are we looking at?  When you are21
talking like precode?22
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MS. SALMON:  So our code was adopted in1
1989, and I believe in our nonconforming2
definition it talks about buildings before a3
certain date in 1988.4

MS. CRNOVICH:  Okay.  Thank you.5
MS. SALMON:  That's written in the6

definition.7
And then the biggest thing that I8

think is going to actually help people here is9
what we are proposing for rear yards.  So right09:02PM 10
now if you had a nonconforming rear yard, you11
cannot extend further into it whether you have a12
lot space or not.  And I'll show an example of13
that.14

So we've kind of allowed for a15
reduction to the required rear yard so that we16
can fit in these rear additions.  This would17
allow people to encroach further back but we18
still have these minimums in place.19

And then we have waived floor area09:02PM 20
ratio and we are pretty confident that this is21
not going to be a major issue for these homes.22
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We still have building elevation, lot coverage,1
building coverage, these other tools to make2
sure that no one is going to be building a3
giant, massive bulky building.4

We are not proposing any changes to5
building coverage as of right now.  We didn't6
find any cases that really justified that as of7
current.8

And then we are increasing -- we9
are proposing to increase lot coverage by09:03PM 10
10 percent subject to no adverse impact on11
adjacent properties.12

MS. CRNOVICH:  Is that total lot13
coverage?14

MS. SALMON:  That would be total lot15
coverage, yes.16

So in your packet in Exhibit No. 517
we did include four separate examples of how18
these will change setbacks for homes.  I'm only19
going to go over two for the sake of time but09:03PM 20
feel free to ask questions on any of them.21

One of the properties that we22
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looked at is 308 East First Street.  This is1
both a nonconforming lot in the R-1 district and2
a nonconforming structure, so it's a precode3
structure.  So it would be subject to 10-104 and4
10-103 of our code requirements.5

So when we looked at how the6
setbacks would require or would change, the red7
lines that you can see up there, that's the8
existing required setbacks.  And then the blue9
lines are how much they gain in terms of these09:03PM 10
proposed regulations.11

So you can see in this example here12
we are not throwing the code book out, it's13
pretty minimal relief, but we do think in a lot14
of cases, especially in the next one I'm going15
to talk about, it can make a substantial16
difference.17

So in the case of this home,18
nothing really changes as we talked about with19
the front yard.  They are not going to be able09:04PM 20
to do any sort of encroachment with a building21
addition further towards First Street which is22
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on the north side of this home based on the way1
we are looking right now.  And that corner side2
yard on Elm Street, they do gain a couple of3
feet, maybe 2.6 feet with the corner side yard4
but the corner side yard there's not much you5
can really do in terms of that right now.  It6
doesn't give you that much relief.  Where they7
really do gain is the rear yard.  With these new8
regulations, they are going to gain about eight-9
and-a-half feet and currently right now based on09:04PM 10
our code requirements, they are not even meeting11
the rear yard right now.  So that required rear12
yard is in the building technically right now.13

And then with their interior side14
yard they are gaining about 5.7 feet.  So it15
does give them a little bit of leeway here.  And16
then with those other bulk requirements that I17
just talked about factored in, that could make a18
really big difference for this house if you19
needed to retrofit it to do an interior addition09:05PM 20
there.21

One of the houses that we have22
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talked about extensively last year was 420 South1
Park, there were some concerns that this house2
actually was going to be a demolition.  It was3
on the market for a very long time and we are4
lucky that we do have someone who purchased it5
and is working to modernize it and restore it,6
but we did look at this house particularly a lot7
because of the fears of demolition and how do we8
help this house.9

So this house is also the same09:05PM 10
nonconforming structure and nonconforming lot.11
And so one of the questions that we kept getting12
asked is:  Can I put a building addition or an13
attached garage on the south side of that14
building?  And there really wasn't enough room,15
especially for a garage to fit two cars to16
actually fit there and so we looked at a lot how17
this regulation could happen.18

In this case with the proposed19
regulations applied, we are gaining about09:06PM 20
7.2 feet on the interior side yard.  So that21
north side of the building, which is currently22
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nonconforming, the side yard is on top of the1
building like I said.  And the rear yard gets2
about 10.45 feet.  So we are gaining with all of3
this around it.  Realistically, the4
nonconforming coach house isn't made any better,5
it's still noncompliant, but we are gaining6
enough room here to put in an actual building7
addition if need and especially in this case.8
One of the comments we got was:  How do I put an9
attached garage here?09:06PM 10

Any questions so far?  Okay.11
Everyone's still awake.  Good.12

MS. CRNOVICH:  I have one question13
about side yards 10 feet.  What if one of the14
side yards is not 10 feet?15

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Existing?16
MS. CRNOVICH:  Existing nonconforming.17
MS. SALMON:  They would still be held18

to the 10 feet.  You wouldn't be able to go --19
so you are saying if their existing side yard09:07PM 20
was 5 feet and the code is requiring 10 feet,21
they are not allowed to build to the 5 feet, the22
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existing.  We've set it at that 10 feet.1
MS. CRNOVICH:  But they could on the2

other side go -- they could go 10 feet, they3
wouldn't be penalized because the one side is4
nonconforming?5

MS. SALMON:  No.  Because what you are6
talking about our current code has this weird7
balancing affect with the side yard.  So anyone8
who loves our code, loves this section.  It does9
have a balancing affect where you kind of have09:07PM 10
to justify a larger side yard so they are not11
quite even, that's not taken into consideration12
here.13

MS. CRNOVICH:  Okay.14
MS. SALMON:  It would be even and flat15

where we are not doing the balancing act.16
MS. CRNOVICH:  I'm also thinking back17

to ZBA many years ago.18
MS. SALMON:  And one thing to point out19

as well, it's not like these are -- we still09:08PM 20
have a great Historic Preservation Commission to21
review these exterior changes and we have some22
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great architects, we've got some great people1
who understand preservation so if something2
looks a little off, their comments will be3
heard.  So there is still a review process for4
this very reason.5

MS. CRNOVICH:  Thank you.6
MS. SALMON:  Okay.  And then finally,7

I'm just going to quickly go over our financial8
incentives.  We kind of touched based on the9
historic preservation fund and matching grants09:08PM 10
previously.11

Exhibit No. 7 was included in your12
packet and that was a revised, kind of13
preliminary, financial breakdown of some of14
these programs that we have previously reviewed15
for a committee of the whole meeting.16

The preservation fund matching17
grants, so as of right now the way we have it18
set up, the village would help fund for a19
specific exterior improvements or a broad range09:09PM 20
of preservation activities like we talked about,21
50 percent of those eligible costs by up to22
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$10,000, but the applicant would need to have a1
project of $20,000.  So the village would pay2
for 50 percent of that 20,000, meaning that3
there's a $10,000 share.  It doesn't by any4
means mean that a project needs to cost $20,000,5
we can also look at smaller grants or other6
smaller projects.  So a project was $10,000, the7
village's matching share would be $5,000.  As we8
talked about, this is going to be contingent and9
based on the budget every year or through09:09PM 10
private donations and assistance that way.11

The other thing that we talked12
about is fee waivers.  This would largely me for13
a permits.  That's the biggest thing that I14
think this would financially allow people to15
assist with and potentially some zoning relief16
as well, so for the zoning applications.17

And then the third one is for the18
property tax rebate; and like I said, this is19
for the village portion and it would potentially09:10PM 20
be for substantial exterior improvements that21
would have a cost of $50,000 at a minimum and22
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for a maximum of a five-year period.1
And then as we discussed, there's2

eligible costs.  For exterior construction work,3
there's quite a bit that's not eligible, like4
general routine maintenance, landscaping fencing5
and if someone wanted to build a new detached6
garage but it wasn't, for example, an exterior7
coach house or any other interior work.8

And then we did include a couple of9
additional amendments.  There's some cross-09:11PM 10
referencing and sectioning of the code, just11
some minor stuff.  And then we did include some12
bolstering language in our variation standards13
so that we are supporting variations in cases14
where someone still does need to move forward15
with a variation.16

The intent of these codes is not to17
fix every case, right?  We are trying to provide18
relief and incentivize preservation but we know19
that there are still going to be unique cases09:11PM 20
where a variation is going to be needed so we21
wanted to make sure there was some additional22
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language that bolsters and supports those1
projects.2

MR. MARRS:  And can I just insert3
something?4

In terms of the language in the5
variation standards, so from a practical6
standpoint, I think the ZBA is cognizant of the7
fact that, you know, we don't want to be so8
strict with the code that we are causing people9
to teardown a historic structure, so they're09:12PM 10
already probably mentally taking that into11
account, but putting it explicitly in there that12
we should give specific consideration to13
historic structures and preservation gives them14
something to hang their hat on and were it to be15
challenged for a court to hang its hat on as16
well.17

MS. CRNOVICH:  That's really good,18
especially somebody could argue that it's19
self-created, I think that's very helpful.09:12PM 20

MS. SALMON:  And that's all I have for21
right now.  So we are happy to answer any22
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questions.  I know this is a lot to digest.1
There was a lot in this packet, but like you2
said, it's been a year-and-a-half getting to3
this point.  We are very proud of all the work4
that went into this and we are hoping that this5
does shift the needle forward.  I know there are6
several homeowners I talked to are really7
excited about this program and we do think it's8
definitely going to help with helping people9
preserve the house and show that the village is09:13PM 10
here to support those preservation efforts.11

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Thanks, Bethany.12
Thanks, Michael.13

MS. FIASCONE:  So just to confirm, it's14
all exterior for all of these incentives, yes?15

MS. SALMON:  Correct.  The reason for16
that is because imagine if someone wanted to put17
in a gold-plated bathroom on the inside of their18
home and we don't want the village and taxpayer19
money to be going towards that because it really09:13PM 20
is the preservation of the exterior home, but21
that's one part that everyone need to be aware22
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of.  Any interior work is not really going to be1
submitted for review by the HPC, that's all2
interior, it's not part of our purview here.  We3
are strictly dealing with the exterior of the4
home.5

MS. FIASCONE:  Thank you.6
MR. MARRS:  Which is the same as any7

landmark structures, so landmarking is concerned8
with the exterior look of something.9

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Scott, any09:14PM 10
questions, comments?11

MR. MOORE:  I know this is going to12
sound crazy, but is this enough?  In other13
words, everyone is looking at the arbitrage14
between knocking a house down and getting15
incentives to get people to not do it.  Are we16
going far enough:  Mathematically, financially17
and space wise?  And I know a ton of work has18
gone into that.19

What's the thought process on that09:14PM 20
and what are the constraints that have been21
faced as far as going any further?  That would22
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be my driving question.1
MS. SALMON:  That's a great question.2

Because we have gone back and forth and asked3
the same question several times of:  Is the4
zoning going to be enough?  And the truth is,5
especially for the financial side, that's6
actually easier to track, the financial aspects7
of it.8

The zoning side I think is a little9
trickier and we're just not going to know until09:15PM 10
we see people applying and kind of engaging with11
people of is this working.  And the truth is we12
can always go back and amend these regulations13
later.  Especially if all of a sudden we start14
seeing new cases pop up at ZBA, right, we can15
always -- and we did analyze a lot of ZBA cases16
as part of this as well.  Those ones are a17
little bit more challenging because there's a18
lot of unique situations that we couldn't just19
wrap up in a nice bow.  But as things come up,09:15PM 20
we would like to reassess as we move along and21
see what's working.22
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MR. MOORE:  The point that you made, my1
fellow commissioner made, the point that2
Ms. Fiascone made is incredibly important3
because there's tax ramifications to somebody4
donating money and if they are donating money to5
their own project, and then they see that6
possibly being able to come back to them or a7
portion of it come back to them, that's a huge8
incentive that I think you've raised that is9
brilliant.09:16PM 10

MS. FIASCONE:  I don't think I meant11
for it to brilliant.12

MR. MOORE:  I think it's a very13
interesting concept that I hope you all on the14
committee think about and take it into15
consideration because it might actually make the16
financial incentive even greater and then, thank17
you.  Thank you for all the work that's gone18
into this.  It's just absolutely incredible how19
much time is spent and the materials and you09:16PM 20
explained it very well so thank you.21

MS. SALMON:  I know it was a long time22
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coming so thank you.1
MR. MOORE:  It was very well done.  I2

do have some other questions and stuff but I'll3
yield for now.4

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Anna?5
MS. FIASCONE:  My questions have been6

answered.  I would -- you answered my question7
regarding just reassessing the numbers and the8
amounts, I'm sure you came to that number, had a9
lot of discussion about it, but that's something09:17PM 10
that as we've seen just over the past couple of11
years how much building costs have increased.12
So, you know, is $50,000 going to be enough, is13
$70,000 going to be enough, that sort of thing,14
so just something to assess yearly or whatnot.15
         CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Mark?16

MR. WILLOBEE:  No.  I first thank you,17
a lot of great work.  You guys did a great job.18

Similar to Scott, I mean, I know19
you guys looked at a lot of great examples in09:18PM 20
like you said in Illinois and others.  That was21
kind of my question, what's the uptake of those22
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programs and you can have a lot of great code1
but if nobody's taking advantage of it, so that2
was kind of same question there.3

The other question:  Did you circle4
back with the architects and builders that you5
met with on some of this as far as after you met6
with them and learned their concerns?  Have we --7

MR. McGINNIS:  So there's been ongoing8
engagements, okay.  So we had this Zoom call,9
right, when this started during the pandemic09:18PM 10
with, you know, our regulars, right, and real11
estate agents, the builders, the architects, and12
it was really an open-ended question:  Guys,13
what's it going to take to try to move the14
needle?15

So we're hoping -- and there's been16
ongoing engagement so hopefully, collectively,17
this pallet of incentives that we are able to18
offer is going to save a house.  We don't know19
that yet.  We don't know what the impacts going09:18PM 20
to be but what we heard over and over again was21
if somebody is going to spend $2 million22
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renovating a house, they want to remove as many1
question marks before they go to contract as2
they can.  So this is our best shot at removing3
as many of those questions, as many of those4
objections on the front end as possible.5

MS. SALMON:  To go back to the comments6
made earlier, we, I think, completely understand7
that there's a lot of publicizing to do after.8
So going back out if this is approved, reaching9
back out to those developers, those architects,09:19PM 10
making sure everyone is aware and especially the11
real estate agents.  That's something that we12
talking about consistently.  They are the ones13
advertising these homes to be demolished or can14
give my card to them or give this material, this15
packet to future homeowners or send them to the16
link that we have on our website.  There's a lot17
of ways we want the word to get out there so18
that everyone is aware of what's possible.19

MR. WILLOBEE:  That's all I had.  Thank09:19PM 20
you.21

MR. MOORE:  I have another question.22
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The way that you have done the graphs to show1
the difference in the zoning and the financial2
incentives on the properties, is that something3
that as these initial 25 or 50 are done, is that4
would be part of what's done for them to be5
approved, in other words, is that level of work6
going to be done so it's easily given to the7
homeowner and easily given to a buyer?  I know8
that that's a lot of work.9

MS. SALMON:  We have already done this09:20PM 10
on a couple of occasions for people and actually11
in this case too.  The 420 South Park is what12
started a lot of this too.13

MR. McGINNIS:  We did some of these14
early.  As soon as we heard that Park was coming15
on the market, staff worked to see what we could16
do to try and help people save the house.  Where17
can we get a garage?  What can we do with the18
family room?19

MS. SALMON:  Our zoning code09:20PM 20
regulations are complex sometimes so we are21
always happy to help people meander through that22
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and tell them what they can do.1
MR. MOORE:  Right.  I'm just saying it2

might be part of the process, part of your flow3
chart as things are done.4

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Julie?5
MS. CRNOVICH:  I would like to commend6

staff, Bethany, and Historic Preservation7
Commission, and the trustees for meeting so many8
times to discuss this and, like, I think it was9
very helpful to do just an hours' worth of work09:21PM 10
at a time because it's a lot of information so11
it takes a while for all this to sink in but12
this is all very positive.13

I do have a couple of questions.14
How many homes have been demolished in Hinsdale?15
Do you have any idea like percentagewise?16

MR. McGINNIS:  We demolished at least a17
third.18

MS. CRNOVICH:  At least a third?19
Closer to a half maybe?09:21PM 20

MR. McGINNIS:  Probably a 25-year span.21
So my predecessor was pretty good at tracking.22
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So we started in I think like '69 was the first1
and every year -- I mean, we peaked out at about2
120, and then we have kind of fallen off between3
the 40-50 range but I think we replaced a third4
in less than 30 years.5

MS. CRNOVICH:  The first village6
meeting I ever attended was -- I don't know how7
many years ago -- but it was about when they8
wanted to have a moratorium on demolitions and9
it was basically historic people who wanted to09:22PM 10
preserve the homes in Hinsdale against the11
builders and it was not a pleasant meeting.  I12
wish that something like this would have been in13
place back then but better now than never.14

I think there's great incentives15
here, you know, waiver of fees.  The setbacks16
is, I think that's huge, and you've made this17
where it's simple.  I think your average18
resident can understand this rather than, like,19
unlike the zoning code, people always have so09:22PM 20
many questions and need help with, so I think21
that's great.22
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What other communities have1
something similar to this?  Is that hard to say?2

MS. SALMON:  One of the committee of3
the whole meetings, and Michael Marrs did do a4
presentation on this, was about, you know, some5
other communities and overlay districts with6
historic aspects to it but there's nothing7
exactly like this but there are places where8
they do incentives for historic homes in zoning9
or grant programs so we are kind of taking a09:23PM 10
unique approach but a little bit different than11
other communities because we are not like other12
communities.  We have a slew of issues and13
higher property values than I think some of the14
other ones that we looked at, so we had to15
tailor a little bit of our efforts I think16
differently.17

MR. MARRS:  Yes.  One of the fun things18
about this project, at least for zoning geeks19
like Bethany and I, is that there wasn't really09:23PM 20
a template that we could follow that we found21
from other communities so we kind of fashioned22
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this from the ground up using ideas that we took1
from other communities.2

You know, so often -- my firm has3
been around doing local government law for 904
years and we can almost always find -- we've5
almost always done something before and have a6
template but this wasn't really that way so it7
was interesting to kind of build this piece by8
piece, so I think it's a unique program.9

One of the things if it's09:24PM 10
successful, I think that the village could, you11
know, leverage this for some publicity with the12
preservation groups and things like that because13
I think there might be other communities that14
would be interested in implementing something15
similar.  There's a lot of communities that have16
incentives but they are just not structured this17
way.18

MS. CRNOVICH:  I recall one of the19
meetings, one of the committee of the whole09:24PM 20
meetings, somebody brought up, okay, you're21
going to offer incentives but will this include22
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anything about demolitions by neglect?  Or, you1
know, there's been a lot of problems with that2
in the past.  Is that going to stay the same or3
will something be added?  It seems like there's4
a lot of repeat offenders destroying a lot of5
the historic homes in Hinsdale.6

MS. SALMON:  So when we originally7
started talking about this about a8
year-and-a-half ago, we had some initial9
provisions for demolition by neglect that we09:25PM 10
were discussing and we decided to separate that11
for right now.  We went with focusing on the12
voluntary preservation incentives and I think13
after we get through this period, that will be14
the next discussion that will be coming shortly15
after but we wanted to separate the carrots and16
the sticks for this portion.17

MS. CRNOVICH:  I understand that.  I18
just think the code could be stricter about the19
demolition by neglect.  Too many people know ho09:25PM 20
to get around it.  I'm not going to bring up the21
cases but you know what I'm talking about.22
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MR. MARRS:  I agree.  There are, you1
know, as Bethany said we had some initial draft2
language, I think it's something that does need3
to be addressed; in the short term it's just not4
part of it.5

MS. CRNOVICH:  That's it for me.  Thank6
you.7
         CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Cynthia?8

MS. CURRY:  So much has been addressed9
that I was going to say and kudos to all of you.09:26PM 10
The hours are evident in all of this.  Thank you11
for simplifying it enough that it's understandable12
enough.13

And again, I'm like everyone.  I14
think education is paramount to get the word out15
to these people however you do it.  Is it a16
marketing campaign; is it broadcasting, is it17
news; is it we're a village taking steps?18

Lots of towns are going through19
this same issue.  I was talking to someone the09:26PM 20
other day, Santa Fe, they are trying desperately21
to preserve an area, the downtown area, because22
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people are ripping buildings down like crazy, so1
making sure that we are letting the people know2
this is a really good thing like you said to be3
on this list.  And then trying to stop the4
builders who are coming in and picking up lots5
and tearing them down because they want to build6
houses, they don't want to fix them.  But I7
think everything you have done is remarkable.8
Thank you.9

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  I think you've done09:27PM 10
an amazing job.  It was such a nice, cooperative11
effort between the village, HPC, all the time12
and effort to deal with our code, which is, you13
know, quite tangled.  I think it seems very14
commonsense in a way.15

I was kind of curious, Robb, when16
you had that meeting and it was a great group of17
people to bring together.  Were there specific18
parts of the zoning ordinance that were their19
first things, you know, that they're like, what09:27PM 20
about this FAR?21

I always thought just looking at22
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preservation, especially some of these old lots1
that are just odd lots and where the house is2
positioned that their rear yard was like the3
place where you really needed to give relief.4
Because if you are a neighbor or just someone5
driving by, you don't really care what you do6
with your rear yard so much as, you know, front7
yard, side and all that.  So I thought it was8
great the changes you made there.9

Building height, that was another09:28PM 10
area where we've got some of our oldest, most11
beautiful buildings, our houses, they are quite12
tall and we were so hung up on that for so long13
but did they have specific areas they were going14
to?15

MR. McGINNIS:  I think part of it was,16
you know, the rear setback and I know that that17
was one of John's issues, they don't have that18
open floor plan and needs some room in their19
rear.09:28PM 20

FAR came up as an issue.  A lot of21
these houses already violate the height like you22
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talked about where we've got, you know, a lot of1
these older farmhouse styles you're already2
blowing height before you ever get started.3

So the -- probably the comment that4
resonated most, trying to remove as many5
questions as possible, not that -- we are never6
going to set up a system where you replace the7
ZBA.  Or you no longer need a ZBA.  You are8
always going to need the Zoning Board of Appeals9
because you have that one up that we didn't09:29PM 10
anticipate, especially with lot stock that looks11
like what we have in Hinsdale, especially in12
Robbins where the lots are so goofy, so13
irregular.  Removing as many questions, right,14
on the front end, buying as many assurances as15
you can before they go to contract we hope will16
be enough.  And like I said, this pallet, you17
know, trying to expedite reviews, waiving permit18
fees and in some cases this could be a 40,19
$50,000 renovation.  That coupled with maybe09:29PM 20
some of the relaxed bulk zoning regs will be21
enough, we hope.22
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CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  I bet if, like, just1
the language you put into the start of the ZBA,2
I can't remember exactly where it is in here,3
but just that little paragraph alone could have4
changed the outcome of so many things in the5
past.  Because I always felt like they were kind6
of handcuffed too, you know, worried about7
precedence.8

MR. McGINNIS:  And Julie's right.  I9
mean, they really struggle with that because you09:30PM 10
have those standards and they're kind of black11
and white and somebody shows up to, you know, to12
try and follow and you put them immediately in a13
difficult position.  It's tough to get past that14
not self-created standard.15

CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Right.  Where if it16
doesn't somehow these new proposed or relaxed17
regulations, if it doesn't fit in there, I just18
feel like the chance of getting a variation if19
the intention is right and it makes sense09:30PM 20
historically, I think the odds are going to go21
up.22
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MR. McGINNIS:  I agree.1
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Which I think is2

cool.3
Fantastic job.  I'm really, really4

impressed.  This might be a template, I would5
agree, for other communities that I'm sure are6
struggling and how do you get at this.7

Somebody recently mentioned some8
community of historic area in California they9
had something, not all this, like an overlay09:31PM 10
district and they were struggling with and that11
case was a much more mid-century modern attempt12
and how do you preserve those and it was just13
fascinating the things that they were talking14
about.  I'm like, wait, this is in this packet,15
so kudos to you.16

Any other questions or comments by17
the group?18

(No response.)19
If not, I would love to get a09:31PM 20

recommendation, a motion to approve Case21
A-03-2022 for the map amendment, text amendment22
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to various sections of the zoning code and text1
amendment to Title 14 of the village code to2
establish a historic overlay district as3
requested by the village of Hinsdale.4

MS. CRNOVICH:  So moved.5
MS. CURRY:  Second.6
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  May I have a roll7

call vote, please, Bethany.8
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Curry?9
MS. CURRY:  Aye.09:31PM 10
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Crnovich?11
MS. CRNOVICH:  Aye.12
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Willobee?13

         MR. WILLOBEE:  Aye.14
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Fisacone?15

         MS. FIASCONE:  Aye.16
MS. SALMON:  Commissioner Moore?17
MR. MOORE:  Aye.18
MS. SALMON:  Chairman Cashman?19
CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  Aye.20

Can I have a motion to adjourn?21
MS. CRNOVICH:  So moved.22
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MS. FIASCONE:  Second.1
         CHAIRMAN CASHMAN:  All in favor?2
              (All aye.)3

Again, you did a great job.4
MS. CRNOVICH:  Good job.  You made this5

so easy.6
                  (WHICH, were all of the7
                   proceedings had, evidence8
                   offered or received in the9
                   above entitled cause.)10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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STATE OF ILLINOIS )
                  )  ss:
COUNTY OF DU PAGE )

              I, KATHLEEN W. BONO, Certified
Shorthand Reporter, Notary Public in and for the
County DuPage, State of Illinois, do hereby
certify that previous to the commencement of the
examination and testimony of the various
witnesses herein, they were duly sworn by me to
testify the truth in relation to the matters
pertaining hereto; that the testimony given by
said witnesses was reduced to writing by means
of shorthand and thereafter transcribed into
typewritten form; and that the foregoing is a
true, correct and complete transcript of my
shorthand notes so taken aforesaid.
              IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have
hereunto set my hand and affix my electronic
signature this 7th day of September, A.D. 2022.

                       _________________________
                       KATHLEEN W. BONO
                       C.S.R. No. 84-1423
                       Notary Public, DuPage County
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              MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  September 9, 2022 

TO:  Chairman Cashman and Plan Commissioners 

CC: Kathleen A. Gargano, Village Manager 
Robb McGinnis, Director of Community Development/Building Commissioner 

FROM:   Bethany Salmon, Village Planner  

RE:  Case A-20-2022 – 28 E. First Street – Visual Comfort & Co. – Installation of One (1) Wall Sign  

FOR:  September 14, 2022 Plan Commission Meeting 
 
 
Summary 
The Village of Hinsdale received a sign permit application from Visual Comfort & Co. requesting approval 
to install one (1) new wall sign for the tenant space located at 28 E. First Street. The existing two-story, 
multi-tenant building is located in the B-2 Central Business District and the Downtown Historic District. 
 
Background 
The existing tenant space is occupied by Circa Lighting. On September 8, 2021, the Plan Commission 
approved Case A-21-2021, a Sign Permit for Circa Lighting to allow for the installation of one (1) wall sign 
and permanent window signage. Circa Lighting is changing its name to Visual Comfort & Co. in 2023. As a 
result, the company is requesting to install a new wall sign reflecting its new branding.  
 
The approved wall sign consisted of black face-lit illuminated channel letters mounted to a wireway 
painted to match the color of the brick. The wall sign measured 21.75” tall and 152.36” wide, with an 
overall sign face area of 23.01 square feet. Additionally, permanent window signage was approved 
proposed on the glass entrance doors, which collectively had a sign face area of 1.55 square feet. With 
the wall signage included, a total sign face surface area of 24.56 square feet was approved.  
 
Request and Analysis 
The applicant is requesting to install one (1) new wall sign that measures 12.25” tall and 152.375” wide, 
with an overall sign face area of 12.96 square feet. The sign consists of dark gray face-lit illuminated 
channel letters mounted to a raceway, which will be installed in the decorative brick banded area above 
the entrance doors. The raceway will be painted to match the color of the brick façade behind the sign.  
 
The applicant has confirmed that a separate application will be submitted in the future for permanent 
window signage.  
 
Per Section 9-106(J), in the B-2 District, two (2) awning valance, canopy valance, wall, or permanent 
window signs are allowed per user. A maximum gross surface area of all awning valance, canopy valance, 
wall, and permanent window signs for the entire building shall not exceed the greater of: 1) one square 
foot per foot of building frontage, up to a maximum of one hundred (100) square feet, or 2) twenty five 
(25) square feet for each business that has a separate ground level principal entrance directly to the 
outside of the building onto a street, alley, courtyard, or parking lot. The proposed wall sign meets the 
Village’s code requirements. 
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Per Section 9-106, in no event shall the illumination of any sign, resulting from any internal or external 
artificial light source, exceed fifty (50) foot-candles when measured with a standard light meter held 
perpendicular to the sign face at a distance equal to the narrowest dimension of such sign face. All artificial 
illumination shall be so designed, located, shielded, and directed as to illuminate only the sign face or 
faces and to prevent the casting of glare or direct light upon adjacent property or streets. A rendering has 
been provided to show what the sign will look like illumined at night.  
 
Meeting History 
Historic Preservation Commission Meeting – September 7, 2022 - At the HPC meeting, Jeri Flood, 
representing Circa Lighting, and the sign contractor, provided an overview of the proposed signage and 
answered questions from the Commissioners.  
 
Ms. Flood stated that Circa Lighting is rebranding and provided an overview of Visual Comfort & Co. Ms. 
Flood presented a sample of the proposed lettering to the Commission, showing that the letters will be a 
dark gray color during the day and will be white when illuminated at night. 
 
There was a discussion on the brightness of the sign, where the sign contractor confirmed that the sign 
will be no brighter than the existing sign for Circa Lighting, will have 120 watt lights, and includes a timer 
system. A Commissioner pointed out that the proposed plans show the letters at 3 inches thick with the 
raceway at 4.5 inches thick, noting it will not be flush with the building. The current sign for Circa Lighting 
also includes a raceway that is painted to match the brick façade color and features a similar design. Ms. 
Flood confirmed the proposed raceway will also be painted to match the brick behind the building.  
 
The Historic Preservation Commission, by a vote of four (4) ayes and zero (0) nays, with three (3) absent, 
recommended approval of Case A-20-2022, a Sign Permit to allow for the installation of one (1) wall sign 
for Visual Comfort & Co. located at 28 E. First Street, as submitted.   
 
Process 
Per Section 11-607(D), sign permit applications shall be reviewed and approved by the Plan Commission 
and do not require public notification. Per Village Code Section 14-5-1(B), the Historic Preservation 
Commission shall review signage in the Historic District. The final decision of the Historic Preservation 
Commission shall be advisory only. The Plan Commission maintains final authority on signage with no 
further action required by the Board of Trustees. 
 
Per Section 11-607(E), no sign permit shall be granted pursuant to this section unless the applicant shall 
establish that: 

1. Visual Compatibility: The proposed sign will be visually compatible with the building on which the 
sign is proposed to be located and surrounding buildings and structures in terms of height, size, 
proportion, scale, materials, texture, colors, and shapes. 

2. Quality of Design and Construction: The proposed sign will be constructed and maintained with a 
design and materials of high quality and good relationship with the design and character of the 
neighborhood. 

3. Appropriateness to Activity: The proposed sign is appropriate to and necessary for the activity to 
which it pertains. 
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4. Appropriateness to Site: The proposed sign will be appropriate to its location in terms of design, 
landscaping, and orientation on the site, and will not create a hazard to pedestrian or vehicular 
traffic, detract from the value or enjoyment of neighboring properties, or unduly increase the 
number of signs in the area. 

 
Attachments 
1. Zoning Map and Project Location 
2. Birds Eye View  
3. Street View  
4. Sign Application and Exhibits 
 



Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location  
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Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location 
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Birds Eye View – 28 E. First Street  
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Street View – 28 E. First Street  
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Street View – 28 E. First Street  
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              MEMORANDUM 
 
 

DATE:   September 9, 2022 

TO:   Chairman Cashman Commissioners 

CC:  Kathleen A. Gargano, Village Manager 
Robb McGinnis, Director of Community Development/Building Commissioner 

FROM:   Bethany Salmon, Village Planner  

SUBJECT:  Case A-15-2022 – 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue – Airoom – Exterior 
Appearance Review and Site Plan Review to allow for changes to the exterior façade of 
the existing building and a Sign Permit Review to allow for the installation of two (2) wall 
signs located at 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central 
Business District 

FOR:  September 14, 2022 Plan Commission Meeting 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
GENERAL APPLICATION INFORMATION 

Applicant: Mike Klein, Airoom 

Subject Property: 36 S. Washington Street & 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue (PIN: 09-12-121-012) 

Existing Zoning & Land Use: B-2 Central Business District – Multi-tenant building (real estate office, salon, 
real estate investment and development office, and former florist) 

Surrounding Zoning & Land Use: 
North:  B-1 Community Business District – (across Burlington Northern Railroad Right-of-Way) Village-

Owned Parking Lot 
South:  B-2 Central Business District – Commercial Retail / Office 
East:  B-2 Central Business District – Coffee Shop / Commercial Retail / Offices 
West:  B-2 Central Business District – Audio & Video Store  
 
APPLICATION SUMMARY 

The applicant requests approval of an Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review to allow for changes to 
the front façade of the existing building and a Sign Permit Review to allow for the installation of two (2) 
wall signs for Airoom located at 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central 
Business District. 
 
Airoom is proposing to occupy two (2) tenant spaces formerly occupied by Jane’s Blue Iris, a florist shop. 
Airoom LLC will occupy the first floor tenant space at 36 S. Washington Street, which will be used as a 
home design retail showroom for home furnishings, furniture, household appliances, cabinetry, fixtures, 
flooring, and other home design products. The second floor tenant space at 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue, 
accessible from a door on the corner side of the building, will be used by Airoom Architects LLC as an office 
for architecture, engineering, and design services. There are currently a total of five (5) tenant spaces in 
the building. In addition to the two (2) tenant spaces for Airoom, the following three (3) other businesses 
operate out of the building: Coldwell Banker, Krohvan, and Indifference Salon. 
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MEMORANDUM 

The building is classified as a Contributing Structure in the Downtown Hinsdale Historic District according 
to the 2006 National Register of Historic Places Nomination and is Contributing according to the 2003 
Architectural Resources in the Downtown Survey Area. The building was originally constructed in 1891 
and features Two-Part Commercial Block architecture in a Colonial Revival style. The building has been 
altered over time, including the removal of the corner turret and front porch, the replacement of 
storefronts and windows, the installation of shutters and wrought iron detailing, and changes to brickwork 
and building openings.  
 
REQUEST AND ANALYSIS 

Based on the discussion at the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) meeting on August 3, 2022 and 
the Plan Commission meeting on August 10, 2022, the applicant has submitted revised plans for review. 
Please refer to the “Meeting History” section below for a summary of the discussions at both meetings. 
The revised plans for the building proposed the following changes: 
 
Storefront Modifications – For the first floor tenant space at 36 S. Washington Street, the applicant is 
proposing to remove the existing copper canopy, wall-mounted light fixtures, wall sign, and storefront 
system. A new storefront system will be installed that includes white aluminum framing and a 2’ 6” tall 
white canopy overhang with an aluminum cap and supporting corbels. The brick above the existing 
storefront and canopy will be removed to allow for taller storefront windows. Additionally, the new 
storefront system will align with the plane of the surrounding exterior brick façade, effectively infilling the 
existing inset entrance alcove. The overall height from grade to the top of the white aluminum band is 
approximately 16’ 6.75”.  
 
Wall Signage – Two (2) halo-lit channel letter wall signs are proposed on the building, one for each of the 
two businesses for Airoom. The applicant has provided renderings to show how both of the signs will look 
during the day and illuminated at night.  
 
One (1) wall sign is proposed on the projecting overhang above the new storefront at 36 S. Washington 
Street for Airoom LLC. The sign measures 1’ 11-1/8” tall and 7’ 6-¾” wide, with an overall sign face area 
of 14.57 square feet. The wall sign consists of black halo-lit letters as well as a red and blue logo on a white 
background that will be both halo-lit and internally front lit. 
 
One (1) wall sign is also proposed above the existing window near the entrance for 4 E. Hinsdale Avenue 
for Airoom Architects LLC. The proposed wall sign measures 1’ 10” tall and 5’ 8” wide, with an overall sign 
face area of 10.38 square feet. The wall sign consists of a white aluminum backer panel with black halo-
lit letters as well as a red and blue logo on a white background that will be both halo-lit and internally 
front lit. Due to the smaller size, the secondary text line “Architects – Builders – Remodelers” will be non-
illuminated pin mounted lettering.  
 
Per Section 9-106(J), in the B-2 District, two (2) awning valance, canopy valance, wall, or permanent 
window signs are allowed per user. A maximum gross surface area of all awning valance, canopy valance, 
wall, and permanent window signs for the entire building shall not exceed the greater of: 1) one square 
foot per foot of building frontage, up to a maximum of one hundred (100) square feet, or 2) twenty five 
(25) square feet for each business that has a separate ground level principal entrance directly to the 
outside of the building onto a street, alley, courtyard, or parking lot.  
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Based on the five (5) tenants in the building with a separate ground level principal entrance directly to the 
outside, a total of 125 square feet of signage described above is be allowed on the entire building.  
 
Coldwell Banker was previously afforded more wall sign area than the standard 25 square feet allowed 
for each business in a multi-tenant building with a separate storefront entrance. As a result, the applicant 
has provided a survey of existing signage on the building to determine the allowable area afforded to the 
two businesses for Airoom. Per Section 9-106(E)(11), when more than one user occupies a zoning lot, the 
owner of the lot shall be responsible for allocating permitted signage among its tenants.  
 
Combined, both wall signs measure 24.95 square feet in size. On the entire building, the six (6) wall signs 
will collectively measure 131.01 square feet in size, which includes the following signs: 

• Krohvan – 12 square feet 
• Coldwell Banker – 60.06 square feet 
• Coldwell Banker (Hinsdale Avenue) – 20.11 square feet 
• Indifference Salon – 13.89 square feet 
• Airoom Showroom (Washington Street) – 14.57 square feet 
• Airoom Office (Hinsdale Avenue) – 10.38 square feet 

 
With the two wall signs for Airoom, the combined size of all wall signs on the building slightly exceed the 
allowable 125 square feet allowed for the entire building. Per Section 11-607(F), the Plan Commission has 
the authority to modify certain sign regulations, including to increase by not more than five percent (5%) 
the maximum area of signage otherwise allowed. This would allow for an additional 6.25 square feet of 
sign face area on the building, for a total of 131.25 square feet for all awning valance, canopy valance, 
wall, and permanent window signs on the building.  
 
The applicant has requested a 5% increase to the maximum sign area for the building to accommodate a 
halo-lit design, which requires slightly larger letters to locate LED lights behind to create the back-lit 
appearance, and to provide additional sign area that is currently being used by other building tenants.  If 
this option is approved by the Plan Commission, the applicant is required meet the standards listed in 11-
607(F)(3). The responses are attached for review.  
 
MEETING HISTORY 

Historic Preservation Commission Meeting – August 3, 2022 – Mike Klein, representing Airoom, provided 
an overview of the proposed changes to the building and answered questions from the Commissioners. 
Members of the development team for Airoom, Michelle Forys with Aurora Sign Company, the sign 
contractor for the project, and Chris Schramko, the building manager, were also present at the meeting. 
No public comment was provided at the meeting.  
 
At the meeting, the applicant presented plans that consisted of a storefront system with a flush white 
aluminum sign band above the proposed storefront system on Washington Street. A wall sign with push-
thru letters, measuring 8.35 square feet in size, was proposed on Washington Street within the storefront 
aluminum band area. A wall sign with push-thru letters, measuring 9.92 square feet in size, was also 
proposed on Hinsdale Avenue. Combined, both signs measured 18.25 square feet in size and the total sign 
area for all tenants on the building would collectively measure 124.3 square feet. 
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There was a discussion on the changes to the building over time, if the street elevation / grade was raised 
in the past, the original storefront design, the patterned brick on the building that is not original, and the 
proposed plans to raise the height of the storefront windows. It was stated that this was a complex sign 
permit application due to the existing large signs for Coldwell Banker, which staff confirmed date back to 
at least the 1960s based on a review of permits on record.  
 
Commissioners expressed concern over the storefront design and noted the modern appearance was not 
consistent with the historic downtown and the colonial revival style of the building. Different designs were 
discussed. It was noted that the white band above the storefront appeared as an extended sign backer 
panel rather than an architectural feature. It was recommended that the applicant explore a revised 
design where the band area becomes small canopy / pediment / covered entry area that projects outward 
from the building and includes decorative molding, trim, and corbels that reflect the style of the building.  
 
Mr. Klein discussed the design with the Commission and stated the storefront was intended to be simple 
due to the number of tenants and architectural details on the building. It was also discussed if the 
applicant could explore keeping the existing sconces and locating a sign in the center of the sconces. One 
Commissioner noted concerns over the removal of the alcove and pushing the storefront out toward the 
street, which the applicant noted was a critical feature for the interior design of the store.  
 
The applicant confirmed that no permanent window signage is proposed on both the front and side 
elevations. Mr. Klein confirmed that the large window on Hinsdale Avenue would not be replaced. The 
existing black wrought iron features on the front and side elevations would also remain.  
 
The Commission expressed concern over the design of the signs, noting that internally illuminated cabinet 
signs were not preferred or appropriate in the historic downtown, particularly facing the railroad. Halo-lit 
or non-illuminated signs have are preferred in the downtown. Ms. Forys confirmed the white background 
will be opaque. Only the side profile of the routed out push-thru lettering and the Airoom logo will be 
illuminated. A Commissioner asked if signage needed to be lit at night, where Mr. Klein noted he would 
like them to be illuminated. There was also a discussion on using halo-lit individual lettering. Ms. Forys 
stated that the font lettering is too small to have back-lit LEDs, which require about a minimum 1.5” 
thickness. The color of the signs were discussed, but it was noted that the plans show the “swoosh” across 
the “A” logo as black on one sign and blue on another sign.  
 
The Commission expressed support that the sign on Hinsdale Avenue aligned with the window below. The 
applicant confirmed that the “Since 1958” text would not be illuminated. There was a brief discussion on 
the location of the sign and that the adjacent door serves the second floor offices for Airoom. 
 
A motion was made to recommend approval of Case A-15-2022 – 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. 
Hinsdale Avenue – Airoom – Exterior Appearance Review and Site Plan Review to allow for changes to the 
exterior façade of the existing building and a Sign Permit Review to allow for the installation of two (2) 
wall signs, subject to the condition that the applicant send Commissioner Prisby revised plans to review 
by August 4 showing architectural details on Washington Street that includes a box pediment and corbels 
in accordance with the discussion at the HPC meeting. By a vote of 2 ayes and 2 nays (3 absent), the 
motion failed. The Commission discussed that the sign was not addressed in the motion and would like 
the two approvals to be separated.  
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A motion was made to recommend approval of Case A-15-2022 for the Exterior Appearance Review and 
Site Plan Review for 36 S. Washington Street, by a vote of 3 ayes and 1 nay (3 absent), subject to the 
condition that the applicant include corbels and molding to be reviewed by Commissioner Prisby on 
August 4, 2022. 
 
A motion was made to recommend denial of Case A-15-2022 – 36 S. Washington Street and 4 W. Hinsdale 
Avenue – Airoom – Sign Permit Review to allow for the installation of two (2) wall signs. By a vote of 1 
ayes and 3 nays (3 absent), the motion failed. 
 
Please note, following the meeting, staff reviewed Title 2 Chapter 12 of the Village Code that outlines the 
general powers, duties, and procedures of the Historic Preservation Commission. In accordance with 
Section 2-12-3(A):  “Quorum And Necessary Vote: No business shall be transacted by the commission 
without a quorum, consisting of four (4) members, being present. The affirmative vote of a majority of the 
commission, consisting of at least four (4) members, shall be necessary on any motion to recommend 
approval of any matter or any application. Any lesser vote on any such motion, even if a majority of those 
voting, shall be considered a final decision to recommend denial of such matter or application.” The votes 
of the Historic Preservation Commission noted above are considered votes recommending denial based 
on this code section.  
 
Plan Commission Meeting – August 10, 2022 – Jack Klein, representing Airoom, provided an overview of 
the proposed changes to the building and answered questions from the Commissioners. Michelle Forys 
with Aurora Sign Company, the sign contractor for the project, was also present at the meeting. No public 
comment was provided at the meeting.  
 
The applicant submitted revised plans for the Plan Commission to review addressing several of the 
comments provided by the Historic Preservation Commission. The revised plans included a canopy 
overhang with decorative details above the storefront on Washington Street to add an architectural 
feature consist with the building and historic character of the downtown.  
 
In addition to the original signage design with push-thru letters, an alternative sign plan was provided that 
utilized halo-lit lettering. Due to the limited time between the Historic Preservation Commission meeting 
and the Plan Commission meeting, a final plan set with detailed elevations and renderings were not able 
to be prepared for the Plan Commission packet.  
 
Ms. Forys stated the signs on Washington Street and Hinsdale Avenue had to be enlarged to provide a 
thicker font to accommodate the LED lights to achieve the halo-lit appearance. There was a discussion on 
the Plan Commission’s authority to increase the sign face area by 5%, which would be needed to allow for 
the proposed halo-lit design option. 
 
Several Commissioners stated they preferred the halo-lit signs over the push-thru signs and that the 
additional tag lines on the Hinsdale Avenue side created a busy appearance. The applicant noted that they 
were okay with removing the “Since 1958” text. It was noted by several Commissioners that less 
illumination was preferred, particularly on facades facing the railroad. The applicant stated no window 
signage is proposed and it was recommended that the applicant could look at permanent window signage 
on Hinsdale Avenue to provide signs oriented toward pedestrians.   
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There was a discussion on the design of the proposed storefront, which will entail the removal of the 
existing entrance alcove from pushing the wall out toward the street as well as the raising of the windows. 
 
Commissioners recommended that the revised designs be sent back to the HPC for review due to the 
discussion at the HPC meeting and the recommended motion, the substantial changes to the plans that 
occurred between meetings, and the plans revisions needed to show the final halo-lit sign options.  
 
By a vote of 6 ayes and 0 nays (3 absent), the Plan Commission recommend to refer Case A-15-2022 back 
to the Historic Preservation Commission for consideration prior to the review by the Plan Commission. 
 
Historic Preservation Commission Meeting – September 7, 2022 – Mike Klein, representing Airoom, 
provided an overview of the proposed changes to the building and design revisions based on the 
recommendations of the Historic Preservation Commission and Plan Commission. No public comment was 
provided at the meeting. Overall, the Commissioners expressed support for the revised design to the 
storefront and the changes to the proposed wall signs.  
 
There was a discussion on the proposed storefront design that will be flush with the front façade. The 
Commission supported a design with a recessed storefront entry and noted that all other storefronts on 
the block have a recessed design for first floor businesses. Therefore, a recessed entry for Airoom would 
be consistent with the other buildings on the block and the current storefront design. It was noted that 
secondary second floor businesses do have a doorway that is flush with the building.  
 
Mr. Klein stated that the infill of the recessed entryway was necessary for the interior design of the tenant 
space. He noted that the adjacent tenant, Coldwell Banker, has a pushed out wall inside limits interior 
space that will create a challenge for their showroom design. There was a discussion on possible building 
code issues, such as accessibility, grade changes from the sidewalk, and the swing direction of the door. 
The Commission recommended that the applicant look into these issues further before the Plan 
Commission meeting and consider a recessed entry to be consistent with the other storefronts on the 
block.  
 
The Historic Preservation Commission recommended approval of Case A-15-2022, an Exterior Appearance 
Review and Site Plan Review to allow for changes to the exterior façade of the existing building and a Sign 
Permit Review to allow for the installation of two (2) wall signs located at 36 S. Washington Street and 4 
W. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central Business District for Airoom, by a vote of 4-0 (3 absent), subject to 
the condition that the applicant provide a recessed storefront entry on the front façade facing Washington 
Street.  
 
REVIEW PROCESS 

Exterior Appearance & Site Plan Review - Pursuant to Section 11-604 and Section 11-606, the Chairman 
of the Plan Commission shall at the public meeting on the application for an Exterior Appearance Review 
or Site Plan Review allow any member of the general public to offer relevant, material and nonrepetitive 
comment on the application. Within 60 days following the conclusion of the public meeting, the Plan 
Commission shall transmit to the Board of Trustees its recommendation, in the form specified in 
Subsection 11-103(H), recommending either approval or disapproval of the Exterior Appearance and Site 
Plan based on the standards set forth in Section 11-604 and Section 11-606. 
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Within 90 days following the receipt of the recommendation of the Plan Commission, or its failure to act 
as above provided, the Board of Trustees, by ordinance duly adopted, shall approve the site plan as 
submitted, or shall make modifications acceptable to the applicant and approve such modified site plan, 
or shall disapprove it either with or without a remand to the plan commission for further consideration. 
The failure of the board of trustees to act within ninety (90) days, or such further time to which the 
applicant may agree, shall be deemed to be a decision denying site plan approval.  
 
The subject property is not located within 250 feet from a single-family zoning district, therefore, public 
notice via the newspaper, certified mail, or signage is not required for this project. 
 
Sign Permit Review - Per Section 11-607(D), sign permit applications shall be reviewed and approved by 
the Plan Commission and does not require public notification. Per Village Code Section 14-5-1(B), the 
Historic Preservation Commission shall review signage in the Historic District. The final decision of the 
Historic Preservation Commission shall be advisory only. The Plan Commission maintains final authority 
on signage with no further action required by the Board of Trustees.  
 
Per Section 11-607(E), no sign permit shall be granted pursuant to this section unless the applicant shall 
establish that: 

1. Visual Compatibility: The proposed sign will be visually compatible with the building on which the sign 
is proposed to be located and surrounding buildings and structures in terms of height, size, 
proportion, scale, materials, texture, colors, and shapes. 

2. Quality of Design and Construction: The proposed sign will be constructed and maintained with a 
design and materials of high quality and good relationship with the design and character of the 
neighborhood. 

3. Appropriateness to Activity: The proposed sign is appropriate to and necessary for the activity to 
which it pertains. 

4. Appropriateness to Site: The proposed sign will be appropriate to its location in terms of design, 
landscaping, and orientation on the site, and will not create a hazard to pedestrian or vehicular traffic, 
detract from the value or enjoyment of neighboring properties, or unduly increase the number of 
signs in the area. 

 
ATTACHMENTS 

1. Zoning Map and Project Location 
2. Aerial View  
3. Birdseye View  
4. Street View  
5. Downtown Historic District Map 
6. National Register of Historic Places Nomination Sheet (2006) 
7. Architectural Resources in the Downtown Survey Area Survey Sheet (2003) 
8. Exterior Appearance / Site Plan Review, Sign Permit Review Applications and Exhibits  
9. Original Plans Presented at the HPC Meeting on August 3, 2022 
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Aerial View – 36 S. Washington Street 
 
 

 



Birds Eye View – 36 S. Washington Street 
 

 

 

 

 



Birds Eye View – 36 S. Washington Street 
 

 

 

 



Street View – 36 S. Washington Street / 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue 
 

 

 



Street View – 36 S. Washington Street / 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Street View – 36 S. Washington Street / 4 W. Hinsdale Avenue 
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share it with our readers. Stop by our office at 7 W. First St. or email it to jslonoff@
thehinsdalean.com.

Delivery
The Hinsdalean is available by 
mail to those living outside of 
Hinsdale for $79 for six months 
or $149 for one year. Email 
version is $25 per year. To 
subscribe or if you have ques-
tions about delivery, call Tina 
Wisniowicz.
Corrections
The Hinsdalean staff strives 
to provide an error-free news-
paper each week. If a mistake 
is published, however, we are 
happy to correct it. Call or 
email Pamela Lannom to report 
errors requiring correction or 
clarification.
Letters to the editor
Our letters policy is published 
on Page 11.

Obituaries
Obituaries are published free 
each week in The Hinsdalean. 
Information may be mailed,  
faxed or emailed to news@
thehinsdalean.com. Obituaries 
may be edited for style and 
space.
Photo reprint policy
Photographs that appear in 
The Hinsdalean may be pur-
chased on our Web site at the-
hinsdalean.com. Occasionally 
additional photographs that 
have not been published in the 
paper may be published on the 
site; these also will be available 
for puchase.
Advertising policy
We reserve the right to edit 
and/or refuse all advertising 
submitted to The Hinsdalean.

Happy Birthday!
Aria Greenwald
turns 12 today
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VILLAGE OF HINSDALE 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

DEPARTMENT 

PLAN COMMISSION APPLICATION

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

Name: ___________________________________

Address: _________________________________

City/Zip: _________________________________

Phone/Fax: (___) ___________/______________

E-Mail: __________________________________

Applicant
Name: ___________________________________

Address: _________________________________

City/Zip: _________________________________

Phone/Fax: (___) ___________/______________

E-Mail: __________________________________

Owner

Others, if any, involved in the project (i.e. Architect, Attorney, Engineer)

Name: ___________________________________

Title: ____________________________________

Address: _________________________________

City/Zip: _________________________________

Phone/Fax: (___) ___________/______________

E-Mail: __________________________________

Name: ___________________________________

Title: ____________________________________

Address: _________________________________

City/Zip: _________________________________

Phone/Fax: (___) ___________/______________

E-Mail: __________________________________

Disclosure of Village Personnel: (List the name, address and Village position of any officer or employee 
of the Village with an interest in the owner of record, the Applicant or the property that is the subject of this
application, and the nature and extent of that interest)

1) ______________________________________________________________________________________

2) ______________________________________________________________________________________

3) ______________________________________________________________________________________

MIKE KLEIN, AIROOM
6825 N. LINCOLN AVENUE
LINCOLNWOOD, IL 60712
(847) 213-5221 (847) 763-1101

mklein@airoom.com

Richard Roudebush
4 W. HINSADLE AVENUE
HINSDALE, IL 60521
(630) 323-1234

PRESTON FAWCETT N/A
AIROOM ARCHITECTS, CORP.

6825 N. LINCOLN AVENUE
LINCOLNWOOD, IL 60712
(847) 213-5221

pfawcett@airoom.com

NONE KNOWN

NONE KNOWN

NONE KNOWN
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II. SITE INFORMATION

Address of subject property: _____________________________________________________

Property identification number (P.I.N. or tax number): ____ - ____ - ______ - _______ 

Brief description of proposed project: ________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

General description or characteristics of the site: ________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Existing zoning and land use: _________________

Surrounding zoning and existing land uses:

North: _______________________________    South: ______________________________

East: ________________________________    West: _______________________________

Proposed zoning and land use: _____________________________

f f f

Please mark the approval(s) you are seeking and attach all applicable applications and
standards for each approval requested:

Site Plan Approval 11-604

Design Review Permit 11-605E

Exterior Appearance 11-606E

Special Use Permit 11-602E
Special Use Requested: _______________
___________________________________

Map and Text Amendments 11-601E
Amendment Requested: ______________
__________________________________
______________________________________

Planned Development 11-603E

Development in the B-2 Central Business
District Questionnaire

36 S. WASHINGTON STREET

09 12 121 012

Facade remodel for B-2 space: the copper canopy will be removed

and the front entry will be expanded to bring entrance doors into same plane as existing building facade.

Existing windows are to be expanded vertically, and a pair of doors installed in place of a single entry door.

This commercial property is located at the north-

west corner of Hinsdale Ave. and Washington St. The project seeks to simply update the Washington St.

entrance to the property by removing the open, covered entry and bringing that facade to the property line.

B-2

B-2 B-2

B-2 B-2

NO CHANGES PROPOSED
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TABLE OF COMPLIANCE 

Address of subject property: ________________________________________________________ 

The following table is based on the __________ Zoning District. 

Minimum Code 
Requirements

Proposed/Existing
Development

Minimum Lot Area (s.f.)
Minimum Lot Depth
Minimum Lot Width
Building Height

Number of Stories
Front Yard Setback
Corner Side Yard Setback
Interior Side Yard Setback
Rear Yard Setback 
Maximum Floor Area Ratio 
(F.A.R.)*
Maximum Total Building 
Coverage*
Maximum Total Lot Coverage*
Parking Requirements

Parking front yard setback
Parking corner side yard 
setback
Parking interior side yard 
setback
Parking rear yard setback
Loading Requirements
Accessory Structure 
Information
* Must provide actual square footage number and percentage.

Where any lack of compliance is shown, state the reason and explain the Village’s authority, if any, to approve the 
application despite such lack of compliance: _____________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

36 S. WASHINGTON STREET

B-2

2,500.00 NO CHANGE - 4,039.00 SF
125.00 NO CHANGE - 128.00 FT
20.00 NO CHANGE - 31.45 FT
30.00 NO CHANGE - 28 FT

2 NO CHANGE - 2 STORIES
0.00 8.45' - NO CHANGE
0.00 NO CHANGE - 0.00 FT
0.00 NO CHANGE - 0.00 FT

20.00 NO CHANGE - 0.00 FT

10,097.50 SF/2.5 7,250.60 SF/1.79

3,231.20 SF/80% 3,625.30 SF/89.76%
4,039.00 SF/100% 4,039.00 SF/100%

NO CHANGE NO CHANGE

NO CHANGE NO CHANGE

NO CHANGE NO CHANGE
NO CHANGE NO CHANGE

NO CHANGE NO CHANGE
NO CHANGE NO CHANGE

N/A N/A

The 'infill addition' of the entryway will NOT increase the already non-confirming Total Building Coverage

condition.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  
DEPARTMENT 

EXTERIOR APPEARANCE AND 
SITE PLAN REVIEW CRITERIA 

 
Address of proposed request:  __________________________________________________ 

REVIEW CRITERIA 

Section 11-606 of the Hinsdale Zoning Code regulates Exterior appearance review.  The exterior appearance 
review process is intended to protect, preserve, and enhance the character and architectural heritage and 
quality of the Village, to protect, preserve, and enhance property values, and to promote the health, safety, and 
welfare of the Village and its residents.  Please note that Subsection Standards for building permits refers to 
Subsection 11-605E Standards and considerations for design permit review.   
***PLEASE NOTE***   If this is a non-residential property within 250 feet of a single-family 
residential district, additional notification requirements are necessary.  Please contact the Village 
Planner for a description of the additional requirements.  

FEES for Exterior Appearance/Site Plan Review: 
Standard Application: $600.00 

Within 250 feet of a Single-Family Residential District: $800 

Below are the criteria that will be used by the Plan Commission, Zoning and Public Safety 
Committee and Board of Trustees in reviewing Exterior Appearance Review requests.  Please 
respond to each criterion as it relates to the application.  Please use an additional sheet of paper 
to respond to questions if needed. 

1. Open spaces.  The quality of the open space between buildings and in setback spaces
between street and facades.

2. Materials.  The quality of materials and their relationship to those in existing adjacent
structures.

3. General design.  The quality of the design in general and its relationship to the overall
character of neighborhood.

36 S. WASHINGTON STREET

Since this project simply intends to 'infill' an exiting cover open entry, there will be no
impact on the open space between buildings.

The work intends to maintain the masonry facade of the building, while making glass
opening slightly larger: this is in keep with other downtown buildings.

Since there is not a significant alteration in the overall design of the building, there will
be no impact on the downtown neighborhood character.
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4. General site development.  The quality of the site development in terms of landscaping, 
recreation, pedestrian access, auto access, parking, servicing of the property, and impact on 
vehicular traffic patterns and conditions on-site and in the vicinity of the site, and the retention 
of trees and shrubs to the maximum extent possible.   

 
 
 
 

5. Height.  The height of the proposed buildings and structures shall be visually compatible with 
adjacent buildings.  
 
 
 

6. Proportion of front façade.  The relationship of the width to the height of the front elevation 
shall be visually compatible with buildings, public ways, and places to which it is visually 
related.   

 
 
 

7. Proportion of openings.  The relationship of the width to the height of windows shall be visually 
compatible with buildings, public ways, and places to which the building is visually related.  

 
 
 

8. Rhythm of solids to voids in front facades.  The relationship of solids to voids in the front 
façade of a building shall be visually compatible with buildings, public ways, and places to 
which it is visually related.   

 
 
 

9. Rhythm of spacing and buildings on streets.  The relationship of a building or structure to the 
open space between it and adjoining buildings or structures shall be visually compatible with 
the buildings, public ways, and places to which it is visually related.   

 
 
 

10. Rhythm of entrance porch and other projections.  The relationship of entrances and other 
projections to sidewalks shall be visually compatible with the buildings, public ways, and 
places to which it is visually related.   

 
 
 

11. Relationship of materials and texture.  The relationship of the materials and texture of the 
façade shall be visually compatible with the predominant materials to be used in the buildings 
and structures to which it is visually related.   

 
 
 
 
 

Since this project is merely enclosing a currently covered front entry and will not impact
parking, landscaping, traffic patterns or servicing of the property, the overall site
development will not be altered.

This first floor entry infill project will not change the height of the building

Since the existing entry is only being enclosed and there are no significant changes
otherwise, the buildings proportions will not change.

Buildings along the west side of South Washington Avenue exhibit generously sized glass
facades; this project seeks to replicate those existing conditions.

The project seeks to remove the copper canopy and replace it with windows that will open up
the space and match the adjacent buildings.

Since this project is only enclosing an existing front entry there will be no changes to existing
open space between buildings.

There are a variety of entry elements on South Washington Avenue and this proposed
enclosure is not out of character along this public way.

The masonry facade will be maintained and the continued (and expanded) use of glass is
compatible with the existing facade's materials and those of adjacent buildings.
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12.Roof shapes.  The roof shape of a building shall be visually compatible with the buildings to
which it is visually related.

13.Walls of continuity.  Building facades and appurtenances such as walls, fences, and landscape
masses shall, when it is a characteristic of the area, form cohesive walls of enclosure along a
street to ensure visual compatibility with the buildings, public ways, and places to which such
elements are visually related.

14.Scale of building.  The size and mass of buildings and structures in relation to open spaces,
windows, door openings, porches, and balconies shall be visually compatible with the
buildings, public ways, and places to which they are visually related.

15.Directional expression of front elevation.  The buildings shall be visually compatible with the
buildings, public ways, and places to which it is visually related in its directional character,
whether this be vertical character, horizontal character, or nondirectional character.

16. Special consideration for existing buildings.  For existing buildings, the Plan Commission and
the Board of Trustees shall consider the availability of materials, technology, and
craftsmanship to duplicate existing styles, patterns, textures, and overall detailing.

REVIEW CRITERIA – Site Plan Review 
Below are the criteria that will be used by the Plan Commission and Board of Trustees in 
determining i the application does not meet the requirements for Site Plan Approval. Briefly
describe how this application will not do the below criteria.  Please respond to each criterion as it 
relates to the application. Please use an additional sheet of paper to respond to questions if
needed. 

Section 11-604 of the Hinsdale Zoning Code regulates Site Plan Review. The site plan review 
process recognizes that even those uses and developments that have been determined to be 
generally suitable for location in a particular district are capable of adversely affecting the 
purposes for which this code was enacted unless careful consideration is given to critical design 
elements.   

No changes to the roof form are proposed.

This is not applicable.

Since this is just an infill project, the scale of the building is not changing.

The proposed infill of the existing entry feature and the expanded use of glass in place of the
existing canopy will maintain the existing general design features that exist in this downtown
location.

While the intent is to modernize this existing space by providing more direct light into the open
storefront design, the existing masonry facade beyond the expanded windows will be
maintained in order to preserve the existing building's general character.
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1. The site plan fails to adequately meet specified standards required by the Zoning Code with 
respect to the proposed use or development, including special use standards where 
applicable. 

 
  
 

2. The proposed site plan interferes with easements and rights-of-way.   
 
 
 

3. The proposed site plan unreasonably destroys, damages, detrimentally modifies, or interferes 
with the enjoyment of significant natural, topographical, or physical features of the site.   

 
 

 
4. The proposed site plan is unreasonably injurious or detrimental to the use and enjoyment of 

surrounding property. 
 
 

 
5. The proposed site plan creates undue traffic congestion or hazards in the public streets, or the 

circulation elements of the proposed site plan unreasonably creates hazards to safety on or off 
site or disjointed, inefficient pedestrian or vehicular circulation paths on or off the site.   

 
 
 
 
6. The screening of the site does not provide adequate shielding from or for nearby uses. 
 
 
 
 
7. The proposed structures or landscaping are unreasonably lacking amenity in relation to, or are 

incompatible with, nearby structures and uses.   
 
 
 
 

8. In the case of site plans submitted in connection with an application for a special use permit, 
the proposed site plan makes inadequate provision for the creation or preservation of open 
space or for its continued maintenance.  

 
 
 

9. The proposed site plan creates unreasonable drainage or erosion problems or fails to fully and 
satisfactorily integrate the site into the overall existing and planned ordinance system serving 
the community.  

 
 
 
 

There will be no alteration to the overall site plan since the building currently maintains a zero
lot line setback outside the current covered entry.

The infill front entry will not interfere with any ROW/easements.

Since this is an existing building with a slight entry modification, there will not be any general
changes to the site plans and therefore no impact to the physical nature of the site.

None of the changes proposed will impact surrounding property.

With the only change to this building being to enclose an existing 6'x6' front entry, there will be
no pedestrian or traffic impacts from this change.

This existing commercial space's 'screening' will not be altered by this proposed change.

Maintaining the downtown commercial use of this space will not impact the nature of any of the
adjacent existing uses.

This is not applicable.

As a downtown commercial space without any proposed expansion of impervious surface, this
is not applicable.
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10. The proposed site plan places unwarranted or unreasonable burdens on specified utility 
systems serving the site or area or fails to fully and satisfactorily integrate the site’s utilities into 
the overall existing and planned utility system serving the Village.   

 
 
 
 

11. The proposed site plan does not provide for required public uses designated on the Official 
Map.  

 
 

 
12. The proposed site plan otherwise adversely affects the public health, safety, or general 

welfare.   
 
 
 

As a downtown commercial space without any proposed expansion of impervious surface, this
is not applicable.

As a downtown commercial space without any proposed expansion of impervious surface, this
is not applicable.

As a downtown commercial space without any proposed expansion of impervious surface, this
is not applicable.
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VILLAGE OF HINSDALE 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

19 East Chicago Avenue 
Hinsdale, Illinois  60521-3489 

630.789.7030 

Application for Certificate of Zoning Compliance 

You must complete all portions of this application.  If you think certain 
information is not applicable, then write “N/A.”  If you need additional 
space, then attach separate sheets to this form. 

Applicant’s name: ______________________________________________ 

Owner’s name (if different): ______________________________________________ 

Property address: ______________________________________________ 

Property legal description: [attach to this form] 

Present zoning classification:  

Square footage of property: ______________________________________________ 

Lot area per dwelling: ______________________________________________ 

Lot dimensions: ____ x ____

Current use of property: ______________________________________________ 

Proposed use: Single-family detached dwelling
Other: ________________________________________

Approval sought: Building Permit Variation
Special Use Permit Planned Development
Site Plan Exterior Appearance
Design Review
Other: ________________________________________ 

Brief description of request and proposal:
_____________________________________________________________________ 

Plans & Specifications: [submit with this form] 

Provided: Required by Code: 
Yards: 

front: _________ _________
interior side(s) ____ /____ ____ /____

AIROOM LLC, & A.C.A.

RICHARD ROUDEBUSH

36 S. WASHINGTON STREET

NO CHANGE

N/A

N/A N/A

1st FLOOR RETAIL W/ 2nd FLOOR OFFICE

BUSINESS USE TO BE MAINTAINED

PLAN COMMISSION APPROVAL

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

B-2, Central Business District

✔

REQUST FOR SIGN APPROVAL AND FACADE REMODEL

✔
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Provided: Required by Code: 

corner side _________ _________
rear _________ _________

Setbacks (businesses and offices): 
front: _________ _________
interior side(s) ____ /____ ____ /____
corner side _________ _________
rear _________ _________
others: _________ _________
Ogden Ave. Center: _________ _________
York Rd. Center: _________ _________
Forest Preserve: _________ _________

Building heights:
principal building(s): _________ _________
accessory building(s): _________ _________

Maximum Elevations:
principal building(s): _________ _________
accessory building(s): _________ _________

Dwelling unit size(s): _________ _________

Total building coverage: _________ _________

Total lot coverage: _________ _________

Floor area ratio: _________ _________

Accessory building(s): ______________________________________________ 

Spacing between buildings: [depict on attached plans] 

principal building(s): _________ _________ _________
accessory building(s): _________ _________ _________

Number of off-street parking spaces required: _______ 
Number of loading spaces required: ________ 

Statement of applicant:

I swear/affirm that the information provided in this form is true and complete.  I 
understand that any omission of applicable or relevant information from this form could 
be a basis for denial or revocation of the Certificate of Zoning Compliance.

By: _______________________________ 
Applicant’s signature

_______________________________ 
Applicant’s printed name

Dated: ___________________, 20___.

nd that t any y omomission
s for ddeniaal l orr revoca

__________________________
Appplp icicant’ss signature

N/A
N/A

8.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

28.00
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

3,625.30

4.039.00

7,250.60

N/A
N/A

0.00
0.00
0.00
20.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

30.00
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

3,231.20

4,039.00

10,097.50

N/A

N/A
N/A

ANDREW VENAMORE, MACH 1, INC

7/1 22



RICHARD F. ROUDEBUSH 
4 West Hinsdale Avenue – 2nd Floor – West Suite 

Hinsdale, IL  60521 
 

May 17, 2022 
 

Ms. Bethany Salmon 
Village Planner 
Village of Hinsdale 
19 E. Chicago Avenue 
Hinsdale, IL  60521 
 
     RE:  Statement of Ownership 
       34 S. Washington Street 
       Parcel No. 09-121-012-0000 
       Hinsdale, IL  60521________ 
 
Dear Ms. Salmon: 
 
The undersigned, Richard F. Roudebush, affirms that I am the Owner of the 
subject property commonly known as 34 S. Washington Street, Hinsdale, IL  
60521 as Sole Beneficiary of Chicago Title Land Trust Company Trust No. 7367, 
the Land Trust in which this building is held.  
 
The undersigned also affirms that I approve the planned modifications (interior 
and exterior) to the 36 S. Washington portion of the subject building as 
presented to the Village Plan Commission by Applicant, Airoom, subject to 
Village of Hinsdale approval. 
 
     Respectfully, 
 
 
     ____________________________ 
     Richard F. Roudebush 
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Examples of “Halo Lit Channel Letter Signage” 
 

              
 

               
 

 
 

                 



 
 

 

Examples of “Routed-and-Pushed Thru, Edge Lit Signage” 
 

    
 

      
 

 



AREA OF PROPOSED

STOREFRONT

REPLACEMENT

AREA OF EXISTING

RETAIL SHOP

ISSUES & REVISIONS :

APPROVALS:

DESCRIPTIONISSUE DATES

THESE DRAWINGS AND THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION GUIDE ARE THE PROPRIETARY

WORK PRODUCT AND PROPERTY OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. PREPARED AND DEVELOPED

SOLELY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AND BUYERS.

USE OF THESE PLANS AND THE CONCEPTS CONTAINED THEREIN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO A CLAIM

FOR DAMAGES FROM AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS A

SUBCONTRACTOR OF AIROOM LLC.

UNTIL THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED BY THE BUYERS, CONSTRUCTION CANNOT BE SCHEDULED,

AND MATERIALS CANNOT BE ORDERED. THESE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, PREPARED BY AIROOM

ARCHITECTS CORP., ARE HEREBY FINALLY APPROVED AND AGREED UPON BY BOTH THE BUYERS

AND AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT ANY ITEM

NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT SPECS OR SHOWN IN THESE PLANS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE

CONTRACT.

PLACE APPROPRIATE STAMP HERE.

PROJECT INFORMATION:

PROJECT COORDINATOR :

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (PDM):

PROJECT NO :

SHEET TITLE : 

SHEET & FILE INFO :

AFD REFERENCE
OF

C 2022 AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. (2/1/22)

PROJECT ARCHITECT:

PROJECT MANAGER:

Airoom Architects Corp.
6825 N. Lincoln Avenue

Lincolnwood, Illinois 60712

Phone: (847) 763-1100 Fax: (847) 679-0446

Website: www.airoom.com

Email: info@airoom.com

8

6/21/2022

PRE-PCC

PERMIT SUBMITTAL

- PERMIT REVISION 1

PCC

READY

OKFC

DEPARTMENT APPROVAL:

AIROOM RETAIL
SHOWROOM

EXISTING SHOWROOM
STOREFRONT REMODEL

36 S. WASHINGTON STREET
HINSDALE, ILLINOIS

60521

Preston Clay Fawcett

220029

#C95680-L72913#

PRESTON

CLAY

FAWCETT

001-012126

PRE-DRAW

KRISTEN IVERSON

BUILDING CODE INFORMATION

MECHANICAL CODE: (IMC) INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL CODE WITH AMENDMENTS

(IPC) INTERNATIONAL PLUMBING CODE WITH AMENDMENTS

(NEC) NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE WITH AMENDMENTS

(NFPA 101) LIFE SAFETY CODE WITH AMENDMENTS

(IFGC) INTERNATIONAL FUEL GAS CODE

- AIROOM TO PROVIDE TEMP. SANITARY FACILITY FOR WORKERS DURING CONSTRUCTION.

MINIMUM 10'-0" FROM NEIGHBORING LOTS.

- AIROOM TO PROVIDE DUMPSTER TO REMOVE DEBRIS UPON COMPLETION OF

CONSTRUCTION.

REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING STOREFRONT
for an Existing Retail Space for Airoom LLC.

ABBREVIATIONS
A.C.A.P.

ALLOW.

A.F.F.

BM.

B/

BRDG.

B.O.

CAB.

C.I.

C.J.

CLG.

C.L.

C.T.

C.O.

C.W.

COL.

CONC.

C.M.U.

C.F.M.

DIM.

DN.

D.S.

DWG

ELEC.

ELEV.

EQ.

E.P.

EX.

F./ FIN. FIXT.

F.J.

FDN.

F.P.

GALV. GYP.

BD. H.B.

AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE

ALLOWANCE

ABOVE FINISHED FLOOR

BEAM

BOTTOM (OF)

BRIDGING

BY OTHERS

CABINET

CAST IRON

CEILING JOINT

CEILING

CENTER LINE

CERAMIC TILE

CLEAN OUT

COLD WATER

COLONIAL

CONCRETE

CONC MASONRY UNIT

CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE

DIMENSION

DOWN

DOWN SPOUT

DRAWING

ELECTRICAL

ELEVATION

EQUAL

EJECTOR PIT/PUMP

EXISTING

FACE OF FINISH

FIXTURE

FLOOR JOIST

FOUNDATION

FROST PROOF

GALVANIZED

GYPSUM BOARD

HOSE BIB

HDWD

H.O.

HVAC

HORZ.

INSUL.

LAV.

LOC.

MAX.

MIN.

MTL.

N.I.C.

O.C.

OPG.

+/-

REQ.

R.R.

R.O.

STD.

S.F.

S.P.

THR.

T/

TYP. U.N.O.

V.C.T.

VERT.

V.I.F.

V.T.R.

WSCT.

W.H.

W/

W/O

WD.

W.S.

HARDWOOD

HOME OWNER

HEATING, VENT & AIR

CONDITIONING

HORIZONTAL

INSULATION

LAVATORY

LOCATION

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

METAL

NOT IN CONTRACT

ON CENTER

OPENING

PLUS OR MINUS

REQUIRED

ROOF RAFTER

ROUGH OPENING

STANDARD

SQUARE FEET

SUMP PIT/PUMP

THRESHOLD

TOP OF

TYPICAL

UNLESS NOTED

OTHERWISE

VINYL COMP. TILE

VERTICAL

VERIFY IN FIELD

VENT THRU ROOF

WAINSCOT
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SHEET LEGEND

PLUMBING CODE:

ELECTRICAL CODE:

LIFE SAFETY CODE

FUEL GAS CODE:

ZONING: CODE DESCRIPTION

PRESTON

CLAY

FAWCETT

001-012126

SITE CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT:

BUILDING CODE: (IBC) INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE WITH AMENDMENTS

STOREFRONT REPLACEMENT

SCOPE OF WORK:

PROJECT INFO
SITE PLAN

BUILDING CODE

G1.0

1
SITE PLAN
1" = 10'-0"

AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP.

6825 N, LINCOLN AVE., LINCOLNWOOD, IL

LICENSE #: 184.005479

STATE OF ILLINOIS PROFESSIONAL DESIGN FIRM:

A DUMPSTER TO BE ON SITE THROUGH THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE OF THIS PROJECT.

DUMPSTER WILL BE LOCATED PER VILLAGE CODE

AIROOM TO REMOVE PROJECT CONSTRUCTION DEBRIS FROM JOB SITE EACH WORK DAY

ZONING INFORMATION

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

2' 4'0 8'

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

1' 2'0 4'

SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"

1'0 2'

SCALE: 1" = 10'-0"

5' 10'0 20'

SCALE: 1" = 20'-0"

10' 20'0 40'

SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

4' 8'0 16'

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

2" 4"0 8"
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NEW BRICK
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STRUCTURE TO BE

REMOVED
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SCAVENGER/DUMP NOTE:

YEAR

2006

2006

2003

2005

2006

2006

DEMO

ENERGY COMPLIANT STATEMENT:

I CERTIFY THAT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF THAT THE

ATTACHED PLANS FOR

FULLY COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 2018 INTERNATIONAL ENERGY

CONSERVATION CODE AS EFFECTIVE AUGUST 2017.

SIGNED: _______________   DATE: ______

ARCHITECT LICENSE NO.:   001-012126

Hindsdale,  IL

SHEET # CAD DESCRIPTION

G1.0 PROJECT INFORMATION, SITE PLAN & ZONING INFO1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A1.0

A1.1

A1.2

A1.3

PROPOSED PLAN AND SECTION DETAILS

DEMO AND PROPOSED EAST ELEVATION

DEMO AND PROPOSED NORTH ELEVATION

A4.0 ACCESSIBLITY CODES AND FIGURES

MEP LEGENDS, CODES  DEMO AND PROPOSED PLANS

A1.4

MEP1.0

DEMO 1ST FLOOR PLAN

PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Hinsdasle, IL.

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THESE DRAWINGS WERE PREPARED UNDER MY SUPERVISION AND

THAT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE COMPLY

WITH THE BUILDING CODES AND ORDINANCES OF

LICENSE NO: 001-012126

ARCHITECT NAME: PRESTON CLAY FAWCETT

EXPIRATION DATE: 11-30-2022

(IFC) INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE WITH AMENDMENTSFIRE CODE: 2006

EXISTING B-2 CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

INTERIORS WORK ONLY - NO CHANGE IN FOOTPRINT

6/21/2022

6/21/2022

4/14/2022

6/21/2022

FIRE ALARM NOTE:

THE EXISTING FIRE ALARM SYSTEM COVERES THE ENTIRE BUIDING AND

SEVERAL OCCUPANCIES AND MUST REMAIN IN SERVICE DURING

CONSTRUCTION.

A SEPERATE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM PERMIT IS TO BE SUBMITTED FOR

APPROVAL SHOWING RELOCATION PLANS
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ISSUES & REVISIONS :

APPROVALS:

DESCRIPTIONISSUE DATES

THESE DRAWINGS AND THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION GUIDE ARE THE PROPRIETARY

WORK PRODUCT AND PROPERTY OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. PREPARED AND DEVELOPED

SOLELY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AND BUYERS.

USE OF THESE PLANS AND THE CONCEPTS CONTAINED THEREIN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO A CLAIM

FOR DAMAGES FROM AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS A

SUBCONTRACTOR OF AIROOM LLC.

UNTIL THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED BY THE BUYERS, CONSTRUCTION CANNOT BE SCHEDULED,

AND MATERIALS CANNOT BE ORDERED. THESE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, PREPARED BY AIROOM

ARCHITECTS CORP., ARE HEREBY FINALLY APPROVED AND AGREED UPON BY BOTH THE BUYERS

AND AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT ANY ITEM

NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT SPECS OR SHOWN IN THESE PLANS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE

CONTRACT.

PLACE APPROPRIATE STAMP HERE.

PROJECT INFORMATION:

PROJECT COORDINATOR :

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (PDM):

PROJECT NO :

SHEET TITLE : 

SHEET & FILE INFO :

AFD REFERENCE
OF

C 2022 AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. (2/1/22)

PROJECT ARCHITECT:

PROJECT MANAGER:

Airoom Architects Corp.
6825 N. Lincoln Avenue

Lincolnwood, Illinois 60712

Phone: (847) 763-1100 Fax: (847) 679-0446

Website: www.airoom.com

Email: info@airoom.com

8
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PRE-PCC
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- PERMIT REVISION 1

PCC

READY

OKFC

DEPARTMENT APPROVAL:

AIROOM RETAIL
SHOWROOM

EXISTING SHOWROOM
STOREFRONT REMODEL

36 S. WASHINGTON STREET
HINSDALE, ILLINOIS

60521
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ISSUES & REVISIONS :

APPROVALS:

DESCRIPTIONISSUE DATES

THESE DRAWINGS AND THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION GUIDE ARE THE PROPRIETARY

WORK PRODUCT AND PROPERTY OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. PREPARED AND DEVELOPED

SOLELY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AND BUYERS.

USE OF THESE PLANS AND THE CONCEPTS CONTAINED THEREIN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO A CLAIM

FOR DAMAGES FROM AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS A

SUBCONTRACTOR OF AIROOM LLC.

UNTIL THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED BY THE BUYERS, CONSTRUCTION CANNOT BE SCHEDULED,

AND MATERIALS CANNOT BE ORDERED. THESE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, PREPARED BY AIROOM

ARCHITECTS CORP., ARE HEREBY FINALLY APPROVED AND AGREED UPON BY BOTH THE BUYERS

AND AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT ANY ITEM

NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT SPECS OR SHOWN IN THESE PLANS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE

CONTRACT.

PLACE APPROPRIATE STAMP HERE.
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PROJECT COORDINATOR :

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (PDM):

PROJECT NO :

SHEET TITLE : 

SHEET & FILE INFO :

AFD REFERENCE
OF

C 2022 AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. (2/1/22)

PROJECT ARCHITECT:

PROJECT MANAGER:

Airoom Architects Corp.
6825 N. Lincoln Avenue

Lincolnwood, Illinois 60712

Phone: (847) 763-1100 Fax: (847) 679-0446

Website: www.airoom.com

Email: info@airoom.com

8
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ISSUES & REVISIONS :

APPROVALS:

DESCRIPTIONISSUE DATES

THESE DRAWINGS AND THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION GUIDE ARE THE PROPRIETARY

WORK PRODUCT AND PROPERTY OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. PREPARED AND DEVELOPED

SOLELY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AND BUYERS.

USE OF THESE PLANS AND THE CONCEPTS CONTAINED THEREIN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO A CLAIM

FOR DAMAGES FROM AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS A

SUBCONTRACTOR OF AIROOM LLC.

UNTIL THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED BY THE BUYERS, CONSTRUCTION CANNOT BE SCHEDULED,

AND MATERIALS CANNOT BE ORDERED. THESE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, PREPARED BY AIROOM

ARCHITECTS CORP., ARE HEREBY FINALLY APPROVED AND AGREED UPON BY BOTH THE BUYERS

AND AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT ANY ITEM

NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT SPECS OR SHOWN IN THESE PLANS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE

CONTRACT.

PLACE APPROPRIATE STAMP HERE.
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PROJECT COORDINATOR :
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PROJECT NO :
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SHEET & FILE INFO :
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C 2022 AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. (2/1/22)

PROJECT ARCHITECT:

PROJECT MANAGER:

Airoom Architects Corp.
6825 N. Lincoln Avenue

Lincolnwood, Illinois 60712

Phone: (847) 763-1100 Fax: (847) 679-0446

Website: www.airoom.com

Email: info@airoom.com
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ISSUES & REVISIONS :

APPROVALS:

DESCRIPTIONISSUE DATES

THESE DRAWINGS AND THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION GUIDE ARE THE PROPRIETARY

WORK PRODUCT AND PROPERTY OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. PREPARED AND DEVELOPED

SOLELY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AND BUYERS.

USE OF THESE PLANS AND THE CONCEPTS CONTAINED THEREIN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO A CLAIM

FOR DAMAGES FROM AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS A

SUBCONTRACTOR OF AIROOM LLC.

UNTIL THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED BY THE BUYERS, CONSTRUCTION CANNOT BE SCHEDULED,

AND MATERIALS CANNOT BE ORDERED. THESE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, PREPARED BY AIROOM

ARCHITECTS CORP., ARE HEREBY FINALLY APPROVED AND AGREED UPON BY BOTH THE BUYERS

AND AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT ANY ITEM

NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT SPECS OR SHOWN IN THESE PLANS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE

CONTRACT.

PLACE APPROPRIATE STAMP HERE.
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ISSUES & REVISIONS :

APPROVALS:

DESCRIPTIONISSUE DATES

THESE DRAWINGS AND THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION GUIDE ARE THE PROPRIETARY

WORK PRODUCT AND PROPERTY OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. PREPARED AND DEVELOPED

SOLELY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AND BUYERS.

USE OF THESE PLANS AND THE CONCEPTS CONTAINED THEREIN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO A CLAIM

FOR DAMAGES FROM AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS A

SUBCONTRACTOR OF AIROOM LLC.

UNTIL THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED BY THE BUYERS, CONSTRUCTION CANNOT BE SCHEDULED,

AND MATERIALS CANNOT BE ORDERED. THESE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, PREPARED BY AIROOM

ARCHITECTS CORP., ARE HEREBY FINALLY APPROVED AND AGREED UPON BY BOTH THE BUYERS

AND AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT ANY ITEM

NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT SPECS OR SHOWN IN THESE PLANS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE

CONTRACT.

PLACE APPROPRIATE STAMP HERE.
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ISSUES & REVISIONS :

APPROVALS:

DESCRIPTIONISSUE DATES

THESE DRAWINGS AND THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION GUIDE ARE THE PROPRIETARY

WORK PRODUCT AND PROPERTY OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. PREPARED AND DEVELOPED

SOLELY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AND BUYERS.

USE OF THESE PLANS AND THE CONCEPTS CONTAINED THEREIN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO A CLAIM

FOR DAMAGES FROM AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS A

SUBCONTRACTOR OF AIROOM LLC.

UNTIL THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED BY THE BUYERS, CONSTRUCTION CANNOT BE SCHEDULED,

AND MATERIALS CANNOT BE ORDERED. THESE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, PREPARED BY AIROOM

ARCHITECTS CORP., ARE HEREBY FINALLY APPROVED AND AGREED UPON BY BOTH THE BUYERS

AND AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT ANY ITEM

NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT SPECS OR SHOWN IN THESE PLANS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE

CONTRACT.

PLACE APPROPRIATE STAMP HERE.
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APPROVALS:
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THESE DRAWINGS AND THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION GUIDE ARE THE PROPRIETARY

WORK PRODUCT AND PROPERTY OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. PREPARED AND DEVELOPED

SOLELY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AND BUYERS.

USE OF THESE PLANS AND THE CONCEPTS CONTAINED THEREIN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

PERMISSION OF AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO A CLAIM

FOR DAMAGES FROM AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. IS A

SUBCONTRACTOR OF AIROOM LLC.

UNTIL THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED BY THE BUYERS, CONSTRUCTION CANNOT BE SCHEDULED,

AND MATERIALS CANNOT BE ORDERED. THESE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, PREPARED BY AIROOM

ARCHITECTS CORP., ARE HEREBY FINALLY APPROVED AND AGREED UPON BY BOTH THE BUYERS

AND AIROOM ARCHITECTS CORP. BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT ANY ITEM

NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT SPECS OR SHOWN IN THESE PLANS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE

CONTRACT.

PLACE APPROPRIATE STAMP HERE.
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MEP LEGEND, CODES
DEMO & PROPOSED

PLANS

MEP1.0

1. ALL DUCT WORK SHALL BE FABRICATED OF PRIME GALVANIZED METAL AND

INSTALLED ACCORDING TO THE LATEST EDITION OF THE ASHRAE GUIDE AND

SMACNA MANUAL.

2.  ALL SUPPLY, OUTSIDE AIR, RETURN, EXHAUST DUCTS SHALL BE INSULATED ON

THE INSIDE    WITH FIBERGLASS DUCT LINER ONE (1) PIECE FIBERGLASS MATERIAL

1/2" THICKNESS, NEOPRENE COATED NOT LESS THAN 3# DENSITY, OF A TYPE

COMPLYING WITH NFPA OR NBFU NO. 90A. ALL ROUND DUCTS TO BE

INSULATED ON THE OUTSIDE. THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY SHALL BE 0.25 @

75F. WITH A NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT OF 0,70 FOR MOUNTING NO. 6. SFTB

3. ALL CEILING DIFFUSERS SHALL BE CARNES MODEL WITH ROUND NECKS AND

WITH DAMPERS.

4. RETURN AIR GRILLES SHALL BE CARNES MODEL WITH FINISH AND FOR LAY-IN

RSLAH TYPE CEILING.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL DO ALL CUTTING AND PATCHING OF BUILDING MATERIAL

REQUIRED    FOR THE INSTALLATION OF HIS WORK IN THE PROJECT. NO

STRUCTURAL MEMBERS SHALL BE    CUT WITHOUT THE APPROVAL OF THE

ARCHITECT AND AS DIRECTED BY HIM. ALL PATCHING    SHALL BE DONE IN A NEAT

AND WORKMAN LIKE MANNER MEETING THE APPROVAL OF THE OWNER, BY

SKILLED MECHANICS.

6 REFER TO ARCHITECTURAL PLAN FOR EXACT LOCATION OF ALL CEILING

DIFFUSERS AND REGISTERS.

7  BALANCING OF SYSTEM SHALL DONE BY THIS CONTRACTOR.

8. THIS CONTRACTOR SHALL GUARANTEE HIS INSTALLATION AGAINST DEFECTS IN

MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP FOR A PERIOD OF 12 MONTHS AFTER ACCEPTANCE,

AND SHALL REPAIR OR REPLACE ANY FAILURES DURING THIS PERIOD AT NO

ADDITIONAL EXPENSE TO THE OWNER.

9 THIS CONTRACTOR SHALL VISIT JOB SITE AND FULLY INFORM HIMSELF OF ALL

EXISTING     CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS AFFECTING THE WORK. ALL

DIMENSIONS SHALL BE VERIFIED     IN THE FIELD.

10. ALL WORK SHALL BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL CODE, AND ALL

OTHER STATE AND LOCAL CODES WHICH HAVE AUTHORITY OVER THIS PROJECT.

11. CONTRACTOR SHALL DO ALL GAS PIPING, SCHEDULE 40 BLACK STEEL PIPE

WITH     MALLEABLE FITTINGS.

12. ALL STACKS SHALL BE 6'-0" ABOVE ROOF.

13. ALL FRESH AIR INTAKES SHALL BE 10'-0" FROM ANY CONTAMINATION AND O.A.I.

10'-0"  ABOVE GRADE.

14. THIS IS REMODELING OF EXISTING CONSTRUCTION. NOT ALL PIPES, DUCTS,

ETC,. MAY BE SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS THERE MAY BE UNFORESEEN PROBLEMS

WITH OTHER TRADES AS THE WORK PROGRESSES. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL

TAKE THIS INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN PREPARING HIS ESTIMATE. THE

CONTRACTOR SHALL VISIT SITE OF CONSTRUCTION TAKING NOTICE OF

CONDITIONS AFFECTING WORK. DISCREPANCIES FOUND BETWEEN DRAWING AND

SPECIFICATIONS AND VISIT ARE TO BE CALLED TO ATTENTION OF THE ARCHITECT.

NO EXTRAS ARE ALLOWED FOR WORK FORESEEABLE BY VISIT OR FOR MINOR

CHANGES THAT MAY OCCUR WHEN THE WALL, ETC,. ARE ERECTED FOR NEW

CONSTRUCTION ACCESS. NO EXTRAS SHALL BE ALLOWED FOR ADDITIONAL WORK

CAUSED BY MINOR CONSTRUCTION ADJUSTMENTS.

15. CONFORM TO RELEVANT SECTION OF RULES, REGULATION, CODES AND

ORDINANCES OF THE LOCAL CODES AND STATE OF ILLINOIS, NFPA, AND UTILITY

COMPANY AUTHORITIES.     NOTIFY ARCHITECT OF ANY DISCREPANCIES FOUND

BETWEEN DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND THESE AUTHORITIES. THERE AFTER,

INSTALL WORK IN CONFORMANCE WITH ABOVE AUTHORITIES WITHOUT

ADDITIONAL COST.

16 HEATING CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE LOCK TYPE DAMPERS

17 HEATING CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS.

18. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL GUARANTEE THAT ON PLENUM CHAMBER USED FOR

RECIRCULATION OF FROM TRAPS, AIR WILL BE OF TIGHT CONSTRUCTION AND THAT

ALL SOURCES OF AIR CONTAMINATION SOIL STACKS, DOWNSPOUTS, VENTS,

EXHAUST DISCHARGES AND OTHER SOURCES WILL BE  ENCLOSED SO THAT NO

CONTAMINATED AIR WILL BE RECIRCULATED.

19. HTG CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AN APPROVED SMOKE DETECTOR IN UNITS

HAVING CAPACITY  GREATER THAN 2000 CFM. SYSTEMS EXHAUSTING GREATER

THAN 50% OF THE SUPPLY AIR  PROVIDE SMOKE DETECTORS IN BOTH EXHAUST AND

RETURN AIR DUCTS OR PLENUMS. DETECTORS  SHALL BE ACCESSIBLE, CONTROL OF

SMOKE DETECTORS SHALL BE PER CODE.

1. INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED EXIT SIGNS SHALL NOT BE MORE THAN 5 WATTS PER

SIDE. (SECTION C405.3)

2. WHERE NEW LIGHTING CONTROLS ARE INSTALLED, THE LIGHTING SYSTEMS

SHALL BE CONTROLLED BY AN OCCUPANT SENSOR CONTROL IN EACH SEPARATE

SPACE WITH NEW LIGHTING SWITCH INSTALLATIONS. (SECTION C405.2.1)

1. THE EXHAUST FAN EQUIPMENT FOR EACH TOILET SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE

WITH THE MINIMUM VENTILATION AND EXHAUST AIRFLOW RATES INDICATED IN

TABLE 403.3.

2. INDICATE ON THE MECHANICAL PLANS THAT A COPY OF THE REQUIRED FINAL

TEST AND BALANCE REPORT, PERFORMED BY AN AABC OR NEBB CERTIFIED TEST

AND BALANCE CONTRACTOR, SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE VILLAGE OF PRIOR TO

THE FINAL INSPECTION.  (SECTION 106.3.1)

1. REFER TO ENERGY COMMENT #2.
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•

•

•
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•

1
DEMO FIRST FLOOR PLAN
1/4" = 1'-0"

2
PROPOSED PARTIAL FIRST FLOOR PLAN
1/4" = 1'-0"

3
PROPOSED PARTIAL FIRST FLOOR PLAN
1/4" = 1'-0"



7'-6 3/4"

Airoom Red = 3M ScotchCal
#3630-73 Dark Red (match to PMS 7621)

Airoom Blue = 3M ScotchCal
#3630-137 European Blue (closest match to PMS 295)
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Airoom  36 S. Washington 
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5/18/2022220691

Hinsdale

SCALE 1”=1’ JC

Illuminated wall sign

Fabricate and install sign of aluminum, lexan 
and acrylic.  “Airoom” to be halo illuminated;
Letter face and returns to be aluminum backed
with clear lexan.  Internal illumination to be
white leds.  Red and blue logo icon to be both
halo and face illumination.  Logo face to be
white acrylic with high performance vinyl
applied first surface.  1” trim-cap, 2” returns.
Internal illumination to be white leds.  All
exposed metal surfaces to be coated with
acrylic polyurethane.

“Design + Build Studio” to be halo-illuminated

the stroke width minimum needed to
accommodate LED mods for halo lit letters.

Front Elevation

14.57 FT/SQ

1” black trim-cap

Airoom, Design Build Studio painted black.  Logo
Icon to have black returns

Halo illuminated letters

Front and Halo
illuminated character

2” returns on both Halo lit letters
and logo icon.

White spacers. 
1 1/2”  projection

W
al

l

8/4/2022

1'-11 1/8"

1'-1 5/8"

0'-1 5/8"

0'-5 1/8"

8/10/2022

Halo illuminated letters
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5’-8”

1’-10”

SCALE 1 1/4”=1’ JC

5'-4 5/8"

1'-0"

0'-3 1/8"

Halo illuminated letters

Front and Halo
illuminated character

2” returns on both Halo lit letters
and logo icon.

White spacers. 
1”  projection

W
al

l

1/2” acrylic letters
with white spacers. 
1”  projection

2” return backer 

Airoom Red = 3M ScotchCal
#3630-73 Dark Red (match to PMS 7621)

Airoom Blue = 3M ScotchCal
#3630-137 European Blue (closest match to PMS 295)

Illuminated wall sign

Fabricate and install sign of aluminum, lexan 
and acrylic.  “Airoom” to be halo illuminated;
Letter face and returns to be aluminum backed
with clear lexan.  Internal illumination to be
white leds.  Red and blue logo icon to be both
halo and face illumination.  Logo face to be
white acrylic with high performance vinyl
applied first surface.  1” trim-cap, 2” returns.
Internal illumination to be white leds.  All
exposed metal surfaces to be coated with
acrylic polyurethane.

“Architects Builders ...” to be non -illuminated
acrylic pin-mount characters.  All copy to be
mounted on a 2” backer

the stroke width minimum needed to
accommodate LED mods for halo lit letters
Stroke in I is 4.3”.

1” black trim-cap

Airoom, Design Build Studio painted black.  Logo
Icon to have black returns

White Backer
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Airoom  36 S. Washington 

Hinsdale, IL 60521

5/18/2022220691

Hinsdale

8/4/2022
8/10/2022

Side Elevation

10.38 FT/SQ

Non-illuminated
Pin mounted

8/15/2022
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SCALE 1/2”=1’ JC

Illuminated wall sign

Fabricate and install sign of aluminum and acrylic.
Sign face to be aluminum routed for copy and
backed with 1/2” push-thru acrylic.  All exposed
metal surfaces to be coated with acrylic
polyurethane.  Internal illumination to 
be white leds.
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SCALE 3/16”=1’ JC

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS:
Remove existing sign and dispose.
Center sign over windows as shown.
Connect to electrical service
to be provided by others prior to install.

SPECIAL NOTES:

Front Elevation
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20’-11”

18’-0”
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FROM
GRADE
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SCALE 3/16”=1’ JC

Front Elevation
Night time rendering

Night
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JC

Illuminated wall sign

Fabricate and install sign of aluminum and acrylic.
Sign face to be aluminum routed for copy and
backed with 1/2” push-thru acrylic.  
All exposed metal surfaces to be
coated with acrylic polyurethane.  
Internal illumination to be white leds.
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SCALE 3/16”=1’ JC

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS:
Remove existing sign and dispose.
Center sign over windows as shown.
Connect to electrical service
to be provided by others prior to install.

SPECIAL NOTES:
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19'-3"

87' frontage
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Night 2

Night time rendering
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              MEMORANDUM 
 
 

 

DATE:   September 9, 2022 

TO:   Chairman Cashman and Plan Commissioners 

CC:  Kathleen A. Gargano, Village Manager 
Robb McGinnis, Director of Community Development/Building Commissioner 

FROM:   Bethany Salmon, Village Planner  

SUBJECT:  Case A-18-2022 – 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue – Zazu Salon & Day Spa – Exterior Appearance 
and Site Plan Review to allow for the replacement of second floor windows on the existing 
building located at 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central Business District 

FOR:  September 14, 2022 Plan Commission Meeting 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
GENERAL APPLICATION INFORMATION 

Applicant: Michael Segretto 

Subject Property: 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue (PIN: 09-12-128-007) 

Existing Zoning & Land Use: B-2 Central Business District – Beauty Salon 

Surrounding Zoning & Land Use: 
North:  B-2 Central Business District – (across Hinsdale Avenue Street) Restaurant / Train Station 
South:  B-2 Central Business District – Restaurant 
East:  B-2 Central Business District – (across Village Place) Commercial Retail / Apartments 
West:  B-2 Central Business District – Beauty Salon / Dry Cleaners  
 
APPLICATION SUMMARY 

The applicant requests approval of an Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review to allow for the 
replacement of ten (10) second floor windows on the existing two-story building located at 18 E. Hinsdale 
Avenue. Both buildings at 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue and 16 E. Hinsdale Avenue are currently occupied by 
Zazu Salon & Day Spa, a beauty salon.  
 
The building is classified as a Contributing Structure in the Downtown Hinsdale Historic District according 
to the 2006 National Register of Historic Places Nomination and the 2003 Architectural Resources in the 
Downtown Survey Area. The building features Two-Part Commercial Block architecture in the Prairie 
School style and was constructed in 1907. The original storefront has been altered over time and all 
windows appear to have been replaced. The Hinsdale Historical Society provided staff with an exterior 
photo of the storefront circa 1924 and an interior photo showing the original storefront design estimated 
to be taken in the 1920s. 
  
REQUEST AND ANALYSIS 

The applicant is proposing to replace all of the second floor windows on the front (north), side (east), and 
rear (south) elevations with black aluminum windows. All windows are non-historic windows and were 
previously replaced. No changes are proposed to the first floor windows or the facade.  
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All windows to be installed will be black aluminum windows to be consistent with the black windows 
previously installed on the first floor storefront on the front façade facing Hinsdale Avenue and the side 
elevation facing Village Place. 
 
On the front façade, three second floor windows will be replaced. The center window will be replaced 
with a 71.5” wide and 91” tall window with four divided panes, as shown in Exhibit A. The two top panes 
are fixed windows and will not open. The two bottom panes will have an awning window design. The two 
windows on each side of the central window will be replaced with a 35.75” wide and 91” tall window with 
two divided areas, is shown in Exhibit B. On the side and rear facades, the same replacement window 
shown in shown in Exhibit B with a top fixed pane and a bottom awning window will be installed on a total 
of seven windows.  
 
The applicant has informed staff that the windows on the front façade were already order as they were 
not aware that an approval of an Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review was required to replace the 
windows. 

 
MEETING HISTORY 

Historic Preservation Commission Meeting – September 7, 2022 – Michael Segretto, the building owner 
and owner of Zazu Salon & Day Spa, provided an overview of the proposed changes to the building and 
answered questions from the Commissioners. No public comment was made at the meeting.  
 
Several Commissioners expressed concern over the use of black color of the windows and noted that black 
windows on the second floor were not generally consistent with the historic design of building in the 
downtown. This was previously discussed for the project at 14 W. First Street.  
 
Mr. Segretto noted that the proposed color of the windows was intended to make all windows consistent 
on the entire building and specifically with the existing black storefront system on the first floor. The 
applicant noted that in the future, they would like to make changes to the storefront and façade, which 
was completed over 20 years ago. The Commission reviewed the historic photos on file and noted that 
the majority of the buildings in the surrounding blocks have white second floor windows.  
 
A Commissioner noted that the proposed windows are not standard, traditional double-hung windows 
and there was a discussion on if a dark color would blend in better with the building. It was also noted 
that the building directly to the west, also owned by Zazu Salon, has a dark brickmold color, and the 
building at 33 S. Washington, occupied by Starbucks, has second floor windows with a dark color. After 
discussion, the Commission determined the use of a dark color in this case could be appropriate. 
 
The Historic Preservation Commission recommended approval of Case A-18-2022, an Exterior Appearance 
and Site Plan Review to allow for the replacement of the second floor windows on the existing building 
located at 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue in the B-2 Central Business District for Zazu Salon & Day Spa, by a vote 
of 4-0 (3 absent), as submitted. 
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REVIEW PROCESS 

Pursuant to Section 11-604 and Section 11-606, the Chairman of the Plan Commission shall at the public 
meeting on the application for an Exterior Appearance Review or Site Plan Review allow any member of 
the general public to offer relevant, material and nonrepetitive comment on the application. Within 60 
days following the conclusion of the public meeting, the Plan Commission shall transmit to the Board of 
Trustees its recommendation, in the form specified in Subsection 11-103(H), recommending either 
approval or disapproval of the Exterior Appearance and Site Plan based on the standards set forth in 
Section 11-604 and Section 11-606. 
 
Within 90 days following the receipt of the recommendation of the Plan Commission, or its failure to act 
as above provided, the Board of Trustees, by ordinance duly adopted, shall approve the site plan as 
submitted, or shall make modifications acceptable to the applicant and approve such modified site plan, 
or shall disapprove it either with or without a remand to the plan commission for further consideration. 
The failure of the board of trustees to act within ninety (90) days, or such further time to which the 
applicant may agree, shall be deemed to be a decision denying site plan approval.  
 
The subject property is not located within 250 feet from a single-family zoning district, therefore, public 
notice via the newspaper, certified mail, and signage is not required for this project. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

1. Zoning Map and Project Location 
2. Aerial View  
3. Birdseye View  
4. Street View  
5. Downtown Historic District Map 
6. National Register of Historic Places Nomination Sheet (2006) 
7. Architectural Resources in the Downtown Survey Area Survey Sheet (2003) 
8. Hinsdale Historical Society – Historic Photos 
9. Exterior Appearance & Site Plan Review Application and Exhibits  



Village of Hinsdale Zoning Map and Project Location  
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Aerial View – 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue  
 
 

 
 



Birds Eye View – 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue 
 
 

 

 

 



Birds Eye View – 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue 
 

 

 



Street View – 18 E. Hinsdale Avenue 
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              MEMORANDUM 
 
 

 

DATE:   September 9, 2022 

TO:   Chairman Cashman and Plan Commissioners 

CC:  Kathleen A. Gargano, Village Manager 
Robb McGinnis, Director of Community Development/Building Commissioner 

FROM:   Bethany Salmon, Village Planner  

SUBJECT:  Case A-21-2022 – 35 E. First Street – Fuller House – Exterior Appearance and Site Plan 
Review to allow for improvements to the existing building and site located at 35 E. First 
Street in the B-2 Central Business District 

FOR:  September 14, 2022 Plan Commission Meeting 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
GENERAL APPLICATION INFORMATION 

Applicant: Patricia Vlahos, Fuller House 

Subject Property: 35 E. First Street (PIN: 09-12-129-012) 

Existing Zoning & Land Use: B-2 Central Business District – Restaurant with Outdoor Patio, Hardware Store, 
Martial Arts / Fitness Studio / Office 

Surrounding Zoning & Land Use: 
North:  B-2 Central Business District – Village-Owned Parking Lot 
South:  B-2 Central Business District – (across First Street) Commercial Retail / Office 
East:  B-2 Central Business District – (across Garfield Street) Office 
West:  B-2 Central Business District – Commercial Retail / Vacant 
 
APPLICATION SUMMARY 
The applicant requests approval of an Exterior Appearance and Site Plan Review to allow for changes to 
exterior façade and site located at 35 E. First Street in the B-2 Central Business District. The existing two-
story building is situation on an L-shaped lot that fronts both First Street and Garfield Street. The building 
consists several tenants, including a restaurant, hardware store, martial arts fitness studio, and offices. 
The outdoor patio for Fuller House is located on the adjacent lot at 50 S. Garfield, formerly occupied by a 
restaurant (Dips & Dogs) that is now currently vacant.  
 
The building is classified as a Contributing Structure in the Downtown Hinsdale Historic District according 
to the 2006 National Register of Historic Places Nomination and is Significant according to the 2003 
Architectural Resources in the Downtown Survey Area. The building features Two-Part Commercial Block 
architecture in a Renaissance Revival style. It was designed by Walter Ewert and was constructed in 1929.  
 
REQUEST AND ANALYSIS 

The applicant is proposing several exterior improvements to the existing front façade of the building facing 
First Street, which are detailed below: 
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• Painting - The applicant is proposing to paint the existing brick on the front facade white (Sherwin 
Williams Alabaster White). Only the front façade will be painted, the side and rear elevations of the 
building facing Garfield Street and the alley will not be painted. The stone sills, sign band, and pilasters 
around the storefront are shown not to be painted.  

• Light Fixtures - The five (5) existing gooseneck light fixtures affixed to the second floor will be removed 
and replaced with new bronze wall sconces. The applicant has included a specification sheet showing 
the proposed light fixtures for review. There are no proposed changes to the recessed lighting 
underneath the ceiling of the storefront alcove. 

• Wood Cladding on the Existing Stone Band - The existing stone band above the storefront will be 
covered with reclaimed wood cladding to serve as the background for a future wall sign, to be 
submitted for review and approval via a sign permit application at a later date. 

• Outdoor Seating Area - Three (3) wood planter boxes are proposed along the perimeter of the 
recessed storefront alcove to provide a barrier for the outdoor patio area. The planters will be aligned 
with the property line abutting First Street and are not permitted to encroach into the right-of-way. 
Details on the planter box design were submitted as part of the application packet for review.  

The concrete floor of the entry alcove will be painted in a chevron stencil pattern in a gray color 
(Sherwin Williams Gauntlet Gray). The applicant has confirmed that the black and white pattern 
included in one of the plan exhibits is to show the proposed pattern, but does not represent the 
proposed colors. The area shown on the exhibit in black will be painted gray and the white area will 
be left unpainted. The ceiling of the alcove will also be painted black (Sherwin Williams Tricorn Black).  

• Signage - The proposed renderings show a conceptual wall sign and projecting sign on the front of the 
building facing First Street. The applicant will be required to submit a separate sign permit application 
for review by the Historic Preservation Commission and Plan Commission at a later date.  

 
MEETING HISTORY 

Historic Preservation Commission Meeting – September 7, 2022 – Patricia Vlahos, representing Fuller 
House, provided an overview of the proposed changes to the building and answered questions from the 
Commissioners.  
 
Commissioners expressed concern over the painting of the brick. It was discussed that painting could 
damage the brick and this has not been supported on other historic buildings in the downtown in the past. 
Ms. Vlahos confirmed that there are no plans to paint the side of the building where the outdoor patio is 
located facing Garfield Avenue and the ivy would remain as is.  
 
There was also a discussion on installing wood cladding over the limestone around the storefront entry 
way. One Commission noted that this can damage the limestone, but it was noted that the limestone was 
not original to the building based on older photos included in the packet.  
 
Ms. Vlahos confirmed that there are no changes to the entrance way to the second floor or iron detailing 
above the door on the right side of the front façade. The proposed light fixtures are electric and will not 
be gas lights.  
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Mr. Segretto, of Zazu Salon & Day Spa, commented that he believes the proposed changes are attractive. 
He noted that he owns a painted brick building in Naperville and agrees with the Commission on potential 
issues with painting brick. Mr. Segretto stated that a responsible building owner needs to paint a building 
a properly and maintain the building over time, but painting can provide a contemporary look that can 
help make a business successful.  
 
Overall, the Commission supported the proposed changes to the building and site, but was opposed to 
the applicant painting the brick. 
 
The Historic Preservation Commission recommended approval of Case A-21-2022, an Exterior Appearance 
and Site Plan Review to allow for improvements to the existing building located at 35 E. First Street in the 
B-2 Central Business District for Fuller House, by a vote of 4-0 (3 absent), subject to the condition that the 
applicant does not paint the existing brick.  
 
REVIEW PROCESS 

Pursuant to Section 11-604 and Section 11-606, the Chairman of the Plan Commission shall at the public 
meeting on the application for an Exterior Appearance Review or Site Plan Review allow any member of 
the general public to offer relevant, material and nonrepetitive comment on the application. Within 60 
days following the conclusion of the public meeting, the Plan Commission shall transmit to the Board of 
Trustees its recommendation, in the form specified in Subsection 11-103(H), recommending either 
approval or disapproval of the Exterior Appearance and Site Plan based on the standards set forth in 
Section 11-604 and Section 11-606. 
 
Within 90 days following the receipt of the recommendation of the Plan Commission, or its failure to act 
as above provided, the Board of Trustees, by ordinance duly adopted, shall approve the site plan as 
submitted, or shall make modifications acceptable to the applicant and approve such modified site plan, 
or shall disapprove it either with or without a remand to the plan commission for further consideration. 
The failure of the board of trustees to act within ninety (90) days, or such further time to which the 
applicant may agree, shall be deemed to be a decision denying site plan approval.  
 
The subject property is not located within 250 feet from a single-family zoning district, therefore, public 
notice via the newspaper, certified mail, or signage is not required for this project. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

1. Zoning Map and Project Location 
2. Aerial View  
3. Birdseye View  
4. Street View  
5. Downtown Historic District Map 
6. National Register of Historic Places Nomination Sheet (2006) 
7. Architectural Resources in the Downtown Survey Area Survey Sheet (2003) 
8. Exterior Appearance & Site Plan Review Application and Exhibits  
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Aerial View – 35 E. First Street 
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According to Longstreth, the Two-Part Commercial Block is considered the most 
common type of commercial building in America. Found principally in small and 
moderate-sized communities between the 1850s and 1950s, the building is always a 
two;- to four-story building characterized by a horizontal division into two clearly 
separated zones. These zones reflect differences of use on the interior, with the 
ground-floor level possessing public places such as a store or lobby, and the upper 
stories having the more private spaces of the building including offices, living spaces, 
or a meeting hall. The upper stories often reflect domestic high style architecture in 
ornamentation. 

The Two-Part Commercial Blocks in the district date from as early as c. 1888 through 
the 1990s. There are some excellent examples across several different high styles, 
from the second half of the 19th through the first three decades of the 20th centuries. 
Those that are significant designs include 35 E. and 19 W. First Street, 28-30 E. 
Hinsdale Avenue, and 33-35, 39, 43, 47, 49-51, 53, _101, and 102 S. Wc1shington 
Street. 

The Italianate-style Two-Part Commercial Block at 47 S. Washington Street, built in 
1881, is believed to be the oldest building in downtown Hinsdale. The wood shingle 
cladding on the front fac;ade and wood shutters from the 1950s are not original to the 
building, but some of its Italianate features are still visible. These include the wood 
cornice with dentil trim, brackets and wood frieze, and the classical window hoods. 

A number of distinguished Queen Anne-style Two-Part Commercial Blocks are found 
within the historic district. The Queen Anne style is characterized by asymmetry and 
irregularity in form, with a variety of surface materials and textures. The Queen Anne 
style is usually evidenced in commercial buildings by corner towers and projecting 
bay windows on the upper floors. The Papenhausen Building at 102 S. Washington 
Street is an exceptional example of the style. Built in 1888, it sports a corner turret 
with fishscale shingles, conical roof and finial. There is a metal cornice with brackets, 
frieze, and triangular pediment. Decorative brickwork with sawtooth and recessed 
rowlock courses adds surface texture. Although there have been non-historic 
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alterations such as the large bay window on the north facade and some replacement 
display windows, the distinctive historic character of this structure predominates. 

Another notable Two-Part Commercial Block with Queen Anne styling is 33-35 S. 
Washington Street, built in 1900, which housed a drug store for over 100 years. Also 
on a corner site, it has a corner tower with belcast roof, finial, dentil trim, and wood 
panels. The wood cornice has a dentiled frieze and stone frieze below. In 2005, the 
windows were replaced in their original openings and the storefronts were 
remodeled. 

One of Hinsdale's most architecturally significant buildings is the Two-Part 
Commercial Block in the Classical Revival style, formerly the Hinsdale State Bank, at 
101 S. Washington Street. This structure was designed by noted architect William 
Gibson Barfield and built in 1927. It was identified in the Illinois Historic Structures 
survey likely for its exceptional terra cotta ornament executed by the American Terra 
Cotta Company of Chicago. The Classical Revival style came about during a revival 
of interest in classical models after the Chicago World's Columbian Exposition of 
1893, and became fashionable throughout the country into the 1920s. The architects 
of the time who had received training at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris 
contributed to the influence of this style. Classical Revival features include the 
prominent corner entry portico with triangular pediment, the terra cotta ornamented 
triangular pediment with modillions at the parapet level, the rooftop balustrade, and 
the corner quoins. The multi-light windows have dog-ear surrounds and keystones. 
The bank occupied this location until the late 1960s when a new bank building was 

. constructed at 50 S. Lincoln Avenue in 1967, outside of the historic district 
boundaries. It is now occupied by a Gap clothing store. 

Of the buildings within the Hinsdale commercial district built with Renaissance 
Revival detailing, the Ray J. Soukup Building at 35 E. First Street is a fine example. 
Built in 1929, it has housed the Soukup Hardware store, now Home and Hardware 
store, ever since. Its Renaissance Revival features include a ceramic tile roof, 
polychrome brick1 and six-over-one wood double-hung windows. The storefront's 
historic configuration with recessed and angled display windows, recessed doors, 
and a three-part storefront configuration with bulkhead, display windows, and 
transoms were all replaced in 2004. 
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VIEW AT PROPOSED EXTERIOR FACADE REFRESH  
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* SIGN TO BE 
BLACK 
FRAME, WHITE 
LETTERS
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EXTERIOR WALL SCONCE 
SPEC SHEET 



EXTERIOR PLANTER BOX 
SPEC SHEET 



BUILDING ENTRY 
VESTIBULE APPLIED PAINTED 

STENCIL 

APPLIED PAINTED & 
SEALED PATTERN 
STENCIL ONTO EXISTING 
CONCRETE AT 
ENTRYWAY TO DISGUISE 
TRAFFIC WEAR (SEE 
PROPOSED CONCRETE 
STENCIL REPEAT 
PROVIDED) 

APPLIED PAINTED STENCIL 
PATTERN REPEAT 



THANK 
YOU!
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